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Re´sume´
Une pompe centrifuge doit contribuer a` la stabilite´ de foctionnement de l’installation
qu’elle alimente, quel que soit le point de fonctionnement. Des modiﬁcations subtiles des
surfaces mouille´es de pompes centrifuges radiales peuvent inﬂuencer conside´rablement
la tendance a` l’instabilite´. Les me´canismes d’action de ces modiﬁcations ne sont pas
comple`tement maˆıtrise´s, ce qui me`ne a` des approches empiriques couˆteuses dans la solu-
tion de ces instabilite´s de fonctionnement.
L’e´coulement dans une pompe centrifuge est fonction du temps par son principe de fonc-
tionnement base´ sur l’interaction entre la roue en rotation et les aubes du diﬀuseur sta-
tionnaire (interaction rotor-stator, RSI). Les e´coulements a` gradients de pression adverses
sont potentiellement sujets au de´collement de la couche limite, susceptible de mener a` des
e´coulements asyme´triques. Les nonuniformite´s circonfe´rentielles qui en re´sultent peuvent
eˆtre ﬁxes ou tournantes dans l’espace et stationnaires ou intermittentes dans le temps. Le
de´collement tournant, observe´ dans les turbomachines thermiques et hydrauliques a` de´bit
partiel, est caracte´rise´ par la pre´sence de cellules de de´collement dont l’ensemble tourne
a` une fraction de la vitesse de rotation de la roue. La complexite´ de l’e´coulement dans
les pompes centrifuges a` charge partielle constitue un de´ﬁ majeur pour les me´thodes de
simulation nume´rique d’e´coulements.
La pre´sente e´tude approche l’e´coulement dans les pompes centrifuges a` charge partielle
par des me´thodes expe´rimentales ainsi que des simulations nume´riques dernie`res base´es
sur une discre´tisation par volumes ﬁnis des e´quations Navier-Stokes moyenne´es (RANS).
Diﬀe´rents phe´nome`nes sont mis en e´vidence dans trois cas e´tudie´s. La capacite´ des
me´thodes nume´riques a` reproduire l’e´coulement de facon qualitative ainsi que leur pre´cision
quantitative sont evalue´es.
L’e´tude nume´rique de l’e´coulement dans une pompe-turbine de haute vitesse spe´ciﬁque
est e´tablie sous les hypothe`ses d’un e´coulement stationnaire et d’une pe´riodicite´ entre les
canaux. Les re´sultats mettent en e´vidence un changement de topologie de l’e´coulement lie´
a` une augmentation des pertes visqueuses qui se re´percute sur la caracte´ristique e´nergie-
de´bit de la pompe, augmentant ainsi le risque d’instabilite´ de fonctionnement. Au dessous
d’un seuil de de´bit critique, un e´coulement sain avec des poches de de´collement localise´es
sur les aubes de diﬀuseur au centre du canal donne place a` un e´coulement asyme´trique
caracte´rise´ par une dissipation visqueuse accrue dans une large structure comparable a`
un vortex.
En plus des de´collements dans certains canaux du diﬀuseur, une e´tude nume´rique sur
une pompe a` double ou¨ıe met en e´vidence une interaction possible entre un de´collement
unilate´ral dans le diﬀuseur et un de´se´quilibre des de´bits a` travers les deux coˆte´s de la roue.
L’augmentation des pertes visqueuses lie´e a` l’apparition de ce de´se´quilibre correspond bien
a` un segment de pente positive sur la caracte´ristique e´nergie-de´bit, cependant le de´bit
auquel elle apparait diﬀe`re sensiblement de celui mesure´.
Diﬀe´rents modes de de´collement tournant sont identiﬁe´s par des mesures de pression in-
stationnaires dans une pompe-turbine de faible vitesse spe´ciﬁque. Selon le point de fonc-
tionnement, ces modes pre´sentent entre 3 et 5 cellules de de´collement, l’ensemble tourne a`
des vitesses de rotation entre 0.016 et 0.028 fois celle de la roue. Pour des conditions avec
un mode a` 4 cellules bien e´tabli, des mesures de vitesse par la me´thode Laser-Doppler
sont eﬀectue´es. L’e´volution du champ de vitesse en fonction du passage des zones de
de´collement est reconstruit a` l’aide d’une phase de´ﬁnie a` partir d’un signal de pression
mesure´ simultane´ment. Des simulations nume´riques instationnaires reproduisent le mode
de de´collement tournant a` 4 cellules et des champs de vitesse semblables a` ceux mesure´s,
cependant pour des conditions de de´bit nettement diﬀe´rentes de celles de l’expe´rience.
Compte tenu des de´fauts quantitatifs des re´sultats des simulations nume´riques eﬀectue´es,
une nouvelle approche de mode´lisation est propose´e. La partie majeure du domaine de
simulation tridimensionelle est remplace´e par un mode`le monodimensionnel, ce qui per-
met une e´conomie conside´rable en ressources de calcul, permettant ainsi d’ame´liorer la
mode´lisation dans le restant du domaine a` couˆt de calcul constant. L’approche est valide´e
par comparaison aux calculs comprenant le domaine tridimensionnel complet sur le cas
pre´sentant le de´collement tournant ainsi que dans le cas du de´se´quilibre des de´bits dans la
pompe double ou¨ıe. La cohe´rence des re´sultats obtenus est satisfaisante, ainsi l’approche
est applicable a` de nombreuses applications dans le domaine des turbomachines. Elle
peut par exemple fournir des conditions aux limites physiquement cohe´rentes pour les
simulations du phe´nome`ne de la torche dans les diﬀuseur de turbines hydrauliques et
cela a` un couˆt de calcul raisonnable. La me´thode e´tablie ouvre une voie pour des e´tudes
parame´triques variant de´libe´re´ment les quantite´s de l’e´coulement moyen et de la turbu-
lence sur les sections de connection des domaines de calcul mono- et tridimensionnels.
Mots-cle´s:
Pompe-turbine, simulation nume´rique, moyenne de Reynolds, de´collement tournant, In-
teraction rotor-stator, instabilite´, ve´locime´trie laser-Doppler, moyenne de phase
Zusammenfassung
Eine wesentliche Anforderung an Kreiselpumpen ist, dass sie zu einem stabilen Betrieb der
umgebenden Anlage beitragen. Geringfu¨gige Vera¨nderungen an den stro¨mungsfu¨hrenden
Fla¨chen radialer Kreiselpumpen ko¨nnen die Betriebsstabilita¨t der Anlagen erheblich be-
einﬂussen. Die Wirkungsweise derartiger Vera¨nderungen ist nicht vollsta¨ndig erforscht, so
dass derzeit bei notwendigen Verbesserungen der Betriebsstabilita¨t aufwa¨ndige empirische
Vorgehensweisen die Regel sind.
Die Stro¨mung in Kreiselpumpen ist zeitabha¨ngig aufgrund des Wirkprinzips und der
daraus folgenden Wechselwirkung des rotierenden Laufrads mit der stillstehenden Dif-
fusorbeschaufelung (Rotor-Stator-Interaktion, RSI). Des Weiteren tendieren die auftre-
tenden Stro¨mungen entgegen dem Druckgradienten zu Grenzschichtablo¨sung und Ru¨ck-
stro¨mungen. Letztere fu¨hren unter Umsta¨nden zu Stro¨mungsbildern, die der Symmetrie
und Periodizita¨t der Pumpe nicht entsprechen. Ungleichfo¨rmigkeiten in Umfangsrichtung
ko¨nnen ebenso ortsfest wie rotierend und gleichermassen stetig wie intermittent auftreten.
Als Rotating Stall wird das Auftreten mehrerer Ablo¨segebiete am Umfang bezeichnet, die
mit einem Bruchteil der Laufraddrehzahl umlaufen. Die hieraus resultierende komplexe
Teillaststro¨mung in radialen Kreiselpumpen stellt eine Herausforderung fu¨r numerische
Stro¨mungssimulationsverfahren dar.
Die vorliegende Arbeit untersucht die Teillaststro¨mung in Kreiselpumpen mit experi-
mentellen Methoden und numerischen Simulationen unter Anwendung der ﬁnite-Volumen
Diskretisierung der reynoldsgemittelten Navier-Stokes (RANS) Gleichungen. Verschiedene
Aspekte werden anhand von drei Testfa¨llen beleuchtet und die Fa¨higkeit numerischer
Methoden, die auftretende Stro¨mung qualitativ und quantitativ richtig wiederzugeben,
wird beurteilt.
Bei numerischen Untersuchungen an einer Pumpturbine hoher speziﬁscher Drehzahl wer-
den zeitunabha¨ngige Stro¨mung sowie Periodizita¨t unter den Schaufelkana¨len vorausge-
setzt. Die Ergebnisse zeigen einen Zusammenhang zwischen einer Vera¨nderung des Stro¨-
mungsbildes und erho¨hten viskosen Verlusten auf. Diese schlagen sich auf die Kennlinie
der Pumpturbine in einer Art und Weise nieder, die die Betriebsstabilita¨t nachteilig
beeinﬂusst. Beim Unterschreiten eines bestimmten Fo¨rderstroms geht die daru¨ber beste-
hende geradlinige Durchstro¨mung mit mittig im Kanal liegenden Ablo¨sungen an den
Leitschaufeln in eine asymmetrische Stro¨mung u¨ber. Diese wirbelartige Stro¨mung generiert
erhebliche Stro¨mungsverluste.
Neben der Stro¨mungsablo¨sung in einzelnen Diﬀusorkana¨len zeigen numerische Simula-
tionen der zeitabha¨ngigen Stro¨mung in einer doppelﬂutigen Kreiselpumpe eine mo¨gliche
Wechselwirkung einer einseitigen Stro¨mungsablo¨sung im Diﬀusor mit einem Ungleichge-
wicht der Fo¨rderstro¨me der beiden Laufradseiten. Die Zunahme der Stro¨mungsverluste
mit dem Auftreten dieses Ungleichgewichts entspricht einem Abschnitt positiver Steigung
auf der gemessenen Kennlinie, jedoch entspricht der zugeho¨rige Fo¨rderstrom nicht dem
experimentell ermittelten.
Unterschiedliche Modi des Rotating Stall werden durch transiente Druckmessungen in
einer Pumpturbine niedriger speziﬁscher Drehzahl identiﬁziert. Abha¨ngig vom Fo¨rder-
strom treten 3 bis 5 Zonen abgelo¨ster Stro¨mung im Diﬀusor auf, die mit Winkelge-
schwindigkeiten vom 0.016− bis zum 0.028−fachen der Laufraddrehzahl umlaufen. Unter
Bedingungen, in denen Rotating Stall mit 4 Zellen am deutlichsten auftritt, werden
Stro¨mungsgeschwindigkeiten mit den Laser-Doppler-Verfahren gemessen. Die zeitliche
Abha¨ngigkeit des Geschwindigkeitsfeldes vom Passieren der Ablo¨sungszonen wird durch
Phasenmittelung anhand einer aus Druckmessungen ermittelten Phase rekonstruiert. Nu-
merische Simulation der zeitabha¨ngigen Stro¨mung ist in der Lage, Rotating Stall sowie
die Geschwindigkeitsfelder qualitativ zufriedenstellend wiederzugeben, die Abweichung
des dazugeho¨rigen Fo¨rderstroms vom experimentell bestimmten ist jedoch erheblich.
In Anbetracht der quantitativen Deﬁzite der ausgefu¨hrten numerischen Simulation wird
ein neuartiger Modellansatz entwickelt: Das Ersetzen der aufwa¨ndigen 3-dimensionalen
Abbildung eines Grossteils der Laufradkana¨le durch ein 1-dimensionales Modell bringt eine
erhebliche Einsparung an Rechenaufwand mit sich. Dies ermo¨glicht eine verbesserte Ab-
bildung des verbleibenden 3-dimensionalen Rechengebiets bei gleichbleibendem Aufwand.
Das Verfahren wird anhand der Fa¨lle des Rotating Stall und des Ungleichgewichts der
Laufradseitenmassenstro¨me durch Vergleich mit den Ergebnissen aus der vollsta¨ndigen
3-dimensionalen Abbildung validiert. Die zufriedenstellende U¨bereinstimmung qualiﬁziert
die Vorgehensweise fu¨r zahlreiche Anwendungen im Turbomaschinenbereich, etwa ko¨nnen
so verbesserte, zeitabha¨ngige Eintrittsrandbedingungen fu¨r die Simulation vonWirbelzo¨pfen
in Diﬀusoren von Wasserturbinen mit vertretbarem Rechenaufand generiert werden. Pa-
rameterstudien, in denen die Gro¨ssen der gemittelten Stro¨mung sowie der Turbulenz an
den modellierten Randbedingungen bewusst variiert werden, ko¨nnen im Rahmen dieses
Verfahrens umgesetzt werden.
Schlu¨sselwo¨rter:
Pumpturbine, numerische Simulation, Reynoldsgemittelte Navier-Stokes Gleichungen, Ro-
tating Stall, Rotor-Stator-Interaktion, Instabilita¨t, Stro¨mungsablo¨sung, Laser-Doppler-
Velozimetrie, Phasenmittelung
Abstract
Centrifugal pumps are required to sustain a stable operation of the system they support
under all operating conditions. Minor modiﬁcations of the surfaces deﬁning the pump’s
water passage can inﬂuence the tendency to unstable system operation signiﬁcantly. The
action of such modiﬁcations on the ﬂow are yet not fully understood, leading to costly
trial and error approaches in the solution of instability problems.
The part-load ﬂow in centrifugal pumps is inherently time-dependent due to the interac-
tion of the rotating impeller with the stationary diﬀuser (Rotor-Stator Interaction, RSI).
Furthermore, adverse pressure gradients in the pump diﬀuser may cause ﬂow separation,
potentially inducing symmetry-breaking non-uniformities, either spatially stationary or
rotating and either steady or intermittent. Rotating stall, characterized by the presence
of distinct cells of ﬂow separation on the circumference, rotating at a fraction of the im-
peller revolution rate, has been observed in thermal and hydraulic turbomachines. Due
to its complexity, the part-load ﬂow in radial centrifugal pumps is a major challenge for
numerical ﬂow simulation methods.
The present study investigates the part-load ﬂow in radial centrifugal pumps and pump-
turbines by experimental and numerical methods, the latter using a ﬁnite volume dis-
cretization of the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equation. Physical phenom-
ena of part load ﬂow are evidenced based on three case studies, and the ability of numerical
simulation methods to reproduce part-load ﬂow in radial centrifugal pumps qualitatively
and quantitatively is assessed.
A numerical study of the ﬂow in a high speciﬁc speed radial pump-turbine using steady
approaches and the hypothesis of angular periodicity between neighboring blade channels
evidences the relation of sudden ﬂow topology changes with an increase of viscous losses,
impacting on the energy-discharge characteristic, and thus increasing the risk of unstable
operation. When the ﬂow rate drops below a critical threshold, the straight through-ﬂow
with ﬂow separation zones attached to the guide vanes changes to an asymmetrical ﬂow.
Energy is drawn oﬀ the mean ﬂow and dissipated in a large vortex-like structure.
Besides ﬂow separation in some diﬀuser channels, time-dependent numerical simulations
of the ﬂow in a double suction pump evidence a ﬂow rate imbalance between both im-
peller sides interacting with asymmetric ﬂow separation in the diﬀuser. Viscous losses
increase substantially as this imbalance occurs, the resulting segment of positive slope in
the energy-discharge characteristic is found for a ﬂow rate sensibly diﬀerent from mea-
surements.
Diﬀerent modes of rotating stall are identiﬁed by transient pressure measurements in a
low-speciﬁc-speed pump-turbine, showing 3 to 5 zones of separated ﬂow, rotating at 0.016
to 0.028 times impeller rotation rate, depending on discharge. For operating conditions
where stall with 4 cells is most pronounced, velocity is measured by Laser-Doppler meth-
ods at locations of interest. The velocity ﬁeld is reconstructed with respect to the passage
of stall cells by deﬁnition of a stall phase obtained from simultaneous transient pressure
measurements. Time-dependent numerical simulation predicting rotating stall with 4 cells
shows velocity ﬁelds that are in reasonable agreement with the measured velocity ﬁelds,
but occurring at a sensibly higher ﬂow rate than found from experiments.
In consideration of the quantitative shortcomings of the numerical simulation, a novel
modelling approach is proposed: Replacing the costly 3-dimensional simulation of the
major part of the impeller channels by a 1-dimensional model allows a signiﬁcant econ-
omy in computational resources, allowing an improved modeling for the remainder of the
domain at constant computational cost. The model is validated with the challenging cases
of rotating stall and impeller side ﬂow rate imbalance. The satisfying coherence of the re-
sults with the simulation including the entire impeller channels qualiﬁes this approach for
numerous turbomachinery applications. It could also provide improved, time-dependent
boundary conditions for draft tube vortex rope simulations at reasonable computational
cost. Parameter studies modifying deliberately some quantities of mean ﬂow and tur-
bulence at the modeled boundary surfaces can be implemented in the framework of the
method.
Keywords:
Pump-turbine, numerical simulation, Reynolds-averaged Navier Stokes equation, rotat-
ing stall, rotor-stator-interaction, instability, ﬂow separation, laser-Doppler velocimetry,
phase averaging
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Notations
Latin
b Channel width [m]
fn Rotational frequency [s
−1]
f Body force [m s−2]
g Gravitational acceleration: g  9.81 m/s2 [m s−2]
g Gravitational acceleration vector, cartesian coordinates [0 0 -g] [m s−2]
k Turbulent kinetic energy [m2 s−2]
ks Circumferential stall wave number [–]
n Normal vector [–]
p Static pressure [Pa]
p∗ Numerical simulation pressure p∗ = p− ρgiXi [Pa]
s Curvilinear coordinate [m]
t Time [s]
x, y, z Cartesian coordinates [m]
y+ Dimensionless sublayer-scaled distance: y+ = ρCτy
μ
[–]
z Number of blades, number of channels [–]
A Surface [m2]
C Absolute velocity [m s−1]
C Bulk velocity [m s−1]
Cm Meridional velocity component [m s
−1]
Cn Velocity component normal to section [m s
−1]
Cu Circumferential absolute velocity [m s
−1]
Ct Velocity component tangential to wall [m s
−1]
Cτ Friction velocity: Cτ =
τw
ρ
[m s−1]
D Rate of deformation tensor [s−1]
E Pump speciﬁc hydraulic energy: E = gHI − gHI¯ [J kg−1]
H Net hydraulic head [m]
Hrel Relative net hydraulic head in rotating frame [m]
K Centering operator matrix K = I− 1/zbJ [–]
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K Loss coeﬃcient [–]
L Length, length coordinate [m]
LS System hydraulic inductance [m
−1]
Lb Impeller channel hydraulic inductance [m
−1]
N Rotational speed: N=60fn [min
−1]
Ph Hydraulic Power [W]
Q Flow rate [m3 s−1]
QL Leakage ﬂow rate [m
3 s−1]
R Radius [m]
Rb Impeller channel hydraulic Resistance [m
−4]
T Torque [N m]
T Stress tensor [s−1]
U Peripheral velocity: U = ωR [m s−1]
V Volume [m3]
W Relative velocity [m s−1]
X Location vector [m]
Greek
α Absolute ﬂow angle [–]
β Relative ﬂow angle [–]
βr Impeller channel resistance parameter [s
−1]
βL Impeller channel impedance parameter [m
−1]
β∗q Impeller channel ﬂow rate parameter [s
−1]
β∗p Impeller channel pressure impedance parameter [s
−1]
γ Body force, ref. to gravitational acceleration [–]
ε Turbulent dissipation rate [m2 s−3]
Arbitrary small value [–]
η Eﬃciency [–]
θ Angular coordinate [-]
μ Dynamic (molecular) viscosity [kg m−1 s−1]
μt Turbulent (eddy) viscosity [kg m
−1 s−1]
ϕ Rotating Mode Phase [–]
ϕs Stall Phase [–]
ρ Density [kg m−3]
τ Shear stress [Pa]
ω Rotational velocity (Impeller) [rad s−1]
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ωs Stall rotational velocity [rad s
−1]
ω Speciﬁc dissipation rate (Turbulence) [s−1]
Δ Peak-to-peak amplitude of phase average [–]
Δ Variation per time step (1D-Modelling) [–]
Subscripts
0 Reference for non-dimensional numbers
b Impeller (blade, domain, channel)
c Chord
m Mechanic (power, torque)
n Nominal conditions
n Normal to section
o Guide vane (blade, domain, channel)
r Viscous loss (energy, coeﬃcients)
r Rotating frame (angular coordinates)
ref Reference value
∞ Free-stream value
s Stationary frame (angular coordinates)
s Stall
S System
t Transferred by impeller (torque, power), through impeller (ﬂow rate)
v Stay Vane or diﬀuser (blade, domain, channel)
xx Auto-spectral power density
xy Cross-spectral power density
Superscripts
¯ Average quantity in Reynolds averaging
′ Fluctuating quantity in Reynolds averaging
¯ Time average of measured quantity, signal mean
˜ Fluctuation of measured quantity, centered signal
ˆ Phase average
′ Quantity per channel referenced to the average of all channels
∗ Referenced to the best eﬃciency point (pump)
0 Last time step value
00 Previous time step value
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Dimensionless Numbers
cf Skin friction coeﬃcient cf =
τ
1
2
ρU21e
cp Pressure coeﬃcient cp =
p− pref
1
2
ρU21e
Cp Discrete Fourier transform of the pressure coeﬃcient cp
Re Reynolds number Re =
ρC0L0
μ
ν Speciﬁc speed coeﬃcient ν =
ϕ1/2
ψ3/4
ϕ Flow rate coeﬃcient (Pump-turbine) ϕ =
Q
πωR3
ϕ Flow rate coeﬃcient (Centrifugal pump) ϕ =
Cm,1
U1
=
Q
2πb1R1ωR1
ψ Speciﬁc energy coeﬃcient ψ =
2E
ω2R2
Abbreviations
EPFL Ecole Polytechnique Fe´de´rale de Lausanne
LMH Laboratoire de Machines Hydrauliques
BEP Best Eﬃciency Point
BPF Blade Passing Frequency
CV Control Volume
CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics
DES Detached Eddy Simulation
GV Guide Vane
LDV Laser Doppler Velocimetry
LE Leading Edge
LES Large Eddy Simulation
RANS Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes
RSI Rotor Stator Interaction
SST Shear Stress Transport
Section Nomenclature see ﬁgure 4, p.7.
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Part Load Flow in Radial
Centrifugal Pumps
Introduction to Centrifugal Pumps
Centrifugal pumps are machines converting driving mechanical power into hydraulic power
of a liquid ﬂow. Their working principle is the transfer of angular momentum from the
rotating impeller to the continuous ﬂow through the pump. The ﬂow path remains at all
times open towards the high and low energy ﬂanges of the pump, the momentum transfer
in the impeller relies exclusively on hydrodynamic eﬀects. This classiﬁes centrifugal pumps
amongst turbomachines and distinguishes them from positive displacement pumps, relying
on hydrostatic working principles. Turbocompressors are the counterparts of centrifugal
pumps acting on compressible ﬂuid ﬂows. Turbines are turbomachines extracting power
out of a ﬂuid ﬂow to convert it into mechanical power. The density diﬀerence of liquid
versus gaseous ﬂuids leads to very diﬀerent designs, by consequence centrifugal pumps are
diﬀerentiated from fans and blowers, though those are turbomachines working in regimes
where the gases can be considered incompressible. The combination of a centrifugal pump
with a thermal turbine as a drive instead of the widespread electrical drives is termed
turbopump.
ﬂuid type pumping machine generating machine
hydraulic
incompressible
liquid
centrifugal pump hydraulic turbine
reversible pump-turbine
turbomachines gas fan, blower wind turbine
thermal
compressible gas
turbo- gas turbine
turbomachines compressor steam turbine
Table 1: Classiﬁcation of turbomachines
Centrifugal pumps are key components of numerous technical processes. Industrial
pumps are deployed for example in applications in power generation, process industries
and transport of ﬂuid ﬂows through pipelines. Simpler designs are omnipresent, e.g.
sewage water pumps in domestic appliances, oil circulation pumps in engines or circula-
tion pumps in heating installations. Prevalent working ﬂuids are water and liquid hydro-
carbons, but centrifugal pumps can be used to displace or pressurize almost any ﬂuid,
including mixtures containing gases or solids up to a certain mixture fraction. A wide
spectrum of diﬀerent layouts of impellers and casings exists. Multistage layouts, as in
ﬁgure 1a are characterized by several impellers of identical diameter and similar design,
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a)
b) c) d)
Figure 1: Centrifugal Pumps. a) Multistage segmental pump, b) Double entry vertical
pump, c) Axial pump for wet-pit installation d) Semi-axial variant of c). a-d) Courtesy
of Sulzer Pumps, Winterthur, [54]
the ﬂow is guided from one impeller outlet to the next impeller inlet (eye) by stationary
components termed return channels. The ﬁrst and last stage can have a modiﬁed design
to meet speciﬁc requirements. In the double entry or double suction layout represented in
ﬁgure 1b, the two sides of the symmetrical impeller deliver the ﬂow into a common spiral
casing. In these ﬁrst two examples the ﬂow enters the impellers axially and leaves them
radially on a considerably higher radius, they are therefore called radial pumps. Axial
pumps, ﬁgure 1c, are designed for applications requiring high ﬂow rates with relatively
low energy input. The intermediate type of impeller, ﬁgure 1d, is termed mixed-type,
semi-axial or diagonal impeller. The example shows how modiﬁed hydraulic parts can be
used on identical mechanical setups. Particularly large centrifugal pumps are deployed in
hydropower installations, either as reversible pump-turbines, see ﬁgure 2, or as separate
units termed storage pumps.
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Figure 2: Reversible pump-turbine, Palmiet, South Africa, 198MW [59]
Figure 3 represents a pump in an open system with two large reservoirs deﬁning the
quantities determining the operation point of the pump and the system. Neglecting hy-
droacoustic phenomena caused by the compressibility of the ﬂuid and system component
deformation, the ﬂow rate Q is constant along all the sections in the system. On an
arbitrary section Ak it is obtained with the velocity vector C and section normal vector
n, deﬁning the section’s bulk velocity Ck:
Q = CkAk =
∫
Ak
C · n dA (1)
The mean speciﬁc hydraulic energy of a ﬂuid in any section k is deﬁned with pressure p,
gravitational acceleration g and height coordinate Z as
gHk =
1
Q
∫
Ak
(
p
ρ
+ gZ +
C2
2
)
C · n dA (2)
And we obtain the hydraulic power Ph supplied by the pump to the working ﬂuid:
Ph = ρQ(gHI − gHI¯) (3)
The speciﬁc Energy E and head H of the pump are deﬁned as
E = gH = gHI − gHI¯ (4)
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Figure 3: Centrifugal pump in a two-reservoir system
The orientation of the normal vector n on the sections determines the sign convention for
ﬂow rate and power. As only pumping operation is considered in this thesis, it is chosen
to deﬁne positive ﬂow rate and power in this direction according to the normal vector nk
represented in ﬁgure 3. When implied in conditional statements, the low energy sections
denoted by an overbar, (I¯, A¯, B¯) are treated as negative.
Energy-Discharge Characteristics of Centrifugal Pumps
First manuscripts mentioning the use of the centrifugal eﬀect to transport water are
credited to Leonardo da Vinci, the ﬁrst working implementation of a centrifugal pump
documented was built in 1689 in the laboratories of University of Marburg by Denis Papin
[127]. Despite this working proof of concept, the market distribution of the technology
was delayed till the second half of the 19th century with the emergence of engines, bear-
ings and gears reliably sustaining the necessary high revolution rates. The largest step
ahead in turbomachinery science is credited to L. Euler (1707-1783) who ﬁrst formulated
the conservation of angular momentum in the impeller to yield the Euler Turbomachine
equation.
The working principle of a centrifugal pump and the nomenclature of passage sections
and wetted surfaces used in the remainder of this document are represented in ﬁgure
4. Angular momentum is conserved in the impeller control volume limited by blade(b),
hub (i) and shroud (e) material surfaces and the passage sections 1¯ and 1. Considering
an inviscid ﬂuid, the angular momentum transfer from the wetted surface to the ﬂuid
throughﬂow is expressed by:
Pt = ωTt =
∫
A1∪A1¯
(ρC ·U)C · ndA (5)
Averaged velocity triangles at sections 1¯, and 1 and constant relative ﬂow angle β1 are
considered. Inﬂow is assumed to have no circumferential component, C1¯ ·U1¯ = 0. The
meridional velocity C1m is determined by the ﬂuid ﬂow Qt = Q + QL = Q/ηQ through
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Figure 4: Working principle of a centrifugal pump impeller, velocity triangles and section
nomenclature for a pump-turbine and a radial centrifugal pump with diﬀuser
the impeller, increased by the leakage ﬂow QL through the labyrinths. The linear Euler
energy-discharge characteristic equation for the transferred speciﬁc energy Et is obtained
as qualitatively represented in ﬁgure 4
Et = U1C1u = U1
(
U1 − 1
tan β1
Qt
A1
)
(6)
The speciﬁc hydraulic energy gH1 at the impeller outlet is available in form of pressure
p1
ρ
and kinetic speciﬁc energy
C21
2
. A considerable amount of the latter is usually converted
into pressure energy to obtain economically reasonable velocity levels at the high pressure
section I of the pump and in the following pipes. The major part of this deceleration
takes place in the components termed diﬀuser (components o and v, sections 2 to 5 for a
pump-turbine, component v, sections 2 to 3 for a centrifugal pump with a diﬀuser with a
single blade cascade).
Dimensional analysis considering this working principle of a centrifugal pump of outer
impeller diameter 2R1e rotating at velocity ω yields the basic dependencies for ﬂow rate,
Q ∼ ωR31e, head, gH ∼ ω2R21e and power, P ∼ ρω3R51e. The operating point of a pump is
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Figure 5: Meridional shapes and attainable energy coeﬃcient ψ with maximum eﬃciency
following [54], depending on the speciﬁc speed coeﬃcient ν
expressed in dimensionless form by the ﬂow coeﬃcient ϕ
ϕ =
Q
πωR31e
(7)
and the energy coeﬃcient ψ
ψ =
E
0.5U21e
=
E
0.5ω2R21e
(8)
Accordingly, ﬂow velocities in centrifugal pumps are expressed by their ratio over the
rotation velocity at impeller outlet U1e and pressure p is expressed as non-dimensional
pressure coeﬃcient cp:
cp =
p− pref
0.5 ρU21e
(9)
with the reference pressure pref usually taken at section I¯. The speciﬁc speed coeﬃ-
cient, the dimensionless key parameter for centrifugal pump design is determined from
the nominal conditions denoted by index n.
ν =
ϕ
1/2
n
ψ
3/4
n
= ω
(Qn/π)
1/2
(2En)3/4
(10)
The speciﬁc speed primarily determines the appropriate impeller type for given nominal
conditions. Radial impellers are suitable for low speciﬁc speeds, axial impellers for high
speciﬁc speeds, the mixed type or diagonal impellers are successfully applied in the inter-
mediate range. Figure 5 shows the application ranges and attainable energy coeﬃcients
for single stage centrifugal pumps.
The dimensionless form of Euler’s linear impeller characteristic is obtained:
ψt = 2
(
1− 1
tan β2
πR21
A1
ϕt
)
(11)
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Figure 6: Deﬁnition of losses and internal eﬃciencies [1]
The main objective of centrifugal pump design is to convert a maximum of the power
input P at the shaft of the pump to useful hydraulic power Ph. Several types of losses are
distinguished and eﬃciencies are deﬁned in ﬁgure 6 according to the annex proposals of the
IEC 60193 standard [1] with minor nomenclature changes. Detailed classiﬁcations of losses
according to their physical causes and rules to estimate the resulting eﬃciency of the pump
are proposed in the literature [140; 54]. The operating point with the maximum pump
eﬃciency η is termed best eﬃciency point(BEP). The linear Euler characteristics together
with well founded quantitative estimates for the diﬀerent types of losses generally provide
suﬃcient estimates for the real pump characteristic close to the BEP. While mechanical
and disk friction losses can be well predicted over a large range of operating conditions,
the viscous dissipation losses depend on the complex three dimensional ﬂow and cannot
be predicted reliably from algebraic rules and statistics . The deviation of the real ﬂow
from the ﬂow path intended by design for the BEP tends to have serious consequences in
part load operation. Two mechanisms are obvious from the velocity triangles in ﬁgure 4
and are further detailed in ﬁgure 7.
• The change in absolute ﬂow angle α1 with decreasing ﬂow rate results in a bad
alignment of the oncoming ﬂow on the diﬀuser vanes if the latter were designed free
of or with little incidence at BEP. Incidence is deﬁned as the deviation of the blade
(metal) angle α1b from ﬂow angle α1 at the diﬀuser blade leading edge 1.
• With a given section area of the guide vane or diﬀuser channels, the bulk velocity
in the sections 2∗ and 3∗ decreases proportionally with the ﬂow rate. At the same
time, the impeller outlet velocity in the absolute frame C1 increases towards part
load.
Decelerated ﬂows and ﬂows with high incidence angles tend to become unstable and
separate from the surfaces supposed to guide the ﬂow. This gives place to ﬂow patterns
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Figure 8: Schematic Characteristics of pumps. a)Monotonically decreasing, b)Positive
slope at shutoﬀ, c)Saddle type characteristic
characterized by recirculating ﬂow zones, dissipating considerably more energy than a
smooth through-ﬂow. Flow separation occurs in axisymmetric conical diﬀusers at opening
angles above 6˚ − 10˚ [131]. Simple turbomachinery design rules specify limits for the
deceleration ratio C3∗/C2∗ in a blade row. Whatever limit is imposed, in a diﬀuser designed
to yield good eﬃciencies at BEP and keeping the pump size in economically reasonable
limits, the ﬂow separates at some point in part load. Besides such phenomena concerning
the diﬀuser, the three-dimensional ﬂow in the impeller can substantially deviate from
the idealized ﬂow path in part load, aﬀecting the transfer of angular momentum from
the impeller to the ﬂow. Nonuniform impeller outlet ﬂow further ampliﬁes the tendency
towards diﬀuser ﬂow separation.
The aforementioned phenomena result in the real energy-discharge characteristic of the
pump, schematically represented in ﬁgure 8. Typically, the diﬀerence of the real character-
istic from the Euler characteristic ψt(ϕt) is smallest around BEP. The real characteristic
depending on the evolution of the losses represented by the gray area is characterized
by its slope. A distinction is made between characteristics with a monotonically neg-
ative slope, 8a, characteristics with a positive slope close to shut-oﬀ, 8b, and so-called
saddle-type characteristics, 8c, where positive slope of the characteristic occurs close to
BEP. The latter type is typical for axial and semi-axial, high speciﬁc speed centrifugal
pumps, and largely understood and accepted as unavoidable for those. However, some
radial pump and pump-turbine designs result in such a saddle type characteristic while
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other designs of same speciﬁc speed or even the same designs after minor modiﬁcations
feature a monotonically decreasing energy-discharge characteristic [54; 55].
Pumping System Dynamic Behavior
Let us now consider how a positive slope in the energy-discharge characteristic com-
promises the operation of pumping systems, leading to the simpliﬁed expression of an
”unstable characteristic” or even an ”unstable pump”. The hydraulic energy balance ap-
plied to the control volume VS containing the system’s pipe segments from B¯ to I¯ and
from I to B yields the diﬀerential equation governing the dynamic operation for such a
system:
gHI − gHI¯ = gHB − gHB¯ + gHr B¯÷I¯ + gHr I÷B +
1
Q
∫
VS
∂
∂t
(
C2
2
)
dV (12)
The behavior of real systems can depend on the ﬂow rate in a fairly complex manner. The
storage system represented in ﬁgure 3 is suﬃcient to introduce main aspects of pumping
system stability: Due to the large reservoir area we assume C2/2 = 0 at B and B¯. The
atmospheric pressure diﬀerence pB−pB¯ is negligible. The losses are resumed into a single
system loss coeﬃcient KS and an according reference section area AS:
gHr B¯÷I¯ + gHr I÷B = KS
Q2
2A2S
(13)
Neglecting hydro-acoustic phenomena and considering the bulk velocity C = Q/A, the
inertia term is simpliﬁed introducing the system’s hydraulic inductance LS:
1
Q
∫
VS
∂
∂t
(
C2
2
)
dV =
∫
L
1
C A
C
∂C
∂t
AdL =
∫
L
1
A(s)
dL
∂Q
∂t
= LS
dQ
dt
(14)
The energy contribution of the pump is assumed to be a function of ﬂow rate Q, impeller
rotational velocity ω and other unknowns y:
gHI − gHI¯ = E (Q,ω, y) (15)
Introducing ΔZ = ZB − ZB¯ the simpliﬁed equation governing the system’s behavior is
obtained:
gΔZ + KS
Q2
2A2S
+ Lh
dQ
dt
= E (Q,ω, y) (16)
The static equilibrium E (Q,ω, y) = gΔZ + KSQ
2/(2A2S) deﬁnes a steady operating
point of a pumping system at the intersection of the parabola describing the system with
the energy-discharge characteristic of the pump. Main inﬂuence factors on the operating
point are schematically represented in ﬁgure 9. A variation of the loss coeﬃcient typically
occurs when the ﬂow rate of a process is regulated by a valve, a variation of static head
is typical for marine applications (dock pump) as for pump-turbines when the reservoir
level variation is relevant. Advances in technology and economy-of-scale eﬀects due to
higher production numbers have made variable speed drives an economically attractive
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Figure 9: Operating point of a pumping system. a)Loss coeﬃcient variation, b)Static
system head variation, c)Pump revolution rate variation
option to optimize pump operation, even for large pump-turbine units [63; 128; 110].
Since the power consumption of a centrifugal pump scales with the third power of the
rotation rate, decreasing this rate is an interesting alternative to throttling the ﬂow rate
by a valve. Large variable-speed pump-turbine units have recently been installed and
are being planned. They oﬀer a high ﬂexibility to use the available hydraulic resources
optimally to satisfy the irregular demand of present-day electricity networks, both in
pumping and generating mode.
The stability of a pumping system with respect to ﬂow rate ﬂuctuations is analyzed
by introducing a perturbation δQ, δE
gΔZ + Lh
[
dQ
dt
+
dδQ
dt
]
+ KS
[Q + δQ]2
2A2S
= E (Q,ω, y) + δE (17)
and substituting the balance condition (16) yields:
Lh
dδQ
dt
+
KS
2A2S
[
2
δQ
Q
+
(
δQ
Q
)2]
= δE (18)
Leading to the ﬁrst order:
LhδQ˙ + KS
Q
A2S
δQ+ = δE (19)
Assuming that the pump speciﬁc energy can be perturbed by both discharge and other
parameters, we write
δE =
∂E
∂Q
δQ + δE ′(t) (20)
This leads to
LhδQ˙ +
[
KS
Q
A2S
− ∂E
∂Q
]
δQ = δE ′(t) (21)
The stability condition derived from the homogenous part of the latter implies:
KS
Q
A2S
− ∂E
∂Q
> 0⇒ ∂E
∂Q
< KS
Q
A2S
(22)
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Figure 10: Unstable pump system and stabilizing modiﬁcations of the pump and system
characteristics
On ﬁgure 9 this condition is identiﬁed by the slope of the pump and system characteristic
at the intersection point:
∂E
∂Q
<
∂
∂Q
(
KS
Q2
2A2S
)
(23)
More detailed considerations including also compressibility eﬀects (capacitive character)
are given in [105; 49].
Figure 10 shows the typical case of unstable system operation due to a saddle type
pump characteristic. To cure the problem, the positive slope in the characteristic must
be avoided, as changing the system characteristics is rarely an option. For more complex
systems, a regular negative slope of the pump characteristic contributes to the operation
stability. As ﬁgure 9c illustrates, use of variable speed drives allows to shift the entire
characteristics following the similitude relations. The zone of potential instability can
be avoided by an increase in revolution rate when an increased static system head is
required. On the other hand, lowering the revolution rate to save energy instead of using
a throttling valve may lead to unstable operation.
The subject of this thesis is the numerical and experimental investigation of the in-
ternal ﬂow in radial centrifugal pumps exhibiting positive slope on their energy-discharge
characteristic at part load close to BEP (Q > 0.75QBEP ).
Time-Dependency of Centrifugal Pump Flow
Flow in turbomachines is inherently time-dependent due to the relative motion of the
impeller with its number of blades zb in the stationary diﬀuser featuring zv blades, zv =
1or2 for a volute pump without diﬀuser blades. The ﬂow in the annular region close to
sections 1 and 2 is governed by this so-called Rotor-Stator-Interaction (RSI).
The ﬂow ﬁelds are governed by circumferentially periodic contributions from the ro-
tating and the stationary frame [16] ﬂow ﬁelds. In a pump this is commonly attributed to
an interaction of the nonuniform velocity ﬁeld exiting the impeller with the nonuniform
pressure ﬁeld generated by the diﬀuser blades, as represented in ﬁgure 11. With the an-
gular coordinates in stationary frame θs and rotating frame θr, taking the pressure p as a
quantity of interest, we consider that the periodic contributions ps(θs, t) from stationary
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Figure 11: Rotor-Stator Interaction
frame and pr(θr, t) from rotating frame can be expressed by Fourier series:
ps(θs, t) =
∑
n
Asn cos(nzvθs + φ
s
n) (24)
pr(θr, t) =
∑
m
Arm cos(mzbθr + φ
r
m) (25)
With the relation θr = θs − ωt, pr becomes:
pr(θs, t) =
∑
m
Arm cos(mzbθs −mzbωt + φrm) (26)
Together with the assumption that p = p(ps, pr), this leads to the following relationship
deﬁning the phase-shifted periodicity in the stationary frame
p
(
θs + 2π
kv
zv
, t +
2π
ω
(
kv
zv
+
kb
zb
))
= p(θs, t) ∀kb ∈ {0, ..., zb}, kv ∈ {0, ..., zv} (27)
and in the rotating frame
p
(
θr + 2π
kb
zb
, t +
2π
ω
(
−kb
zb
+
kv
zv
))
= p(θr, t) ∀kb ∈ {0, ..., zb}, kv ∈ {0, ..., zv} (28)
Inserting kv = 0 into equation (27) respectively kb = 0 into equation (28) yields the time
periodicity of period 2π/(ωzb), respectively 2π/(ωzv), for a ﬁxed location in the considered
frame of reference.
The presence of a volute or a nonuniform inlet ﬂow ﬁeld due to bends upstream of the
impeller can induce further terms in the pressure distribution in the RSI region.
An essential feature of ﬂow separation that has been observed in axisymmetric conﬁg-
urations such as a centrifugal pump diﬀusers is the appearance of cells of separated ﬂow
concerning only some of the diﬀuser channels. If the location of the stall cells remains
ﬁxed with time, the phenomenon is termed alternate stall, characterized by the number
of stall cells ks on the circumference. In numerous studies, the stall cell patterns were
found to rotate with a stall precession rate ωs, that is sensibly diﬀerent from the impeller
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revolution rate. The phenomenon is then termed rotating stall. Alternate and rotating
stall are manifest in the circumferential pressure distribution by the presence of circum-
ferential waves of low wave number ks and their harmonics, rotating at the stall precession
rate ωs. The rotating low wave number modes ks = 0 to ks = 4 are represented in ﬁgure
12.
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Figure 12: Synchronous and rotating wave modes of wave numbers ks = 0 to ks = 4
Any signal can be represented with the deﬁnition of an analytic signal deﬁning instan-
taneous amplitude and phase as functions of space and time:
p(θ, t) = a(θs, t)cos(ϕ(θs, t)) (29)
As well as any single periodic Fourier component of equation (26), a pure rotating stall
mode can be expressed with a constant amplitude a0 and the phase given by:
ϕs(θ, t) = ksωst + ksθs + ϕs,0 (30)
With this representation of rotating modes by the phase ϕ, function of space and time,
wave number ks and rotation velocity ωs are obtained by the following relations:
∂ϕ
∂t
= ksωs and
∂ϕ
∂θs
= ks (31)
For RSI expressed by equation (26) the wave number is given by the number of blades zb
and its multiples for the higher harmonics. The blade passage phase ϕb is deﬁned by
ϕb(θs, t) = zbωt + zbθs + ϕb,0 (32)
Experimental and Numerical Flow Investigations
Fluid ﬂow is governed by physical laws expressed by partial diﬀerential equations in space
and time that can be solved analytically only for the very simplest cases. Nevertheless,
generations of researchers have achieved a remarkable level of understanding of ﬂuid ﬂow
phenomena based on observation, thorough analysis and subtle formulation of simpliﬁed
models adapted to the considered application domain. Experimental techniques have
evolved along the decades driving and following the ongoing advances in technological
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domains involved in instrumentation for investigations of ﬂuid ﬂows. This allows more
and more detailed observations and the eﬃcient handling and representation of large
datasets thanks to digital data processing and storage.
Since the appearance of the ﬁrst machines resembling modern computers in the 1940’s,
the computing power to cost ratio has regularly increased. Starting with machines able to
execute a few hundreds ﬂoating point operations per second, the barrier of 1015 ﬂoating
point operations per second (flops) was broken in 2008 by the two largest supercom-
puters, while average desktop personal computers achieve 50 · 109flops. Along with this
went the development of numerical methods making use of computers to solve mathemat-
ical problems that have no analytical solution. Numerical simulations contribute as well
to the solution of applied ﬂuid dynamics problems in engineering as to the understand-
ing of basic ﬂow physics in research. They are commonly termed Computational Fluid
Dynamics(CFD).
The considered centrifugal pump ﬂows are continuous ﬂows through a domain of in-
terest that is bounded by solid walls and passage sections clearly identiﬁed as inlet and
outlet. Mesh-based Eulerian approaches are the most straightforward and most used
method to set up the model and discretize the resulting equations of such internal ﬂuid
ﬂow. The continuous ﬂow ﬁeld is represented by the values of variables, namely pressure
p and velocity C, at discrete locations that remain ﬁxed with the domains boundaries.
The ensemble of locations (nodes) and rules deﬁning their relative position (connectivity)
form the simulation mesh. In a ﬁxed frame of reference, the conservation of momentum
in the control volume V is expressed for incompressible ﬂuids considered in this study:
d
dt
∫
V
ρC dV = ρ
(
∂
∂t
∫
V
C dV +
∫
∂V
CC.n dA
)
(33)
The second term, currently called advective or convective term, expresses the ﬂux of
momentum through the control volume boundary surfaces ∂V . Its accurate expression
as a function of the nodal variables is the major challenge for the Eulerian discretization
methods for incompressible ﬂows. Other (meshless, Lagrangian) approaches are evolving
and ﬁnd widespread use in particular areas of interest, especially to simulate sprays, jets
and other multiphase ﬂow [4]. Panel methods based on conservation of vorticity have
successfully been applied to turbomachinery ﬂow [139; 147], they require only the wetted
surfaces to be discretized by a mesh. The principal mesh based Eulerian methods to
assemble a linear equation system containing the nodal variable values as unknowns are
ﬁnite diﬀerences, ﬁnite element and ﬁnite volume methods [43]. When considering time-
dependent problems, the state of the ﬂow ﬁeld is solved sequentially in discrete time
steps, evolving from some initial condition. This determines the main factors deﬁning
the computing resources necessary to solve a problem: Size of the domain and spatial
resolution of the mesh, length of the considered time interval and temporal resolution
needed to capture the phenomena of interest.
As almost all ﬁelds of ﬂuid dynamics research, the knowledge on turbomachinery
ﬂow is actually driven by complementary contributions of experimental, analytical and
numerical studies.
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Studies on Flow Phenomena involved in Centrifugal Pump Flow
The ﬂow in a centrifugal pump is characterized by features that can hardly be separated
from each other in their complex interaction but that constitute active research topics of
their own. This research generally focusses the interest on a single ﬂow feature isolated
in basic ﬂow conﬁgurations, such as:
• Separation of turbulent boundary layers: A review on the subject is given by
[132]. Experimental investigations of the boundary layer in vicinity of separation
have been carried out by [32]. Both publications focus on the separation under
steady surrounding ﬂow condition. Detailed experimental surveys of separated ﬂow
over hydrofoils at conditions relevant to turbomachinery ﬂow become available with
advances of experimental techniques [20]. Such cases constitute a major challenge
for the most advanced numerical simulation techniques [129; 157]. Recent research
focusses on the separation under time-dependent conditions, found with oscillating
airfoils [83; 18; 19] or in the context of active control of ﬂow separation by external
forcing [76; 60]. While a clear deﬁnition of the phenomenon and the location of
steady ﬂow separation was given by Prandtl in 1904, a thorough deﬁnition of the
(eventually moving) location of ﬂow separation of a time-dependent ﬂow was given
by Haller in 2004 [56].
• Secondary ﬂows in curved ducts: The equilibrium of forces governing the ﬂow
in curved ducts gives place to ﬂow ﬁelds of striking complexity. Secondary ﬂow, the
deviation from the naive through-ﬂow normal to the cross section, has been stud-
ied extensively [15; 21] and provided numerous study cases during the evolution of
numerical simulation techniques [112; 67]. Experimental investigations on 90˚ pipe
bends [145] have revealed symmetry-breaking secondary ﬂows. Advanced numerical
techniques requiring important computing resources have recently reproduced these
results and allow for a better understanding of their origins [124]. Practical applica-
tions of such simulation techniques include predictions of vibration and heat transfer
in single rocket engine cooling ducts [102]. The role of the impeller rotation sustain-
ing secondary ﬂows in centrifugal pump impeller channels is qualitatively explained
by [65; 78; 54], while there is no simple solution to quantify them. Shortcomings of
nowadays common numerical simulation techniques and the tremendous computing
resources required by advanced numerical techniques to predict secondary ﬂows in
curved channels are pointed out by the cited research papers based on the stationary
conﬁgurations. The inclusion of eﬀects due to reference frame rotation are not a
fundamental issue per se in numerical simulation.
• Symmetry breaking ﬂow topology bifurcations: Due to the nonlinear nature
of the behavior of ﬂuid ﬂow, numerous study cases exist where small changes in
parameters lead to drastic changes of ﬂow topology from one pattern to another.
Such parameters may concern the geometry of solid walls bounding the ﬂow, or
parameters of ﬂow velocity and direction such as the intensity of swirl of a rotating
ﬂow. A comprehensive review on this subject in the context of ﬂow around three-
dimensional obstacles is given by [143]. The phenomenon of vortex breakdown
described by [40] can be reproduced numerically [149]. Going beyond the accurate
reproduction of the observed phenomenon by means of simulation, Gallaire et al.
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[45] develop a theory of vortex ﬂow stability and spiral vortex breakdown based on
the numerical results of [123]. An example of identiﬁcation of such a ﬂow topology
bifurcation in a swirling ﬂow in Francis turbine draft tube is given in [89; 90]. On
the macroscopic level of symmetry breaking in systems of symmetric conﬁguration,
Ehrich [37] studied the dynamic behavior of a simple branched diﬀuser undergoing
alternating ﬂow separation in its two branches.
• Self sustained instability, vortex shedding: Boundary layer separation is often
companion to time-dependent periodic shedding of large scale vortices originating
in the region of separation. A well known phenomenon is the alternate periodic
shedding of vortex pairs behind obstacles in ﬂow, termed von Ka´rma´n vortex street.
Such self-induced periodic instabilities of ﬂow can appear locally under the most
stable outer conditions [14]. Considerable insight has been gained by experimental
and numerical studies on simple bluﬀ bodies (circular and square cylinders, spheres)
[156; 152]. Investigations on the von Ka´rma´n street found with blunt trailing edges
of hydrofoils under ﬂow conditions that are relevant for industrial pumps are pre-
sented by [11].
Advanced experimental and numerical techniques are applied in the research on turbo-
machinery ﬂow, as insight into the ﬂow features is at the base of potential improvements
of the design of turbomachines in means of performance and reliability. Main areas of
interest are:
• Blade wake interaction: As an isolated detail of the ﬂow in multi-stage axial
machines, the ﬂow on a single blade located in the wake of another one has been
extensively studied [85; 134]. Numerical investigations on such conﬁgurations have
shown that considerable computational resource are required to accurately simulate
such ﬂows [79].
• Pressure ﬂuctuations and time dependent forces at the rotor-stator in-
terface: The local pressure ﬂuctuations are the root cause for dynamic loading on
the blades that can lead to fatigue with consequence of blade cracking. Numerous
investigations were conducted to understand the inﬂuence of diﬀerent design pa-
rameters on the pressure ﬂuctuations and time-dependent radial forces on the im-
peller, especially of the relative radial distance between impeller and diﬀuser blades
[10; 98]. Since the development of the necessary simulation tools to handle the rel-
ative motion of the impeller [52], numerical simulations have shown to be accurate
in predicting pressure ﬂuctuations and amplitudes at the blade passing frequencies
and their harmonics [130; 111; 148; 160; 163; 138]. The inﬂuence of adding so-called
splitter blades was investigated both experimentally and numerically [75].
• Flow instabilities in axisymmetric conﬁgurations: As for basic cases of sym-
metry breaking in a branched diﬀuser [37], the strong nonlinearity related to ﬂow
separation can lead to ﬂow patterns where some channels of a turbomachine compo-
nent exhibit ﬂow separations and others do not, termed alternate or rotating stall.
Appearing as a predictor of complete surge that must be avoided in aircraft en-
gines, rotating stall was studied intensively in the thermal turbomachinery domain
[92; 91; 66; 68]. The phenomenon was observed on diﬀusers of radial centrifugal
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pumps [61; 69; 125; 113; 77; 99] and in impellers at part load ﬂow rates below
60% of BEP ﬂow rate [74; 115; 114; 70]. Numerical studies using 2-dimensional
approaches [126; 86; 48] have reproduced the phenomenon with a satisfactory agree-
ment. Recently, 3-dimensional ﬂow simulations reproducing rotating stall on cen-
trifugal pumps [150] were conducted. A qualitatively similar phenomenon of ﬂow
separation and vortex formation breaking the axisymmetry, the formation of back-
ﬂow vortices at the inlet of an inducer was reproduced by simulations using a high
spatial and temporal resolution [159].
Experimental and Numerical Evaluation of Part-Load Performance
Former research on ﬂow separation in turbomachinery ﬂow and more speciﬁcally on rotat-
ing and alternate stall addresses the prediction of pressure ﬂuctuations, time-dependent
forces and global performances of the considered turbomachines. Nevertheless, all but the
most recent [150] numerical studies consider laboratory scale pumps with geometries that
lend themselves to two-dimensional considerations [126; 125; 148] or apply a reduction of
the three dimensional ﬂow to two-dimensional considerations on a stream-surface [48; 86].
Given the limits in computing resources, earlier numerical studies assume periodicity with
blade channel pitch and consider a time-averaged ﬂow ﬁeld, resulting mostly in a deceiving
agreement of numerical vs. experimental studies [101; 38]. The present work addresses
the capacity of three-dimensional time dependent simulation techniques to predict ﬂow
separation under its various forms, focussing on industrially relevant geometries.
Objective of this Study and Document Organization
It was hypothesized that, a positive slope in the energy-discharge characteristic of radial
centrifugal pumps occurring close to the best eﬃciency point is related to a change of ﬂow
topology in the diﬀuser. The diﬀuser ﬂow topology change induces increased losses while
ﬂow and energy transfer in the impeller remain essentially unaﬀected. The veriﬁcation of
this hypothesis is the primary motivation of the numerical and experimental investigations
that are conducted along three case studies of radial centrifugal pumps and pump-turbines
showing positive slope on the energy-discharge characteristic relatively close to BEP. The
part load ﬂow in radial centrifugal pumps may show complex phenomena such as the
self induced periodic instability commonly termed rotating stall. The ability of numerical
simulation methods to accurately reproduce such phenomena must be assessed, regardless
of their direct causal relation to the positive slope in the characteristics, since their inﬂu-
ence on the part-load ﬂow in centrifugal pumps is essential. This leads to the following
structure of the document:
• Part I is dedicated to the presentation of the numerical and experimental methods
and tools used for the investigations presented in the remainder of the document.
• The simplifying assumption of a stationary ﬂow, similar in all impeller and diﬀuser
channels, allows stationary numerical simulation approaches. Assuming spatial peri-
odicity in both the rotating and the stationary frame reduces the simulation domain
size signiﬁcantly, allowing for systematic mesh reﬁnement, thus eliminating doubts
on the inﬂuence of spatial discretization error on the energy balances. The analy-
sis of such numerical simulations, presented in Part II, focusses on the relation of
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diﬀuser ﬂow topology with viscous energy dissipation and its impingement on the
energy-discharge characteristic.
Time-dependent numerical simulations on a double-suction pump study case show
a similar ﬂow separation in some diﬀuser channels, leading furthermore to an imbal-
ance of the ﬂow rates through both impeller sides when discharge decreases below
80% of BEP.
• In consideration of the lack of detailed experimental ﬂow surveys of the two numer-
ical case studies presented in Part II, complementary time-dependent experimental
and numerical investigations of a pump-turbine scale model with a speciﬁc speed co-
eﬃcient of ν = 0.19 are carried out and described in Part III. Rotating stall at part
load conditions is evidenced by transient pressure measurements in the rotor-stator
interface region. Stall phase correlated Laser-Doppler velocimetry techniques are
developed and the time-dependent velocity ﬁeld at relevant locations in the diﬀuser
is speciﬁed as a function of the stall phase. Time-dependent numerical simulations
are conducted to validate the ability of present-day numerical simulation techniques
to capture rotating stall phenomena qualitatively and quantitatively.
• In consideration of the quantitative disagreement between the results of numerical
simulations compared to experiments, a novel boundary condition approach is de-
veloped: Parts of the ﬁnite volume model of the impeller channels is replaced by
a one-dimensional modelling approach. This multi-scale modelling method results
in an economy in computational cost and potentially allows to increase the spatial
resolution in the remainder of the domain. This is a step towards feasibility of ad-
vanced numerical methods requiring a signiﬁcant increase of spatial resolution for
radial centrifugal pump applications. Part IV describes this mass ﬂow weighted
periodic inlet condition approach and its implementation. The method is validated
on the pump-turbine scale model showing rotating stall as well as with the case of
imbalanced impeller side ﬂow rate in a double suction pump.
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Numerical and Experimental Tools
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Chapter 1
Governing Equations
1.1 Basic Flow Mechanics and Conservation Equa-
tions
The Incompressible Navier-Stokes Equation
The motion of ﬂuids is governed by the conservation law of momentum and mass. For the
present analysis of ﬂow phenomena and their numerical simulation, the ﬂuid is assumed
to be incompressible. Considering the 3-dimensional, time dependent motion of ﬂuid in
a Cartesian coordinate system in an inertial frame leads to the diﬀerential form of the
incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. They form a system of four nonlinear partial
diﬀerential equations in space and time.
∂Ci
∂t
+ Cj
∂Ci
∂xj
=
1
ρ
(−∂p
∂xi
+
∂τij
∂xj
)
+ fi (1.1)
∂Ci
∂xi
= 0 (1.2)
In applications dealing with the transient behavior of large hydraulic systems or diamet-
rical vibration modes of turbomachines, the compressibility of water and the resulting
ﬁnite pressure wave propagation speed in the ﬂuid is of fundamental interest. Such
hydro-acoustic phenomena are fully described by the compressible Navier-Stokes equa-
tions, which are of hyperbolic-parabolic type, leading to diﬀerent requirements for their
numerical solution. The wave propagation speed of pressure waves in water is two orders
of magnitude higher than typical ﬂow velocities in hydraulic machines. The simulation
of convective and propagative phenomena in a common modeling approach involves dif-
ferent time scales and diﬀerent requirements in spatial resolution, making the numerical
modeling particularly diﬃcult and demanding in computing resources. Hydro-acoustic
phenomena are commonly analyzed by separating the convective and propagative parts
following the Lighthill analogy. In such kind of analysis, results of incompressible simu-
lations serve to derive input conditions for acoustic simulations [8].
The Momentum equation (1.1) expresses the ﬁrst principle of mechanics: The substan-
tive derivative of the ﬂow velocity depends on the sum of pressure forces, shear stresses
(viscous forces) and body forces such as gravity.
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Water is considered as Newtonian ﬂuid, the shear stress is determined by the dynamic
viscosity μ and the strain rate tensor Dij:
τij = 2μDij, Dij =
1
2
(
∂Ci
∂xj
+
∂Cj
∂xi
)
(1.3)
Leading to the incompressible Navier-Stokes equation for Newtonian ﬂuids:
∂Ci
∂t
+ Cj
∂Ci
∂xj
=
1
ρ
(−∂p
∂xi
+ μ
∂2Ci
∂xj∂xj
)
+ fi (1.4)
Rotating Frame of Reference
When the ﬂow in rotating turbomachinery components is considered, the most straight-
forward approach for simulation is to use a reference frame moving together with the solid
wall boundary geometry. The ﬂow velocities and momentum are considered with respect
to this moving frame of reference, adding the frame acceleration as a contribution into
the Navier-Stokes equation, either considering it as a body force on the right side or as an
additional acceleration on the left side. Deﬁning the absolute velocity C, relative velocity
W and rotation velocity U = X×ω with the steady rotation rate ω and the considered
location X:
DC
Dt
=
DW
Dt
+ ω × (ω ×X) + 2ω ×W (1.5)
Expressing the terms due to centripetal and Coriolis acceleration as body forces:
fr = −ω × (ω ×X)− 2ω ×W (1.6)
the Navier-Stokes equation in a rotating frame of reference with constant rotation rate ω
is obtained:
∂Wi
∂t
+ Wj
∂Wi
∂xj
=
1
ρ
(−∂p
∂xi
+ μ
∂2Wi
∂xj∂xj
)
+ fi + fr,i (1.7)
Laminar and Turbulent Flow
Introducing a characteristic length scale L0, a characteristic time t0 and a characteristic
velocity c0 for a speciﬁc application, and normalizing the body forces by the gravitational
acceleration, g, equation (1.4) is expressed in nondimensional form:
St
∂C∗i
∂t∗
+ C∗j
∂C∗i
∂x∗j
=
−∂p∗
∂x∗i
+
1
Re
∂2C∗i
∂x∗j∂x
∗
j
+
1
Fr2
γi (1.8)
with the Strouhal number St = L0
C0t0
, the Reynolds number Re = ρC0L0
μ
, the Froude
number Fr = C0/
√
gL0 and the dimensionless variables C
∗
i = Cit0/L0, x
∗
i = xi/L0,
p∗ = p/(ρC20) , t
∗ = t/t0 and γi = fi/g.
Depending on the Reynolds number, deﬁned as the ratio of inertial forces and viscous
forces, two diﬀerent ﬂow regimes are identiﬁed. Low Reynolds number ﬂows are governed
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by viscous eﬀects. Time-independent solutions can be obtained, even analytically for
simple cases, this ﬂow regime is termed laminar ﬂow.
High Reynolds number ﬂows are governed by inertia eﬀects. In this regime, termed
turbulent ﬂow, the ﬂow becomes highly unsteady as small initial perturbations grow to
coherent turbulent vortices drawing energy oﬀ the mean ﬂow to sustain their motion
[122; 50; 33]. The ﬂow conﬁguration and its particular deﬁnition of characteristic length
scales together with the level of perturbations determine the critical Reynolds number.
Above the critical Reynolds number the ﬂow does not revert to its laminar state after
a perturbation. For internal pipe ﬂows, critical Reynolds numbers ranging from 1760 to
2300 are quoted [36]. However, in absence of perturbations, the laminar state can be
maintained even with higher Reynolds numbers. Under the laboratory conditions set up
by O.Reynolds in 1883, laminar pipe ﬂow was realized up to Reynolds numbers of 12′000.
The internal ﬂow in industrial centrifugal pumps considered in this study is characterized
by Reynolds numbers of 106 to 107, considering R1e and U1e as characteristic length and
velocity scales.
The turbulent ﬂuid motion contributes to the transport of momentum and other con-
served quantities. With rising Reynolds number, the size of the relevant turbulent eddies
observed in the ﬂow becomes smaller and the involved time scales shorter [142]. The cost
of so-called Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) resolving all relevant eddy scales in space
and time, scales with the third power of the Reynolds number for turbulent ﬂows [43].
With the ongoing performance evolution of supercomputers, DNS simulations are applied
to more and more complex problems. First DNS applications for isolated turbomachin-
ery component study cases as a single airfoil and a periodic blade cascade at moderate
Reynolds numbers of 5 · 105 have recently been reported [157; 158]. For ﬂow conﬁgura-
tions including an entire centrifugal pump and simulation times covering at least several
impeller revolutions, DNS is still out of reach for the coming decades. Turbulence models
that represent the inﬂuence on mean ﬂow exercised by turbulent vortices unresolved in
time and space are commonly used and will still be needed in numerical simulation.
Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes Equations
The Reynolds-averaged approach to time-dependent ﬂow applies an average operator to
the equations to separate the stochastic, turbulent ﬂuctuations φ′ of any scalar φ from
the deterministic mean values φ¯:
φ(xi, t) = φ¯(xi, t) + φ
′(xi, t) (1.9)
The averaging operator is commonly associated with time-averaging for time-independent
mean ﬂows or ensemble averaging for a time-dependent mean ﬂow. It satisﬁes the
Reynolds criteria [100]:
• Linearity
φ + ψ = φ¯ + ψ¯
aφ = aφ¯
a = a
for a=const (1.10)
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• Any derivative in space or time of the average is equal to the average of the derivative
∂φ
∂s
=
∂φ¯
∂s
(1.11)
• The average of a product of any scalar with an average is the product of the averages
φ¯ψ = φ¯ψ¯ (1.12)
Additional properties follow from these requirements, namely φ¯ = φ¯ and φ′ = 0. The
average of a product of two variables φ and ψ equals the product of the averages plus a
covariance term:
φψ =
(
φ¯ + φ′
) (
ψ¯ + ψ′
)
= φ¯ψ¯ + ψ′φ¯ + φ′ψ¯︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0 eq.1.12
+φ′ψ′ = φ¯ψ¯ + φ′ψ′ (1.13)
Applying this to equation (1.4) the incompressible Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes
equation (RANS) is obtained:
∂C¯i
∂t
+ C¯j
∂C¯i
∂xj
=
1
ρ
(−∂p¯
∂xi
+ μ
∂2C¯i
∂x2j
)
− ∂C
′
iC
′
j
∂xj
+ fi (1.14)
The terms ρC ′iC
′
j called Reynolds stresses are 6 new unknowns in which equation (1.14)
diﬀers from equation (1.4). The essence of turbulence modeling based on RANS equations
is to close the equation system by deﬁning laws to predict the Reynolds stresses.
1.2 Turbulence Modeling
In the eﬀort of modeling the turbulent stresses in equation (1.14) diﬀerent approaches
have been developed over the last 40 years, they can roughly be divided into the following
classes ranging from low to high computational eﬀort:
• Zero-Equation Models: Only algebraic relations are used to determine the viscous
stresses based on local quantities and average scale considerations.
• One-equation models have found widespread use in aerodynamic external ﬂow ap-
plications [136; 96].
• Two-Equation Models: The viscous stresses are computed with models using two
additional transport equations to determine turbulence intensity and length scale.
These are the models most widely used during the last decades.
• Reynolds Stress Models, also termed second moment closure models: A separate
transport equations is used for each of the six components of the Reynolds Stress
Tensor. These models have been found to be superior over two equation models
in swirling ﬂows [80; 51]. Their use implies higher requirements in mesh quality
to avoid convergence problems, often resulting in higher computational eﬀort or
even the impossibility to achieve converged solutions where two-equation models
converge.
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• Large Eddy Simulation (LES): Using a spatial and temporal resolution that allows
to simulate the largest turbulent structures carrying most energy and contributing
most to the increased momentum transport is a compromise in computational ef-
fort between RANS turbulence modeling and DNS. The modeling approach for the
stresses representing the unresolved scales, called subgrid stress model, has to take
into account the grid resolution and the numerical discretization method [84]. The
requirements of mesh resolution for boundary layer ﬂows at high Reynolds numbers
restricts the application of LES to simple, but relevant conﬁgurations, e.g. single
air- or hydrofoils [93] and ducts [149; 124]. Simulations of a three-stage centrifugal
pump using LES presented by [103] were run on one the worlds biggest available
supercomputers in 2004. They could by far not satisfy the criteria of spatial and
temporal resolution given in the literature [73; 117] for the application of LES meth-
ods to internal channel ﬂow.
Hybrid RANS-LES methods using RANS models in the boundary layers and the LES
method for the remainder of the simulation domain [107; 137; 24; 30] have recently been
developed. They propose a solution to the tremendous increase of required computing
resources to resolve the ﬂow near the wall using LES approaches [141]. After thorough
validation on relevant study cases they are promising for application in turbomachinery
simulation in the close future. The following sections expose the two-equation turbulence
model used for the numerical simulations presented in the remainder of the document.
1.2.1 Eddy Viscosity Turbulence Models
The most straightforward way to determine Reynolds stresses in equation (1.14) is to
use a formulation equivalent to the viscous stresses of a Newtonian ﬂuid. The prevalent
turbulence models for engineering applications are based on the Boussinesq hypothesis,
adding a turbulent viscosity μt to the ﬂuid Newtonian viscosity μ:
−ρ∂C
′
iC
′
j
∂xj
= μt
(
∂Ci
∂xj
+
∂Cj
∂xi
)
− 2
3
ρδijk = 2μtDij − 2
3
ρδijk (1.15)
The turbulent kinetic energy k introduced as:
k =
1
2
C ′iC
′
i (1.16)
determines the characteristic velocity q =
√
k of the turbulent ﬂuid motion. Together
with a characteristic length scale L it is at the basis of the Prandtl-Kolmogorov analogy
establishing a relation based on dimensional analysis:
μt = CμρqL (1.17)
The character of turbulent eddies of being convected with the mean ﬂow suggests the use
of scalar transport equations to determine the characteristic velocity and length scale.
The ﬁrst of these is in almost all models the equation of turbulent kinetic energy k as it
is a conserved quantity and the exact equation can be derived [154]:
∂ρk
∂t
+
∂ρCjk
∂xj
=
∂
∂xj
(
μ
∂k
∂xj
)
− ∂
∂xj
(ρ
2
C ′jC
′
iC
′
i + p
′C ′j
)
−ρC ′iC ′j
∂C¯i
∂xj
−μ∂C
′
i
∂xk
∂C ′i
∂xk
(1.18)
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The transport of the turbulent kinetic energy by the turbulent ﬂuid motion is modeled
by the gradient diﬀusion hypothesis, deﬁning the turbulent Prandtl number σk:
−
(ρ
2
C ′jC
′
iC
′
i + p
′C ′j
)
≈ μt
σk
∂k
∂xj
(1.19)
The eddy viscosity hypothesis (1.15) is used to determine the rate of production of tur-
bulent kinetic energy:
ρC ′iC
′
j
∂C¯i
∂xj
≈ μt
(
∂C¯i
∂xj
+
∂C¯j
∂xi
)
∂C¯i
∂xj
(1.20)
It is in the determination of the last term of the turbulent kinetic energy transport equa-
tion, related to the dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy and needed to determine the
turbulent length scale, that the following two-equation models diﬀer
k-ε Turbulence Model
The k-ε model, ﬁrst proposed by Jones and Launder in 1972 [71], introduces the rate of
viscous eddy dissipation ε to yield a simple expression for the last term in the k-equation
(1.18)
∂ρk
∂t
+
∂ρCjk
∂xj
=
∂
∂xj
(
μ
∂k
∂xj
)
+
∂
∂xj
(
μt
σk
∂k
∂xj
)
+ μt
(
∂C¯i
∂xj
+
∂C¯j
∂xi
)
∂C¯i
∂xj
− ρε (1.21)
For equilibrium ﬂows, where production and dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy are
in balance, ε is related to the turbulence length scale by
ε ≈ k
3/2
L
(1.22)
and with equation (1.17), the eddy viscosity is speciﬁed as:
μt = C
steρqL = ρCμ
k2
ε
(1.23)
The transport equation for the rate of viscous eddy dissipation is given by:
∂ρε
∂t
+
∂ρCjε
∂xj
=
∂
∂xj
((
μ +
μt
σε
)
∂ε
∂xj
)
+
ε
k
(
Cε1τij
∂Ci
∂xj
− Cε2ρε
)
(1.24)
The constant closure coeﬃcients introduced in the transport equations are derived from
basic experiments like boundary layer ﬂows on a ﬂat plate, the most commonly used
values are:
Cμ = 0.09; σk = 1.00; σε = 1.30; C1ε = 1.44; C2ε = 1.92.
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k-ω Turbulence Model
Another proposal to determine the length scale, ﬁrst introduced by Saﬀman, but popular-
ized by Wilcox [154], is to solve for an inverse time scale, termed turbulent eddy frequency
or speciﬁc dissipation rate ω
ω =
√
k
CμLt
(1.25)
leading to an expression for turbulent viscosity
μt = ρ
k
ω
(1.26)
The turbulence kinetic energy equation (1.18) undergoes minor changes to express the
viscous eddy dissipation as a function of ω
∂ρk
∂t
+
∂ρCjk
∂xj
=
∂
∂xj
(
(μ + σ∗μt)
∂k
∂xj
)
+ τij
∂Ci
∂xj
− β∗ρkω (1.27)
Speciﬁc Dissipation Rate :
∂ρω
∂t
+
∂ρCjω
∂xj
=
∂
∂xj
(
(μ + σμt)
∂ω
∂xj
)
+
ω
k
(
ατij
∂Ci
∂xj
− βρkω
)
(1.28)
The commonly used closure coeﬃcients of the standard k-ω Model are:
α = 5/9; β = 3/40; β∗ = 9/100; σ = 1/2; σ∗ = 1/2.
The transport variables of the k-ε and k-ω models are related by the following equation:
ε = β∗ωk (1.29)
SST Turbulence Model
The k-ε and the k-ω models have for long been the two major turbulence models for in-
dustrial application involving complex geometries [104; 81; 135; 17]. Along a large number
of practical applications, the k − ε model augmented by a stagnation region production
limiter introduced by Kato and Launder was found to be most reliable in modeling the
ﬂow far from the solid walls. The k-ω model has proven to be superior in accuracy and
robustness for solving boundary layer ﬂow and does not require artiﬁcial damping close
to the wall [154]. Near wall modiﬁcations of the k-ε-model have been proposed [27; 17].
The blended model termed Shear Stress Transport (SST) model proposed by Menter [94]
aims to combine both models strengths while circumventing their weaknesses. Compara-
tive studies are presented by [95; 26]. A comprehensive study comparing results obtained
with the k-ε, k-ω and SST models as with nonlinear eddy viscosity and Reynolds stress
models on a separating and reattaching diﬀuser ﬂow was conducted by Apsley [9]. A nu-
merical study on pump ﬂow using a variety of 2-equation turbulence models [53] concludes
that the SST-model is the most suitable for simulations over a large range of operating
conditions when ﬂow separation is expected.
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The SST model deﬁnes the blending function F1 to weight the dissipation terms of the
k-ε model in the free shear ﬂow and the k-ω model (by 1 − F1) close to solid walls.
The formulation is based on the scalar variables k and ω, expressing all the terms of the
original k-ε model in terms of ω. This leads to the modiﬁed equations for turbulence
kinetic energy :
∂ρk
∂t
+
∂ρCjk
∂xj
=
∂
∂xj
(
(μ + σk3μt)
∂k
∂xj
)
+ τij
∂Ci
∂xj
− β∗ρkω (1.30)
And speciﬁc dissipation rate :
ρ
∂ω
∂t
+ ρCj
∂ω
∂xj
=
∂
∂xj
(
(μ + σω3μt)
∂ω
∂xj
)
+
ω
k
(
α3τij
∂Ci
∂xj
− β3ρkω
)
+ 2(1− F1)ρσω2 1
ω
∂k
∂xj
∂ω
∂xj
(1.31)
Blended closure coeﬃcients are applied: (Φ3 = F1Φ1 + (1− F1)Φ2).
Closure coeﬃcients :
k-ω: α1 = 5/9; β1 = 3/40; σk1 = 0.5; σω1 = 0.5; β
∗ = Cμ = 9/100;
k-ε: α2 = 0.44; β2 = 0.0828; σk2 = 1; σω2 = 0.856; Cμ = 0.09;
This model combines advantages of both underlying models, but does not predict the ﬂow
separation on smooth surfaces in adverse pressure gradients correctly. This is found to
be due to the over-prediction of the turbulent viscosity in the boundary layer. A better
behavior is obtained by limiting the turbulent viscosity in the boundary layer that leads
to a behavior similar to Reynolds stress models accounting for the transport of the main
turbulent stress:
μt = ρ
a1k
max(a1ω, F2S)
(1.32)
The blending functions F2 and F1 depend on the wall distance and ﬂow variables, with
values of 1 close to the wall and 0 in the free stream. Details about the blending functions
and the numerical implementation to determine the wall distance are given in [94; 3].
1.2.2 Boundary Layer Modelling
The presence of the no-slip condition C = 0 at solid walls leads to a zone of low velocity
and strong shear in its vicinity termed Boundary Layer (BL). The accuracy of turbulence
modelling approaches in the prediction of velocity proﬁles in the boundary layer and the
resulting wall shear stress is essential to the overall accuracy of the simulation results.
Figure 1.1 represents a typical turbulent boundary layer proﬁle in logarithmic and
linear axis scaling using the following deﬁnitions of nondimensional values:
• The shear velocity Cτ =
√
τw/ρ
• Nondimensional velocity C+ = Ct
Cτ
• Nondimensional wall distance y+ = ρCτy
μ
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Figure 1.1: Typical turbulent boundary layer proﬁle. a) Logarithmic representation [155],
b) Linear representation
Three diﬀerent zones are identiﬁed: The zone close to the wall is termed viscous
sublayer, the ﬂow is governed by laminar shear stresses due to their strength and to the
inhibition of formation of turbulent structures by the presence of the wall. The zone
far from the wall is characterized by a velocity defect due to the inﬂuence of the wall
shear. Turbulent momentum transfer according to the modeling equations along with its
constants takes place in this zone. The intermediate transition zone is characterized by a
logarithmic velocity proﬁle:
C+ =
1
κ
ln y+ + B (1.33)
with the von Karma´n constant κ = 0.41 and an empirical constant B = 5.0, the latter
usually derived from ﬂat plate boundary layer ﬂow.
The SST model takes advantage of the fact that the k-ω model used in the boundary
layer leads to stable numerical solution without arbitrary damping factors required to
apply k- models close to the wall. It allows to resolve the boundary layer consistently
using mesh resolutions down to the viscous sublayer. However, in engineering applica-
tions in complex three dimensional geometries, including turbomachinery applications,
the resolution down to the viscous sublayer is often impractical with reasonable mesh
sizes. It could be achieved by coarsening other mesh region or disregarding the proﬁle of
the boundary layer: Using a ﬁrst node very close to the wall and a fast transition to larger
mesh spacings does not allow an accurate ﬂow modeling in the boundary layer. In this
case, it is preferable to use the wall function approach proposed by Launder and Spalding
[82] to determine the relationship of wall shear stress τw and wall tangential velocity Ct
on the ﬁrst mesh node based on equation (1.33).
1.3 Energy Conservation and Viscous Losses
The main objective of a centrifugal pump is the transfer of energy from mechanical energy
at the shaft into a speciﬁc hydraulic energy diﬀerence from low pressure (I¯) to high
pressure (I) sections of the machine. The conservation of energy is an important issue
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in numerical simulation of turbomachinery ﬂows. Taking the scalar product of equation
(1.1) with the velocity results in the conservation equation for kinetic energy for a control
volume V enclosed by boundaries ∂V :
∂
∂t
∫
V
C2
2
dV = −
∫
∂V
(
C2
2
+
p
ρ
)
CinidA +
1
ρ
∫
∂V
τijCinjdA
− 1
ρ
∫
V
τij
∂Ci
∂xj
dV −
∫
V
fiCidV (1.34)
For Newtonian ﬂuids
∂
∂t
∫
V
C2
2
dV = −
∫
∂V
(
C2
2
+
p
ρ
)
CinidA +
1
ρ
∫
∂V
2μDijCinjdA
− 1
ρ
∫
V
2μDijDijdV −
∫
V
fiCidV (1.35)
The principle of conservation of speciﬁc hydraulic energy gH is easily derived from this
assuming:
• steady ﬂow, ∂
∂t
∫
V
C2
2
dV = 0
• Inviscid ﬂow, μ = 0
• the gravity ﬁeld as only body force, f = ∇(−gz)
• the inlet section k and outlet section l as only passage sections
• zero velocity (stationary solid walls Σ) at the rest of the domain boundary∫
Ak∪Al
(
C2
2
+
p
ρ
+ gz
)
CinidA = 0 (1.36)
Deﬁning the speciﬁc hydraulic energy gH on any section k as
gHk =
1
Q
∫
Ak
(
C2
2
+
p
ρ
+ gz
)
CinidA (1.37)
the losses gHr k÷l due to the viscous dissipation term
∫
V
2μDijDijdV between section Ak
and section Al in a time-independent ﬂow are obtained from equation (1.35)
gHr1¯÷1 = gHk − gHl + 1
ρQ
∫
∂V
2μDijCinjdA (1.38)
Energy Conservation in Rotating Domains
Considering the equation of motion in a rotating frame, (1.7), the Coriolis term does
not contribute to the energy equation as the resulting body force is perpendicular to the
velocity vector Ci. The centrifugal term can be written under potential form:
ω × (ω ×X) = ∇ω
2R2
2
= ∇U
2
2
(1.39)
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to transfer it into a surface integral using Green’s law:
∂
∂t
∫
V
W 2
2
dV = −
∫
∂V
(
W 2 − U2
2
+
p
ρ
)
WinidA +
1
ρ
∫
∂V
τijWinjdA
− 1
ρ
∫
V
τij
∂Wi
∂xj
dV −
∫
V
fiWidV (1.40)
The conserved quantity corresponding to the speciﬁc hydraulic energy gH in a rotating
frame of reference is termed relative hydraulic speciﬁc energy gHrel or speciﬁc rothalpy.
gHrelk =
1
Q
∫
Ak
(
W 2 − U2
2
+
p
ρ
+ gz
)
WinidA (1.41)
Energy Conservation and Eddy-Viscosity Turbulence Models
In the context of the Reynolds averaged turbulence modeling, the kinetic energy of the
mean ﬂow can be determined by the velocity ﬁeld of the ﬂow simulation. The kinetic
energy of the ﬂuctuating part of the velocity, turbulent kinetic energy k, is available as a
separate modeled transport variable. According to the models equation, turbulent kinetic
energy is not recovered into energy of the mean ﬂow and is considered as lost from an
engineering stand point. Following the turbulent energy dissipation cascade it will ﬁnally
be dissipated into thermal energy. The production term in the k transport equations
(1.21) expresses the energy transfer from the main ﬂow loss due to the turbulent viscosity
consistently with equation (1.15). Consistently, the turbulent viscosity behaves as the
ﬂuid viscosity and leads to a supplementary viscous loss. This leads to the mean ﬂow
kinetic energy conservation equation in the context of eddy viscosity turbulence models:
∂
∂t
∫
V
C2
2
dV = −
∫
∂V
(
C2
2
+
p
ρ
)
CinidA +
1
ρ
∫
∂V
τijCinjdA
− 1
ρ
∫
V
2(μ + μt)DijDijdV −
∫
V
fiCidV (1.42)
With the Reynolds averaged approach of separation of mean and ﬂuctuating part of
the ﬂow ﬁelds and the Boussinesq hypothesis 1.15, the power of viscous momentum ﬂux
through the boundaries
∫
∂V
τijCinjdA becomes accessible to considerations based on the
mean velocity and its gradients. It is zero under any of the following conditions:
• Zero ﬂow velocity at solid wall boundary Σ : Ci = 0
• Plane passage section A: ∂ni
∂xj
= 0,
Mean ﬂow normal to A: Ci = niC , and
Zero gradient in the ﬂow direction: ni
∂C
∂xi
= 0
τijCinj = 2μ
(
ni
∂C
∂xj
+ nj
∂C
∂xi
)
niCnj = μC
⎛⎜⎜⎝nini ∂C∂xj nj︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
+njnj
∂C
∂xi
ni︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
⎞⎟⎟⎠ = 0
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Flow conditions in passage sections considered in practice typically come so close to
the last condition that the resulting terms are negligible and can safely be ignored in loss
analysis. For centrifugal pump study cases presented in this work, the terms evaluated
on the circular sections that are normal to the main ﬂow are found to be smaller than
0.5% of the overall losses. On the cylindrical section in the rotor-stator interface region,
the power of viscous momentum ﬂux through the interface is found to take values of up
to 0.1% of the power transferred from the impeller to the ﬂuid. Though small compared
to the considered balances, the latter should not be neglected when power balances of the
diﬀerent components are established.
Internal Energy Loss Coeﬃcients
Numerical simulation allows the evaluation of the ﬂow ﬁeld and of energy integrals at all
internal sections of the machine. In order to determine the considered control volume,
the energy coeﬃcients ψ, and the energy loss coeﬃcients ψr are indexed by the limiting
passage sections. For practical reasons, notwithstanding the precise deﬁnition of sections
in IEC 60193, sections 1 and 2 and other such pairs are evaluated on the same location
representing the simulation grid boundaries, using the rotating frame variables for section
1 and stationary frame variables for section 2. The losses in the rotating impeller domain
Vb follow from the principle of conservation of rothalpy:
ψr,1¯÷1 =
2
U21e
(
gH1¯ − gH1 − 1
ρQ
∫
A1¯∪A1
τijWinjdA− 1
Q
∂
∂t
∫
Vb
W 2
2
dV
)
(1.43)
Considering the impeller domain in the stationary frame results in extra terms on the
rotating surface Σb, equivalent to the torque transferred from the impeller to the ﬂuid:
ψr,1¯÷1 =
2
U21e
(
gH1¯ − gH1 − 1
ρQ
∫
A1¯∪A1
τijCinjdA
− 1
ρQ
∫
Σb
(τij − pδij)UinjdA︸ ︷︷ ︸
Pt=ωTt
− 1
Q
∂
∂t
∫
Vb
C2
2
dV
)
(1.44)
Yielding the general expression for a control volume Vk÷l between sections k and l:
ψr,k÷l = tψt +
2
U21e
(
gH1¯ − gH1 − 1
ρQ
∫
Ak∪Al
τijCinjdA− 1
Q
∂
∂t
∫
Vk÷l
C2
2
dV
)
(1.45)
with t =
{
1 if the control volume contains the impeller, k < 0 and l > 0
0 otherwise
Evaluation of Energy and Loss Coeﬃcients in Time-Dependent Flows
In time dependent ﬂow simulation, the time derivative of kinetic energy in the system
can take relevant values and shows to be extremely variable when evaluated by diﬀerence
of two consecutive simulation time steps, leading to a high variance of the computed
coeﬃcients. The evaluation of energy coeﬃcients and loss coeﬃcients based on time
integrals over longer time intervals (typically one revolution) yields less variable results.
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Depending on the deﬁnition of the simulation domain, the sections I¯ and I may not
be available. The energy coeﬃcient from sections k and l for a time interval [t1; t2] is
determined as follows:
ψk÷l =
2
U21e(t2 − t1)
∫ t2
t1
(
gHl − gHk − 1
ρQ
∫
Ak∪Al
τijCinj dA
)
dt
+
2
U21eQ(t2 − t1)
∣∣∣∣∣
∫
Vk÷l
C2
2
dV
∣∣∣∣∣
t2
t1
(1.46)
and the loss coeﬃcient for any two sections k and l is found as:
ψr,k÷l =
t
1
2
U21eQ(t2 − t1)
∫ t2
t1
ωTt(t)dt− ψk÷l (1.47)
In numerical simulation providing results at equidistant time steps, an approximation
of the time integrals is obtained by the arithmetic average of time steps values. With
increasing length of the simulation time interval, the last terms becomes smaller since
there is no physical reason for relevant accumulation of kinetic energy in the simulation
domain for intervals covering an integer number of time periods following equation (27).
ψk÷l =
2
U21e
(
gHl − gHk − 1
ρQ
∫
Ak∪Al
τijCinj dA
)
+
2
U21eQ(t2 − t1)
∣∣∣∣∣
∫
Vk÷l
C2
2
dV
∣∣∣∣∣
t2
t1
(1.48)
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Chapter 2
Numerical Simulation
2.1 Finite Element Based Finite Volume Discretiza-
tion
The above model equations are discretized and solved to predict the complex ﬂow in
turbomachines. Amongst the discretization methods for ﬂuid dynamics applications, the
ﬁnite volume (FV) method is the most used for complex engineering problems. The ma-
jority of industrial and open source codes designed for application in complex geometries
use this discretization technique. It is an Eulerian, volume mesh-based technique: The
volume of investigation is represented by a mesh made of volume elements deﬁned by their
vertex nodes. The mesh nodes remain stationary resp. rotate with the solid walls limiting
the domain. Vectors of velocity components and pressure at each mesh node constitute
the discrete representation of the continuous ﬂow ﬁeld. The simulation domain is divided
into a large number of control volumes (CV) derived from the mesh volume elements and
the conservation laws for mass and momentum are established for each CV V bounded
by Surfaces ∂V .∫
∂V
CinidA = 0 (2.1)
∂
∂t
∫
V
CidV +
∫
∂V
CiCjnjdA =
1
ρ
∫
∂V
TijnjdA +
∫
V
fidV (2.2)
Tij = μ
(
∂Ci
∂xj
+
∂Cj
∂xi
)
− δijp (2.3)
The gravity body force gi is not explicitly modeled. This is equivalent to the use of a
modiﬁed pressure p∗ = p − ρgixi such that − ∂p∗∂Xi= −
∂p
∂xi
+ gi, compare equation (1.1).
In the context of numerical simulation analysis, p and cp are tacitly used to designate
this modiﬁed pressure in the remainder of this document. For the evaluation of speciﬁc
hydraulic energy, this modiﬁed pressure regroups the pressure and the gravity term.
Mass and momentum are conserved over the entire simulation domain by principle if
the ﬂuxes in and out of adjacent control volumes are deﬁned to be equal, which is the case
in almost every straightforward approach. The ﬂuxes are expressed as linear combinations
of the unknown ﬂow variables at the mesh nodes to obtain a discrete linear equation
system. The node-centered, collocated scheme using ﬁnite element shape functions is
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brieﬂy presented as implemented in the commercial ﬁnite volume solver CFX-5 used for
the study cases.
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Figure 2.1: Finite element based ﬁnite volume discretization: Mesh elements, control
volumes and shape functions
The control volumes are built around the mesh nodes according to ﬁgure 2.1. In case
of block structured hexahedral meshes, the control volumes are composed of eight octants,
forming the intersection of the CV with the eight mesh volume elements adjacent to a
node. At the boundaries of the domain the node is representative for a control volume half
the size of the usual ones. In the ﬁnite element based ﬁnite volume approach, linear shape
functions based on the initial mesh element are used to express values at the integration
points. The gradients with respect to the cartesian coordinates are determined via the
Jacobian that is invertible for regular element shapes:
∂Φ
∂xi
=
nn∑
k=1
∂Nk
∂xi
Φk with
∂Nk
∂sj
=
∂xi
∂sj
∂Nk
∂xi
(2.4)
Various methods are applied in engineering practice and ﬂuid dynamics research to
express the advection ﬂuxes
∫
∂V
ΦCjnjdA as a function of nodal variable values since the
essential tradeoﬀ between robustness and accuracy lies herein. The schemes available in
the used solver are based on the value Φup at the upwind node together with a gradient
based anti-diﬀusive correction term:
Φip = Φup + β
∂Φ
∂xi
[
(xi)ip − (xi)up
]
(2.5)
Diﬀerent options to deﬁne the blending factor β and the according methods of gradient
evaluation are summarized in table 2.1.
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The adaptive scheme termed High Resolution scheme determines the blend factor
locally in order to obtain the best accuracy while guaranteeing boundedness of the solution
[3]. Along the investigated study cases, this scheme has proven to provide a second order
discretization in the major parts of the domain, even in almost all of the zones of high
gradients. The blend factor was found to be locally decreased at locations with high skew
changes in the block-structured meshes. Single validations against simulations using a
ﬁxed blend factor of β = 0.75 show little diﬀerences in the results.
Option β Gradient evaluation
Upwind scheme, ﬁrst order
ﬁxed
0
Surrounding nodes average
Second order 1
Central diﬀerence scheme 1 Element shape functions
High Resolution - bounded Upwind node adaptive
Table 2.1: Advection schemes in CFX-5 [3]
The time-dependent term on the left hand side of equation (2.2) is expressed using
a ﬁrst order implicit Euler formulation with the mid-point integration rule involving the
current and previous time level value Φ resp. Φ0:
ρ
∂
∂t
∫
ΦdV = ρV
Φ− Φ0
Δt
(2.6)
or a second order backward Euler scheme involving an additional previous time level Φ00
ρ
∂
∂t
∫
ΦdV = ρV
3Φ− 2Φ0 + Φ00
2Δt
(2.7)
The ﬁrst order scheme is used for time independent simulations, the time step then takes
the role of a convergence acceleration parameter. The time dependent simulations pre-
sented in this work have all been carried out using the second order backward Euler
scheme. The nonlinear terms and the eddy viscosity provided by the turbulence model
are treated by an explicit procedure, using the values obtained from the previous itera-
tion. Several so termed coeﬃcient loop iterations for a physical time step are evaluated
to improve the accuracy of these nonlinear terms for time-dependent simulations.
2.2 Boundary Conditions and Interfaces
In the ﬁnite volume method, the equation system assembly is based on the ﬂuxes deter-
mined from solution ﬁeld and gradients on the integration points located on the control
volume faces. At the boundaries of the domain, a suﬃcient number of conditions to ob-
tain a determined equation system is needed. Due to the upwind biased nature of the
advection schemes, the following procedure to prescribe boundary conditions is the most
straightforward and numerically stable.
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Inlet Boundary Condition
A constant bulk velocity normal to the boundary surface is imposed at the inlet boundary
condition faces. The ﬂow rate is thereby ﬁxed at a constant value. Values for the tur-
bulence model variables k and ω are determined using a typical assumption for technical
ﬂows: The turbulence intensity is estimated to be 5% and the ratio of turbulent viscosity
to ﬂuid dynamic viscosity μt/μ to be 10. The inlet turbulence conditions, especially the
dissipation rate of the k-ε-model, were shown by [89] to have a large inﬂuence on results
in the simulation of a single draft tube of a Francis turbine. Sensitivity studies on the
study cases investigated in this thesis did not show a relevant dependency of the results
on the turbulence model variables at the inlet. The balance of production and dissipation
of turbulent kinetic energy is mainly governed by the shear rate of the ﬂow in the impeller
and in the rotor-stator interface region.
Outlet Boundary Condition
The advective ﬂuxes and scalars are determined from the upwind nodes with a zero-
gradient hypothesis. It is essential for this that the ﬂow is eﬀectively directed outwards
of the domain. The additional equation needed to ﬁx the pressure level in the domain, is
currently obtained by imposing a zero value for the area-weighted average of pressure on
the outlet boundary surface.
Wall Boundary Conditions
No-slip conditions C = 0 are imposed at all solid walls sharing the revolution rate of the
considered control volume. In turbomachinery simulations, surfaces of revolution (esp.
hub or casing surfaces) revolving at a diﬀerent rotation rate than the frame of reference
are encountered:
• Rotating solid walls in a stationary frame of reference: C = U = ω ×X
• Stationary walls in a rotating frame of reference: W = −ω ×X.
No particular diﬃculties arise from the implementation of those non-zero velocity bound-
ary conditions.
In the discretization procedure implemented in the CFX-5 solver the mesh boundary
nodes are virtually moved to the center of the control volume adjacent to the wall, see
ﬁgure 2.1. The shear stress on the wall face is determined as a function of the nodes
so termed ”conservative” velocity values, as opposed to the physically correct ”hybrid”
boundary value at the wall used for post-processing purposes. The implementation of the
SST-model used in the presented study cases automatically switches between the use of
logarithmic wall functions, equation (1.33), and the full resolution down to the laminar
viscous sublayer to determine the relation of wall shear and wall node’s conservative
velocity. A threshold value of y+ = 11 of the dimensionless wall distance of the virtual
wall node location determines which shear-velocity relation is used. In all time-dependent
simulation study cases, the mesh resolution is such that the logarithmic wall function is
used for almost all relevant solid walls.
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Interfaces for Non-Matching Meshes
Numerical ﬂow simulation requires volume meshes of relatively high quality. Solution
accuracy and robustness of the algorithms is severely impaired by highly skewed elements
or excessively high aspect ratios, except when the reﬁnement direction is aligned with
the main direction of the gradients. In case of complex geometries, an improvement of
the overall mesh quality can often be achieved when diﬀerent parts of geometry can be
meshed separately using diﬀerent meshing approaches and adapted software tools. Block
structured meshes made of hexahedral elements are generally considered the most eﬀec-
tive discretization inside boundary layers. Unstructured meshes of tetrahedral elements
allow representing even the most distorted volume regions with volume elements of reg-
ular quality and without biasing the simulation results by the anisotropic character of
structured meshes. The most common approach to accommodating the non-matching
meshes in the ﬁnite-volume method are non-overlapping interface surfaces. The CFX-5
solver implements them in a fully conservative implicit manner via the formulation of
additional control surface equations linking the ﬂuxes in and out of the control volumes
as represented in ﬁgure 2.2. The discretization schemes for the half-control-volumes are
adapted to use the nodal variables from the volumes and the control surface variables,
details are given in [3].
Volume Mesh 
Side 1
Control Surface (CS)
Intersections
Element Faces
Side 1
Volume Mesh 
Side 2
Element Faces
Side 2
CV Equations Fluxes
Flux weighting by
exposed fraction
CS Equations Fluxes CV Equations
Figure 2.2: Interfaces for non matching non-overlapping meshes based on control surfaces
For the simulation of centrifugal pump ﬂow, the impeller has to be considered in the
rotating frame of reference while inlet casing, diﬀuser and volute are stationary. So-called
rotor-stator interfaces, non-matching interfaces deﬁned on surfaces of revolution separat-
ing the components are used to deal with the transfer of ﬂuxes between the stationary
and the rotating domain. They allow at the same time the use of non-matching meshes
between the components.
Frame Change Interfaces for Time-independent Simulations
The mixing plane approach is based on the hypothesis that a time-average ﬂow solution
can be obtained by solving for a time-independent solution and averaging the ﬂuxes
in circumferential direction on the interface surface. It can be used for simulation of
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ﬂow through turbomachinery components featuring diﬀerent, typically incommensurable,
numbers of blades in the impeller and in the diﬀuser or even to solve a single impeller
channel ﬂow together with a volute featuring 360˚ pitch. It is best applicable to centrifugal
pumps with a relatively large radial gap between the impeller blade outer radius R1 and
the diﬀuser blade or volute tongue inner radius R2. This is typically the case in pump-
turbines. The mixing plane approach has proved to yield useful information about the
impeller ﬂow for simple volute pumps without diﬀuser blades with moderate computing
resources. The use of such simulations has become the standard procedure in centrifugal
pump impeller design to determine the deviation of the relative ﬂow angle at impeller
outlet β1 from the blade (”metal”) angle β1 b. Numerically, the circumferential averaging
is done by intersecting the control volume faces of both meshes with control surfaces that
form circumferential bands. A scaling factor for the ﬂuxes is introduced in the control
surface equations to account for the ratio of the angular pitches of the interface sides. Even
though this interface type is fully implicit and conservative, it tends to be numerically
unstable when intensive back ﬂow occurs. The results obtained in such conﬁgurations by
a time-independent approach are questionable anyway.
Surface of Revolution 1
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1
Surface of Revolution 2
?
2
Control Surfaces
Circumferential Bands
?
1
?
2
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Σ
Σ
Figure 2.3: Principle of the mixing plane interface
Another steady approach is to intersect the meshes as is, matching the pitches by
an angular stretching and matching orphan elements on both sides by periodic match-
ing. This approach termed ”frozen rotor” is numerically robust but the results depend
heavily on the arbitrary angular position of both components. It is used in the case
studies presented herein to get initial values for the time-dependent simulations but these
intermediate results are not subject to further analysis.
Frame Change Interfaces for Time-dependent Simulations
While the mixing plane and frozen rotor approaches have proven to provide some under-
standing of ﬂow features and some useful quantitative information concerning impeller
ﬂow and overall performance prediction for pump design, especially around BEP, they
cannot be expected to yield relevant information for part-load operating points. The
transient rotor-stator interface technique consists in re-intersecting the meshes of the
stationary and rotating frame for every angular position of the impeller. Advances in
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implementations, studies on requirements on temporal and spatial resolution and consid-
erations on numerical diﬀusion of blade wake proﬁles over such interfaces were achieved in
the framework of the HPNURSA project [52]. Lardeau and Leschziner [79] investigated
a blade wake interaction study case consisting of an axial turbomachine single periodic
blade passage in 2006. They concluded that even with RANS approaches, a high temporal
and spatial resolution is required to obtain a mesh- and time step independent solution.
They propose to use variable inﬂow conditions, formulated as functions of space and time
instead of sliding interface approaches when the potential interaction eﬀect is negligible.
This choice is justiﬁed for such an axial arrangement of blade cascades with a relatively
large axial gap between the blade rows, but infeasible for radial centrifugal pumps, where
the time-dependent interaction of rotating and stationary velocity and pressure ﬁelds has
relevant eﬀects in the upstream and downstream direction of the interface.
2.3 Error Sources in Numerical Simulation
Ferziger and Peric [43] propose the following hierarchy of error sources in numerical sim-
ulations:
• Modeling Errors
• Discretization errors
• Iteration and Truncations errors
• Programming and User Errors
Modeling Errors
The modeling errors include all diﬀerences between physical reality and the governing
equations used, including the assumptions made on steadiness or unsteadiness of the phe-
nomena. In structural mechanics, using Hooke’s isotropic linear Law for a material with
more complex behavior, namely anisotropic or nonlinear, introduces a substantial model-
ing error. In ﬂuid mechanics for high Reynolds numbers, the use of turbulence modeling
potentially leads to the most serious modeling errors. Another important source of mod-
eling errors is the deﬁnition of boundary conditions. In the ﬁnite volume method using
upwind biased schemes for the advection terms, all ﬂuxes entering into the domain are
determined by the inlet boundary condition values. Another error source is the assump-
tion of perfectly incompressible ﬂuid and of rigid solid boundaries. It is known that the
propagation of pressure waves has a ﬁnite velocity of about 1200m/s in an inﬁnite domain
of water. The hydro-acoustic wave propagation due to the deformation of pipes and tur-
bomachinery components are successfully modeled by compressible methods introducing
modiﬁed wave propagation velocities [105]. A numerical method based on the incom-
pressible Navier-Stokes equations is not expected to reproduce any of these phenomena
correctly.
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Discretization Errors
The discretization error is deﬁned as the diﬀerence between the exact solution of the gov-
erning equations (including all modeling) and the exact solution of the discrete approxi-
mation. The ﬁnite volume method approximates the time, surface and volume integrals
of the control volumes in terms of the nodal variables at given time steps. When applied
in complex geometries, the computational eﬀort scales (in best case linearly) with the
number of volume elements and nodes that are modeled. Reﬁning the mesh spacing in
a uniform and isotropic way by a factor of two, which is required for a reasonable com-
parison, multiplies the number of nodes by 8. A practical problem to assess the quality
of a given spatial discretization is that the exact solution of the governing equations is
not known and that further mesh reﬁnement is often beyond the scope of available com-
puting resources. Preliminary studies isolating ﬂow features of interest out of a complex
conﬁguration can help to establish rules for discretization of particular regions. Adaptive
meshing aims to construct error estimators and automatically generate meshes that reduce
the discretization error. While the procedures become practical for steady ﬂow cases [72],
a continuous re-meshing for time-dependent application in complex geometries is still out
of scope. Care is to be taken when comparing simulation to experimental results, as they
do not represent the solution of the governing equations when turbulence models are used,
so a comparison with experimental results can suﬀer from canceling of modeling versus
discretization errors. Detailed discretization error study using highly reﬁned meshes is
feasible for steady ﬂow approximations of turbomachinery ﬂow and will be presented in
chapter 5.
Iteration and Truncation Errors
In engineering practice, truncation error and iteration errors for truly steady problems can
be quantiﬁed and avoided rather easily when compared to the two former error classes.
Nowadays most common processors are such that the frequent add-multiply instruction of
scientiﬁc software take the same number of processor cycles in double and single precision.
The main issue with the use of double precision representation for complex engineering
applications is the doubling of the memory requirements for all real numbers (which
represent most of the memory requirement of ﬂow solvers) and doubling the ﬁle size of any
intermediate result that will consequently be stored as double precision. Single precision
representation has been shown to be suﬃcient for all study cases presented here and is
used to reduce the memory and disk space requirements that are one of the main factors
limiting the problem size. Iteration errors are deﬁned by [43] as the diﬀerence of the exact
solution of the discretized equation system and the solution thereof obtained by iteratively
linearizing and solving this system. The criterion to determine when to stop the iteration
loop is usually determined on the residuals of the solved quantities (mass, momentum and
turbulence model variables), that indicates how much these quantities change from one
iteration to another. In current CFD Codes, the residuals are normalized with respect
to the overall range of the quantity of interest. Despite this normalization, the limits
suggested by the code developers and some published best practice guidelines have to
be considered only as a guideline for a reasonable level to start the investigations with.
In steady ﬂow application, it is relatively easy to store and analyze results at diﬀerent
residual levels, see chapter 5. In time dependent ﬂow applications, the iteration criterion
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is applied at every simulation time step, two ﬂow simulations of a representative period
have to be conducted to compare results of diﬀerent iteration criterions. It is diﬃcult to
assess the severity of diﬀerences in instantaneous ﬂow ﬁelds if the global ﬂow properties
are suﬃciently similar. Furthermore, the choice of the time step (time discretization)
interacts with the reasonable level of iteration error reduction. It is advised in [3] that
for a given computational eﬀort, a better precision can be achieved by reducing the time
step size than by increasing the number of iterations for each time step. In the context
of the time-dependent simulation presented in chapter 8 a study of timestep reﬁnement
will be presented using a ﬁxed residual convergence criterion.
Energy Conservation and Discretization Errors
Ferziger and Peric [43] state that while the conservation of momentum and mass is easily
fulﬁlled by ﬁnite volume methods, the conservation of kinetic energy depends on the
interpolation method. Felten and Lund [42] showed that the choice of discretization
schemes in ﬁnite volume methods aﬀects the conservation of kinetic energy and have
proposed energy-conserving ﬁrst order centered schemes as best choice for channel ﬂows.
For reasons of superior numerical stability, upwind schemes with gradient based advection
correction are used in the CFX-5 solver. This means equation (1.42) is not inherently
conserved, a numerical diﬀusion loss term, Pr,num, is introduced in the discretized balance
of kinetic energy:
∂
∂t
∫
V
ρ
C2
2
dV = −
∫
∂V
(ρ
C2
2
+p)CinidA+
∫
∂V
τijCinjdA−
∫
V
2(μ+μt)DijDijdV −Pr,num
(2.8)
In a numerical simulation covering the time interval [t1; t2] within the domain V , the
numerical diﬀusion loss is obtained by the diﬀerence of energy dissipation evaluated by
inlet-outlet balances and the volume integral of viscous dissipation
Pr,num =
1
(t2 − t1)
(∫ t2
t1
(
−
∫
∂V
(ρ
C2
2
+ p)CinidA +
∫
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τijCinjdA
)
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−
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t1
∫
V
2(μ + μt)DijDijdV dt−
∣∣∣∣∫
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C2
2
dV
∣∣∣∣t2
t1
)
(2.9)
The numerical diﬀusion loss is a measure of the accuracy of the discretization scheme,
classiﬁed as a second order error estimator by [120]. It is shown with the steady pump-
turbine study case that the numerical diﬀusion losses can be reduced with the upwind
based schemes by using highly reﬁned meshes. Such meshes can readily not be applied
to time-dependent simulations, casting into doubt the time-dependent energy balances
obtained from the latter, as will be detailed in the analysis of the double suction pump
results.
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Programming and User Errors
Programming and user errors can seriously aﬀect the results of numerical simulations.
The most evident cases, where a code crashes or yields completely unphysical results are
the rather harmless occurrences of such errors, since they are easily identiﬁed. The most
annoying errors just result in subtle inconsistencies in the ﬂow ﬁeld and energy balances,
that are diﬃcultly descried in complex applications such as time-dependent simulations of
turbomachinery ﬂow. Validation on simple study cases with well documented results from
experiment and former numerical studies are mandatory after every major code modiﬁca-
tion. Industrial and open-source code development is typically organized in major release
cycles. This includes exhaustive testing of pre-release (beta-) versions on a multitude of
documented study cases.
Advanced graphical user interfaces, including post-processing tools with convenient
quantitative reporting features, may per se not add much to the scientiﬁc capabilities of
a simulation software. But they allow to check the consistency of a numerical setup and
its results with reasonable expenditure of time, even for complex applications.
2.4 Computing Resources and Parallel Scalability
The simulations described in this document were executed on numerous computing in-
frastructure available at LMH and at the EPFL central computing facilities. The time
dependent simulations described in chapters 8 and 6 were mostly executed in parallel
using 16 partitions. The major part of the numerical simulations were run on the LMH
compute cluster nodes hosting two Intel Xeon dual core processors each, and equipped
with equipped with 1.5GB of memory per processor core. The maximum realizable mesh
node number with this infrastructure is about 5.0 · 106 when using block-structured hexa-
hedral meshes. The average resulting wall clock time is 31 hours per impeller revolution,
resulting in total wall clock times of a month for the simulation of 20 impeller revolutions.
Tentative simulations modeling the domain using a 13 · 106 node mesh, which allows
to reﬁne the 4.5 · 106 nodes pump-turbine scale model mesh (chapter 8) by a factor of 1.4
in every spatial direction proved to be diﬃcult to run eﬃciently. Using 32 respectively 64
partitions (executed on bi-processor AMD-Opteron compute nodes on the EPFL central
computing facilities cluster ”Mizar”), the wall clock times to simulate an impeller rev-
olution using the same time step and convergence requirements are 2.8 respectively 3.3
times longer than with the 4.5 · 106 node mesh on 16 processors on the same hardware
infrastructure. The large mesh simulation was impossible to execute on 16 processors due
to the memory limitations of 2GB per processor.
The gain in wall clock time using 64 partitions instead of 32 on the large mesh, reducing
the computation time by a factor of 2.8/3.3 = 0.85 while increasing the used resources
(compute nodes and parallel licenses) by a factor of 1.7 was judged to be inappropriate.
Improvements in the parallel scalability of large cases involving transient rotor stator
interfaces are necessary to allow an eﬃcient use of reﬁned meshes. Cluster compute nodes
equipped with more memory per processor could overcome this limitation to some extent.
Simulations requiring such resources as requested by the 13 · 106 nodes mesh can at the
moment not be used when aiming at the discovery of numerical simulation outcomes over
a large range of operating conditions.
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Instrumentation for Investigation of
Centrifugal Pump Flow
3.1 EPFL Experimental Validation Facilities
The hydraulic turbomachines validation facilities at LMH-EPFL, ﬁgure 3.1 are designed
and maintained to measure pump and turbine performance according to the IEC standards
[1] within an accuracy of 0.2% using the following instrumentation:
Air vessel
Circulating Pumps
Scale Model
(Pump Mode)
Valve
b)
         Pump-Turbine Scale Model
Circulating Pumps
Air vessel
a)
Figure 3.1: Experimental validation facility in closed loop serial pump conﬁguration,
a) 3D-View, b) Principal components
• Shaft torque measurement
• Electro-magnetic ﬂow meters
• Diﬀerential pressure sensors connected at the high-pressure (I) and low pressure I¯
reference sections of the machine
For measurements in pump mode with low speciﬁc speed pump-turbine scale models, the
valves in the closed loop circuit do not allow suﬃcient control of the operating conditions,
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especially at part load. Therefore, the circulating pumps are operating in serial mode
at negative ﬂow rates (following their positive ﬂow rate deﬁnition convention) with a
positive ﬂow rate of the investigated pump-turbine model. Variation of the circulating
pump revolution rate allows a stable operation of the test facility.
3.2 Transient Pressure Measurements
3.2.1 Piezoresistive Pressure Sensors
Piezoresistive pressure sensors are used for the dynamic pressure measurements. They
make use of the eﬀect of a thin layer of semiconducting material changing its resistance
under the eﬀect of pressure. The sensitive unit features 4 such semiconductor gauges
placed on a deformable membrane-like unit in such a way that they are pairwise stretched
or compressed under the eﬀect of pressure. They are connected to form a Wheatstone
bridge and completed by additional resistances and measures to minimize the tempera-
ture sensitivity. The 3mm diameter units are arranged in thread-mount inserts for the
measurement locations in the stationary parts. The sensors placed in the relatively thin
impeller blades and walls are glued in place in the impeller segments, ﬁgures 3.2 and
3.3 by their manufacturer, UNISENSOR AG. This guarantees homogeneous embedding
into a layer of silicone protecting the sensor and transmitting the pressure. The embed-
ding of the cables in the grooves with epoxy resin and the following surface ﬁnishing is
accomplished in EPFL workshops.
Detail B-B
B B B B
Pressure Measurement Location (Ø1mm)
Cable Grooves
Pressure Measurement Locations
Piezoresistive Pressure Sensor(Ø3mm)
Figure 3.2: Embedded pressure sensors in pump-turbine impeller blade
Pressure Sensor Calibration
The static calibration of the sensors is achieved using the same conditioning electronics
than for the measurements. Though the variance due to these components is expected to
be lower than the diﬀerence of sensor constants, the eﬀects of the conditioning electronics
are thus included in the calibration constants. Typical calibration curves showing the
linear slope and the error of measured versus linearized values is shown in ﬁgure 3.4. The
calibration of the sensors mounted in inserts is achieved in a speciﬁc vessel compared to
a high precision reference sensor. The sensors in the rotating part are calibrated in the
mounted machine at rest versus a reference pressure sensor.
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Figure 3.3: Assembly of the instrumented impeller
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Figure 3.4: Identiﬁcation of pressure sensor calibration constants by linear regression ﬁt
3.2.2 Digital Data Acquisition Systems
A 40-channel rotating acquisition system described in details in [41; 116] is used for
the acquisition of pressure signals from the sensors located in the impeller. The signal
conditioning electronics and memory are located on the rotating shaft, the results are
transferred in batch mode after acquisition via a slip ring connection using the ARCNet
protocol. For measurements in stationary components, a modular 48-channel acquisition
system based on the VXI (VME Extensions for Instrumentation) standard bus technology
is used. The main characteristics of the acquisition systems are summarized in table 3.1.
Both systems are equipped with appropriate pre-ampliﬁers and anti-aliasing ﬁlters. Data
acquisition control and storage is achieved by a software system based on standard data
acquisition toolboxes (NI-Labview 8.3) running on Personal Computers.
3.3 Two-Dimensional Laser Doppler Velocimetry
3.3.1 Measurements Principle and Equipment
Laser-Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) is a non-intrusive optical ﬂow velocity measurement
technique. The measurement principle, ﬁgure 3.5, is based on the analysis of the light
reﬂection of a particle crossing the measurement volume formed by the intersection of
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- Rotating system Stationary system
Maximum number of channels 40 48
A/D converter resolution 212 216
Sampling frequency fs 20 kHz 40Hz − 51.2 kHz
Maximum number of samples Ns 2
16 220
Table 3.1: Pressure measurement data acquisition system parameters
two coherent laser beams. Due to the coherence of the laser light waves, an interference
fringe pattern is formed in the measurement volume. The spacing of the fringe pattern is
determined by the wavelength and the beam intersection angle γ.
Laser Source (Coherent Beam, Wavelength ?)
Beam
SplitterMirrors
Measurement 
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Reflecting Particles
Backscattered Light
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(Burst Spectrum Analyzer, BSA)
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Anode Current (IA)
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Doppler Burst
Figure 3.5: Principle of Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV)
δf =
λ
2sin(γ/2)
(3.1)
Particles crossing the measurement volume create a typical reﬂection, called Doppler
burst. Receiving optics focused on the measurement volume, together with highly sensi-
tive photomultipliers and dedicated signal processing devices, so-called Burst Spectrum
Analyzer (BSA), provide the characteristic frequency of the Doppler burst. This frequency
is proportional to the velocity component of the particle in the direction normal to the
fringe pattern:
fP =
C
δf
=
2Csin(γ/2)
λ
(3.2)
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The LDV technique was ﬁrst proposed in 1964 and came into use in the 1970’s. On-
going development of the required optical components and signal analyzing devices en-
ables the ﬂuid dynamics research community to use this measurement technique in more
and more complex applications. Measurements in laboratory scale models of turboma-
chines manufactured entirely in transparent materials were reported during the late 1980’s
[57; 97], techniques to realize a measurement volume rotating with the impeller to achieve
continuous measurements in the rotating frame are reported by [5]. A comprehensive
overview of laser Doppler and the related phase Doppler measurement techniques is given
in [7].
Optical Fibre Bundle
      4 Single Mode Fibres
      1 Multi-Mode Fibre 
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Figure 3.6: 2D-LDV Probe with optical ﬁbre transmission for laser and signal
First LDV systems were made of individual optical components needing a careful
alignment of the laser and backscattered light paths through lenses, mirrors and prisms.
LDV measurements of cavitating ﬂow around a hydrofoil at Reynolds numbers similar to
industrial centrifugal pumps is described in detail in [34]. Traversing the entire optics to
cover a grid of measurement points in a given experimental setup is a challenging task.
Nowadays, oﬀ-the-shelf systems using optical ﬁbers to transmit the laser beams to and
the backscattered light from compact optical units termed LDV-probes allow an easier
traversing of this unit even in comparatively narrow spaces while allowing a high optical
quality. Such a unit, see ﬁgure 3.6, includes the 4 laser beams and the receiving optics
to measure the two perpendicular velocity components perpendicular to the probes axis.
Ion-Argon laser sources together with a color beam splitter are commonly used to supply
coherent laser beams on two distinct wavelengths. In the basic LDV system conﬁguration,
positive and negative ﬂow velocities cannot be distinguished and the signal processing
must cover a wide frequency range to measure high and low velocities accurately. For
this reason, it is convenient to shift the frequency of one of the beams of each color by a
Bragg cell. This frequency shift of one beam leads to a shift of the burst signal frequency.
A zero-velocity particle reﬂects a signal at the Bragg cells frequency. The Bragg cell
frequency is chosen large enough that the entire expected velocity range can be measured
without ambiguity.
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In the study case presented in chapter 7 a borosilicate glass window provides optical
access to a zone in the diﬀuser of a pump turbine, covering a ﬂow passage constituted
by two guide vanes as well as the circumference of one guide vane. Residual stresses
from production or machining of perspex windows can result in variable refraction indices
deﬂecting the beams diﬀerently. The choice of borosilicate glass guarantees that the laser
beam intersect at the focus point of the receiving optics. In the backscattered arrangement
using a two-component LDV probe, it is essential to minimize the reﬂections of the beams
on other surfaces, as this aﬀects the signal to noise ratio of the usable backscattered signal.
To this eﬀect, galvanic black chrome coating is applied on the diﬀuser side wall opposite
to the window as well as on the surrounding guide vanes.
The Parameters of the LDV measurement system are enumerated in table 3.2.
Laser type Ion-Argon
Laser wave length (green/blue) 488nm / 514.5nm
Laser Power (Max/Used) 10W / 3.5W
Beam-Receiver Arrangement Backscattered
Optical system 2D-Laser probe
Laser Transmission 4 Single mode ﬁbers (10m)
Signal Transmission Multi-mode ﬁber (10m)
Probe diameter 60mm
Beam diameter 2.2mm
Focal length 250mm
Fringe spacing 3.3μm
Measurement volume minor axis / major axis 0.075mm / 1.250mm
Bragg cell frequency /shift velocity 40MHz / 130m/s
Particle type Hollow glass spheres
Particle density 1.1 kg/m3
Average particle size 10μm
Optical Access Borosilicate Glass Window
Surface treatment Galvanic Black Chrome Plating
Traverse resolution (Linear / angular) 0.01mm / 0.01˚
Positioning precision (X,Y / Z / W) 0.2mm / 0.5mm / 0.2˚
Table 3.2: Properties of the LDV System
3.3.2 Traversing System Alignment and Position Referencing
A 4-axis automatic traversing system represented in ﬁgure 3.7 is used to traverse the LDV-
probe over the hundreds of measurement locations constituting the grids for experimental
investigation.
The following steps guarantee positioning precision within the tolerances speciﬁed in
table 3.2.
• Coplanarity of the traverse X ′Y ′-plane with the model xy-plane, the deﬂection
measured with a caliper on the maximum course of the X ′ and Y ′ axis is less than
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Figure 3.7: 4 axis traversing system. a) Overview of the translation axes, b) Detail of the
rotation axis and LDV-probe alignment
0.05mm. Adjustments are made by mechanical alignment of the positioning system
marble base plate.
• Concentricity of the probe inside the rotation axis is checked by the passage of all 4
beams by a 50μm pinhole undergoing an entire rotation of the W axis. Adjustments
is made by mechanical alignment of the LDV Probe in the probe holder.
• Perpendicularity of the LDV Probe (and W -rotation) axis with the model xy-Plane
is checked by an autocollimation-like method on the thick glass window. The light
spots created by the reﬂection of a beam pair on the upper window-water interface
have to be symmetrical with the light reﬂection spots seen where the beams pass
the lower window-air interface ﬁrst, see ﬁgure 3.8c.
• As references in the xy-planes, the position of 3 targets inserted at positions deﬁned
by NC-machined pressure sensor holes speciﬁed with 0.1mm tolerance is identiﬁed.
The targets have a black front surface, a 0.5mm hole with a thin reﬂecting chamfer.
The photomultiplier anode current is measured while traversing along both the x
and the y axes over the reﬂecting circle. The center of the measured proﬁle is taken
to be the reference position, see ﬁgure 3.8a and 3.8b. This procedure proves to
be repeatable within 0.05mm. A translation-rotation transform in the xy-plane is
determined from the three points by a least squares ﬁt algorithm. The individual
residuals of the three positions are below 0.1mm.
• A reference position for the w-axis is determined by adjusting the axis at a known
position (θ = 15˚ ) using the inner cylindrical surface of the window cutout. The
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Figure 3.8: Probe alignment and referencing a) Target positions and coordinate systems,
b) Target referencing procedure, c) Perpendicular alignment by autocollimation, d) Ro-
tation axis reference
height alignment of a laser beam pair’s reﬂection spots on this surface is highly
sensitive to the w-axis position, see 3.8d. The reﬂection spots become misaligned
within very few angular steps of 0.01˚ from the position where they appear at same
height.
• The z-position is determined by visual detection of the intersection of the measure-
ment volume center with the glass-water interface and with the opposite wall. As a
second criterion, the transition of ﬁrst detection of rare burst-like signals to higher
acquisition rates is taken into account. Using both criteria, the size in z-direction of
the beam intersection zone can be well reproduced to be about 1mm, correspond-
ing to the measurement volume size. So the given precision indication of 0.5mm
is rather conservative. The scaling of Z ′ probe displacement in air and z measure-
ment volume displacement is found to be reasonably close to the ratio of refraction
indices.
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As a comprehensive validation of position referencing, geometry representation and
guide vane angle control, a path line around the 4th guide vane with 0.2mm normal
distance is generated with the same software tools than the measurement grids and the
numerical simulation meshes. The rotation axis w position is prescribed such that the
green beam plane is always parallel to the blade surface. On the entire path, the laser
beams just streak the guide vane surface. For a path line programmed exactly on the
guide vane contour, the laser beams are intercepted by the lower edge of the guide vane
for some segments of the circumference. This conﬁrms the positioning error estimate on
the x and y coordinates. All the alignment procedures involving the laser beams are
carried out using a minimal laser power. Laser beam spots and traces on surfaces are
barely visible.
From former measurement campaigns realized with the described equipment, it is
known that the achievable data rate of the two LDV components diﬀers by a factor of 10,
reaching maximum data rates of about 30zbfn on the green wavelength and 3zbfn on the
blue component. These data rates decrease due to reﬂections on the opposite wall and on
the window-water interface when measuring close to the diﬀuser side walls. Under these
circumstances, it was chosen to orient the 2D Laser probe in a way that one principal
component of interest is directly measured by the high data rate component, taking the
second component as an additional, though less precise information.
3.4 Simultaneous Pressure-Velocity Measurements
For the correlation of the point-wise velocity measurements by LDV with phenomena like
rotating stall, that can well be identiﬁed by pressure measurements, the experiments are
set up in a way to achieve the simultaneous measurement of pressure in the stationary
frame and velocity by LDV. An overview of the equipment and the links of its component
is represented in ﬁgure 3.9.
A TTL-signal available from the Burst Spectrum Analyzer when a new point mea-
surement is started triggers the pressure data acquisition. As the pressure acquisition
system works with zero trigger delay, synchronicity of the acquired data is achieved. As
an additional check, the impeller revolution key phasor signal is recorded both in the pres-
sure acquisition system and by the Burst Spectrum Analyzer. The correlation of both
signal recordings is checked when merging the independent ﬁles from the LDV acquisition
system and the pressure measurements into a common ﬁle in hdf-5 format for further
analysis. This check conﬁrms that the oﬀset between both systems is within ±1 sample
interval of the pressure acquisition system and is corrected by shifting the LDV burst
arrival times in the common ﬁles.
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Figure 3.9: Instrumentation overview for simultaneous LDV and pressure measurements
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Chapter 4
Analysis Techniques for
Turbomachinery Flow
4.1 Centering, Phase Averaging and Resampling
Centering of Pressure Signals
In numerous aspects of analysis provided in this study, the absolute level of pressure is not
of interest. Representing ﬂuctuations is more convenient in time domain and artefacts are
avoided that can appear in common spectral estimation techniques due to the application
of window function on signals with a relevant mean value. The pressure ﬂuctuation
denoted p˜ is obtained by substracting the time average p¯ from a set of data of N pressure
samples:
p˜[n] = p[n]− p¯ , p¯ = 1
N
N−1∑
n=0
p[n] (4.1)
Phase Averaging of Pressure Signals
Pressure ﬂuctuations at blade passing frequencies and their higher harmonics due to
RSI are one of the root sources of mechanical excitation of turbomachinery components.
They can excite vibrational eigenmodes of components, rotor-dynamic phenomena or
hydro-acoustic waves leading under some circumstances to resonance in the machine or
the circuit and to unacceptable stresses, noise, damage or unstable operation of systems.
While the frequencies and excitation patterns occurring with diﬀerent combinations of
blade numbers in the rotating and stationary frames are well understood [23], only mea-
surements and time-dependent ﬂow simulations can provide the amplitudes and phases of
all harmonics of these ﬂuctuations. In addition to the frequencies related to the number
of blades of the components, other sources, such as asymmetry due to the volute or elbow
bends may cause relevant pressure ﬂuctuations. Presence of splitter vanes or the stagger
of the opposite impeller sides on double suction pumps inﬂuence the excitation patterns.
In the stationary frame, the expected frequencies are the impeller blade passing fre-
quency zbfn and its harmonics while measurements taken in the rotating frame exhibit
the diﬀuser blade passing frequency zofn and its harmonics. To isolate these periodic,
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deterministic components, phase averaging techniques are used, usually taking an im-
peller revolution as a base period. Phase averaging of regularly sampled pressure data is
implemented by resampling the signal to a given number of samples per revolution and
averaging over the values from all recorded revolutions. For a signal p, resampled to have
M samples per revolution and with NM available samples the phase averaged signal is
obtained by:
p̂[m] =
1
N
N−1∑
n=0
p[nM + m] (4.2)
The phase average is an ideal comb ﬁlter that eliminates all frequencies except the aver-
aging base frequency and its harmonics [22]. Developing the discrete Fourier transform
(DFT) of the original signal for the frequencies kN, 0 ≤ k < M yields:
P [kN ] =
N−1∑
n=0
M−1∑
m=0
p[nM + m]e2πi
(kN)(nM+m)
MN =
N−1∑
n=0
M−1∑
m=0
p[nM + m] e2πi
knM
M︸ ︷︷ ︸
1
e2πi
km
M
=
M−1∑
m=0
(
N−1∑
n=0
p[nM + m])e2πi
km
M
=
M−1∑
m=0
p̂[m]e2πi
km
M = P̂ [k] (4.3)
The fact that all other Fourier coeﬃcients vanish is proven by the identity of the discrete
Fourier transforms, considering that Pˆ has only M coeﬃcients, as the phase averaged
signal has M samples.
Resampling of Pressure Signals
During diﬀerent stages of analysis, resampled pressure signals at diﬀerent resolutions per
impeller revolution are needed. To this eﬀect, the eﬃcient implementation of a standard
resampling algorithm [119] available in the MATLAB signal processing toolbox is adapted.
The original algorithm implements upsampling of the signal by a factor p followed by
downsampling by factor q and applies appropriate digital ﬁlters.
As it has been shown by the validation of impeller revolution synchronization signal
arrival times recorded by the LDV burst analyzer and the recorded signal from the reg-
ularly sampled pressure acquisition system, the synchronization signal arrival time can
be determined with sub-sample precision by computing the intersection with the TTL
threshold level of 2V based on linear interpolation of the recorded signal voltage.
Figure 4.1 illustrates how the signal of an impeller revolution interval [t1; t2] at a
target sampling rate of M samples per revolution is determined from the original signal,
specifying a time tolerance εt for the ﬁrst and the last sample. The ﬁrst step of the
algorithm consists in determining appropriate resampling parameters p and q, the smallest
integer upsampling factor p where t1 − tt[1] <= εt and t2 − tt[M ] <= εt is selected. The
major constraint is that the resulting number of samples in the upsampled signal must
be divisible by M . A tolerance εt = 10
−3/fn is generally used. This corresponds to 1/5
of the original signal sample spacing for the simultaneous pressure-LDV measurements.
Upsampling ratios lower than 50 have proved to be suﬃcient to achieve this tolerance.
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Figure 4.1: Resampling of pressure signals by commensurable integer ratio p/q
Phase Averaging and Resampling of LDV Signals
The stochastic sampling of LDV measurement data in the context of a time-dependent,
turbulent ﬂow complicates the signal processing. Numerous proposals have been made in
the past decades to reﬁne the accurate determination of mean values (ﬁrst order moments),
higher order moments and spectra for statistically steady ﬂows [6; 35; 108; 13; 25]. As
long as concerned with the phase average of a periodically time-dependent ﬂow, it is
assumed that the samples are statistically independent. The phase averaging procedure
is applied directly by sorting the velocity burst signals into the corresponding phase bin
based on their arrival times. To this eﬀect, a fast standard linear interpolation algorithm
is used, that proved to be most eﬃcient in the framework of the interpreted MATLAB
environment though it computes the phase angle with a later unused decimal sub-bin
precision from the synchronization signal arrival times ts[k], and the LDV burst arrival
times tLDV [j]:
θ[j] = 2π
(
k +
tLDV [j]− ts[k]
ts[k + 1]− ts[k]
)
with ts[k] < tLDV [j] ≤ ts[k + 1] (4.4)
The integer phase bin number mθ[j] is obtained as the next larger integer than the real
fraction of elapsed time obtained by:
mθ[j] = modulo
(
floor
(
M
θ[j]
2π
)
,M
)
+ 1 (4.5)
Assuming equality between the diﬀerent impeller blade passages, the phase space is re-
stricted to a fraction of the impeller revolution. With the number Nc of sub-cycles (typi-
cally, Nc = zb for measurements in the stationary frame) the phase bin number is obtained
by:
mθ[j] = modulo
(
floor
(
M
θ[j]
2Ncπ
)
,
M
Nc
)
+ 1 (4.6)
Deﬁning the sparse boolean δθ weight function matrix as follows
δθ[k, j] = δkmθ[j] =
{
1 if k = mθ[j]
0 otherwise
= δk(θ) (4.7)
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The phase averaged velocity values are obtained by a standard sparse matrix product:
C[k] =
∑N
j=1 δθ[k, j]C[j]∑N
j=1 δθ[k, j]
(4.8)
In a review of spectral estimation techniques [13] for LDV Data, a method termed fuzzy
slotting technique is presented. It aims to reduce the variance in the slotting technique
characterized by deﬁnition of sharply edged time slots for correlation analysis. Instead
of assigning each measured velocity value to one bin, its inﬂuence is distributed on the
two neighboring bins according to linear weight functions. A value recorded precisely
at the center phase of a bin will enter into this bin only with a weight of 1 while a
measurement taken at the edge between two phase bins will enter into both with a weight
of 0.5. Considering phase bin intervals centered around the values α[k] = 2π(k − 0.5)/M
the weight factors are obtained:
b[j, k] = bk(θ) = max
(
1− |θ[j]− α[k]|
2π/M
, 0
)
(4.9)
And the fuzzy weighting phase average is computed by:
C[k] =
∑N
j=1 b[j, k]C[j]∑N
j=1 b[j, k]
(4.10)
Figure 4.2 represents the weighting functions bk(θ) used for the fuzzy averaging and the
analogous δ functions of the standard phase averaging procedure. No relevant diﬀerence
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Figure 4.2: Weight functions of standard and fuzzy phase averaging techniques
between the standard and the fuzzy slotted phase averaging procedure is noticed on points
of the acquisition grids with a suﬃcient number of samples per bin. This is the case of
data acquired in the central part on the channel fulﬁlling the practical criteria dressed up
by [153]. On points with low data rate, the acquisition is stopped after reaching a ﬁxed
maximum time (1 minute per point). When less than 30 samples per bin are available,
there are relevant diﬀerences in the results, but without a signiﬁcant gain of plausibility
for the slotting technique. The ﬁrst lines of data points originally planned along the
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diﬀuser side walls show a majority of such data points and were discarded after ﬁrst
tentative measurements. In the intermediate range, (30 to 60 samples per bin), the fuzzy
slotting yields results that seem more plausible. The low-pass ﬁltered LDV signals used to
determine a time-dependent mean ﬂow for turbulence intensity estimation are obtained
by a zero-order hold resampling to a frequency 10 times higher than the average sampling
frequency followed by a standard downsampling method with antialiasing ﬁlters. This
method is conﬁrmed as a valid procedure when the downsampled frequency is an order
of magnitude lower than the average sampling frequency [39]; the more evolved methods
proposed in the paper were not considered.
4.2 Identiﬁcation of Rotating Modes by 2-Dimensional
DFT
Identiﬁcation of Rotating Stall Modes from Regularly Spaced Sensors
Using regularly spaced pressure sensors in the stationary frame of a turbomachine, the
projection of uniformly sampled measurements in time on the 2-Dimensional Fourier basis
is an eﬃcient way to identify rotating modes such as Rotor-Stator-Interaction and rotating
stall eﬀects. The 2-dimensional Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) in time (N uniform
samples on time interval T ) and space (M uniformly distributed sensors on circumference)
of the dynamic pressure signals is given by:
P [k, l] =
1
MN
N−1∑
n=0
M−1∑
m=0
p[m,n]e−2πi
mk
M e−2πi
nl
N (4.11)
Its backward transform expresses that all possible signals can be represented by a sum of
rotating waves of given frequency l
T
and circumferential wave number k:
p[m,n] = p
(m
M
2π,
n
N
T
)
=
N−1∑
l=0
M−1∑
k=0
P [k, l]e2πi
mk
M e2πi
nl
N (4.12)
These equations are the discrete counterparts of equations (24) and (26), generalized in
the sense that the range of frequencies and wave numbers is determined by the sampling
properties in space and time.
The 2D DFT can be considered and computed decomposing it into two steps, the
ﬁrst one being the usual time-frequency DFT of each pressure sensor. Suppose a given
frequency l
T
of interest, where all pressure sensors exhibit relevant amplitudes, the one-
dimensional DFT of pressure sensor m is given by:
Pm[l] =
1
N
N−1∑
n=0
pm[n]e
−2πinl
N (4.13)
The second step decomposes a frequency component l
T
in M modes, k = 0 representing
the non-rotating synchronous part, k = 0 the rotating mode of wave number k:
P [k, l] =
1
M
M−1∑
m=0
Pm[l]e
−2πimk
M (4.14)
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The two-dimensional DFT can also be expressed in matrix form introducing the orthonor-
mal weight matrices WM and WN
1.
P [k, l] =
N−1∑
n=0
wN [n, l]
M−1∑
m=0
wM [k,m]p[m,n] (4.15)
equivalent to the short notation:
P = WMpWN (4.16)
where the orthogonal, symmetric Fourier coeﬃcient matrices are deﬁned as:
wM [k,m] =
1
M
e
−2πimk
M , wN [n, l] =
1
N
e
−2πinl
N (4.17)
The associative property of the matrix multiplication in (4.16) reﬂects the fact that it
makes no diﬀerence if the 2D DFT is computed column- or row-wise ﬁrst.
For the analysis of ﬁnite data sets containing unknown frequencies that might have
a somewhat stochastic or intermittent character, it is common practice to determine the
power spectral densities by averaging power spectral density values of several overlapping
time windows [151]. These techniques, initially motivated by the ﬁnite memory and
processing capacities of digital processors, have advantages in producing spectra with
less variance than a single DFT of the entire signal. As an alternative, averaging in the
frequency domain after a DFT of the full signal length is feasible at a similar cost if
memory size is not an issue [12]. The same technique is applied to the 2-Dimensional
DFT in the time dimension for the analysis of rotating stall in the case study presented
in chapter 7, using 12 overlapping windows. In this case, the phase information carried
by the complex character of the discrete Fourier transform is lost and averaging is done
on the modulus of the individual window’s DFT.
Identiﬁcation of Rotating Stall Modes from Irregularly Spaced Sensors
Though the rotating stall modes presented in chapter 7 have ﬁnally been identiﬁed using
all zo pressure sensor positions in the guide vane channels, a signal processing technique
to identify them from fewer, zp, irregularly spaced sensors is brieﬂy presented here. This
procedure allowed to identify the rotating stall, based on only 5 sensors available from a
former measurement campaign. The Boolean function γ is deﬁned by the presence of a
sensor on a location m of M :
γ[m] =
{
1 if sensor m is present
0 if sensor m is missing
(4.18)
The incomplete data set pP [m,n] is deﬁned as:
pP [m,n] = γ[m]p[m,n] (4.19)
Considering only the spatial (circumferential) dimension, the problem is termed periodic
non-uniform sampling, a signal processing technique based on reconstruction of the miss-
ing signals by appropriate ﬁlters applied on the available signals is presented in [62]. The
1Simple boldface symbols are used for matrices in the remainder of this chapter 4.2
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following approach to the missing data problem consists in applying the usual transforms,
replacing the missing data by zero values, keeping account of this modiﬁcation during the
analysis in transformed space:
The result PP obtained from a 2D DFT with the missing pressure sensors is equivalent
to the one obtained from the original data but where the missing pressure sensor columns
of the weight matrix WM are zero, leading to the rank-deﬁcient modiﬁed weight matrix
WP.
wP [k,m] = γ[m]wM [k,m] (4.20)
The 2D DFT of a data set with missing pressure sensors is equal to the one obtained from
complete data applying the modiﬁed weight matrix WP.
PP = WMpPWN = WPpWN (4.21)
Together with 4.16 this leads to
PP = WPW
′
M ∗WMpWN = (WPW′M)P = TPP (4.22)
The matrix TP deﬁnes a transformation from the 2D DFT of a complete data set to the
2D-DFT obtained from a reduced data set. This matrix depends on the number of sensors
and their repartition. Expanding (WPW
′
M) yields
TP [k,m] =
M∑
l=1
wP [k, l]wM [l,m]
′ =
M∑
l=1
γ[l]e−2πi
kl
M e2πi
lm
M
=
M∑
l=1
γ[l]e−2πi
l
M
(k−m)
=
M∑
l=1
γ[l] = zp for k = m (4.23)
Regardless of the pressure sensor repartition, the diagonal terms of TP are all equal to
the number of pressure sensors while all other terms depend on the repartition of pressure
sensors and k − m, the diﬀerence of original and inﬂuenced wave numbers, leading to
a circulant and hermitian matrix TP. Equation (4.23) reﬂects the wave number domain
properties of the particular window function γ with the main lobe on the diagonal and side
lobes depending on the pressure sensor distribution. This is an untypical case of spectral
leakage, an eﬀect usually considered for common windowing functions applied on ﬁnite
data sets before computing the DFT. The window function applied on the circumferential
dimension due to missing sensors is an irregular comb.
Figure 4.3 shows the wave number domain representation of diﬀerent pressure sensor
distributions. A regular distribution of 5 sensors among the 20 positions leads to typical
aliasing properties where a wave mode k cannot be distinguished from a wave mode k±5.
Depending on the sensor number and repartition, diﬀerent techniques are applied to
get an improved estimation of P from PP. The rank of the matrix TP is equal to the
number of pressure sensors, so the matrix is not invertible, the equation system 4.22 has
no unique solution.
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Figure 4.3: Filter coeﬃcients of pressure sensor distributions a) First measurement cam-
paign(1,3,10,12,20), b) Regular Distribution(1,5,9,13,17), c) Distribution during LDV
measurements, 13 sensors
For cases with relatively high numbers of pressure sensors zp, it is possible to solve the
equation system searching only for the ﬁrst zp coeﬃcients and assuming the other modes
to be zero. For fewer pressure sensors (less than half of the regular number) considering
only a (2zp − 1)-band-diagonal part of the matrix WPWTM allows to invert it and to
correct the most disturbing artefacts for the neighboring low wave number modes. But
the solution obtained is not a solution to the original equation system. Better results with
very few pressure sensors are obtained by a technique searching for a single dominant wave
mode representing the major part of the signal and going on with the residual to identify
the next wave mode. For each column l of the 2D DFT of the incomplete data set the
complex amplitudes qk to minimize the L
2-norm of the residual Rk for each candidate
wave mode k is determined by a standard least squares procedure:
Rk = min
qk	C
(
M∑
m=1
|(qkTP [m, k]− PP [m, l]|2
)
(4.24)
The minimum among the M determined residuals is identiﬁed, the corresponding terms
qkTP [m, k] subtracted from PP and the procedure repeated.
Figure 4.4a shows the 2D DFT obtained from 20 sensors at ϕ = 0.026, 4.4e and
4.4f show the DFT obtained using 13 pressure sensors, that are suﬃcient to identify the
predominant rotating mode k = 4, with no gain of information by considering the ﬁlter
property. 4.4d and 4.4e show that the correction using an inversed ﬁlter matrix restricted
to a 9-band diagonal identiﬁes the peaks at k = 2 and k = 6 as sidebands of k = 4 created
by the irregular pressure sensor distribution.
It is emphasized that the sketched procedure helps to identify dominant modes under
the assumption that there are such, searching for a speciﬁc solution of an underdeter-
mined equation system. More evolved signal processing techniques, especially parametric
methods, applied successfully in image analysis and other ﬁelds are promising to improve
the identiﬁcation of rotating modes on unevenly distributed sensors. For future measure-
ments, considerations of the ﬁlter properties of the chosen pressure sensor repartition in
space should guide the choice of pressure sensors when only few channels can be instru-
mented. Distributions of sensors leading to side lobes that are diﬃcult to distinguish (e.g.
those at k −m = ±2 in ﬁgure 4.3a) should be avoided.
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Figure 4.4: 2D DFT using irregularly spaced pressure sensors a) DFT using 20 sensors,
b) DFT using 5 sensors (1,3,10,12,20), c) 5 sensor DFT corrected using band-diagonal
of ﬁlter window, d) 5 sensor DFT corrected using adaptive least squares ﬁtting, e) DFT
using 13 sensors, f) 13-sensor DFT corrected assuming only 10 modes
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4.3 Stall Phase Based on Pressure Measurements
In order to reconstruct the velocity ﬁeld measured point-wise by LDV, a technique to
determine the phase of the rotating mode as expressed in equation (29) to (31) from the
measured pressure signals is needed. Particle image velocimetry (PIV) with acquisitions
triggered by pressure measurements have successfully been used for analysis of ﬂow and
combustion instabilities [46]. A common technique to determine the phase of self-induced
periodic ﬂow phenomena is to identify intersections of a reference signal with ﬁxed thresh-
old levels, typically termed zero-crossing detection though levels diﬀering from zero might
be used. Detection of maxima and minima is also reported by experimentalists [146].
Clarke [29] gives a comparison of the zero crossing technique with techniques based on
the Hilbert transform in the context of frequency detection algorithms and concludes
techniques based on the Hilbert transform of a low-pass ﬁltered signal are generally more
robust for noisy and irregular signals. Bourdet [18] uses the phase of the analytic sig-
nal as to deﬁne an instantaneous Strouhal number in analysis of numerical simulation of
Be´nard-von Ka´rma´n instability. The pressure ﬂuctuations measured with rotating stall in
the study case presented in chapter 7 are not perfectly regular. RSI and noise are visible
in the pressure signals. The stall phase ϕs used for the analysis of the LDV measurements
is determined by deﬁnition of an analytic signal from a low pass ﬁltered (butterworth
ﬁlter of cutoﬀ frequency fn) pressure ﬂuctuation signal p˜lp(t) at a ﬁxed location, close to
the LDV measurement zone:
P(t) = p˜lp(t) + iH(p˜lp(t)) (4.25)
with the Hilbert transform H shifting the phase of the signal by π/2 for all frequencies.
With the analytic amplitude a(t) = |P(t)| and the analytic phase ϕs(t) = arg(P(t)) the
low pass ﬁltered ﬂuctuation signal is reconstructed
p˜lp(t) = a(t)cos(ϕs(t)) (4.26)
Figure 4.5a shows an example of the analytic phase and amplitude determined by
the low pass ﬁltered signal of a pressure sensor in presence of rotating stall obtained
by measurements with the study case in chapter 7. The phase is monotonic except for
phase jumps from π to −π and instants when the original pressure signal is diﬀerent from
its regular shape, as found at 75%-80% of the represented time interval. The sawtooth
character of the low frequency pressure ﬂuctuations leads to the nonlinear slope of the
phase, which is steeper on the short, increasing slope of the pressure ﬂuctuation signal
and less steep on the longer, decreasing slope.
Instants showing a decreasing analytic phase are characterized by small instantaneous
amplitudes. In the complex phase plot, ﬁgure 4.5b, the moments of ambiguous phase
due to irregular occurrence of stall cells are recognizable by small, eccentric circles, while
regular stall cycles are characterized by centered complex pointer trajectories with higher
radii. The following phase averaging technique corresponds to the phase averaging with
respect to the impeller revolution. The phase average of the pressure signal itself, rep-
resented in 4.5c shows that the saw-tooth character and peak-to-peak amplitude of the
original signal is well reproduced. The main advantage of this processing technique is its
robustness in all kinds of exceptional situations and no need to ﬁx arbitrary threshold
levels.
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Figure 4.5: Example of analytic decomposition of pressure signal recorded over 100
impeller revolutions, a) plp(t), analytic amplitude a(t) and phase ϕs(t), b) Phase plot,
c) Phase averaged pressure signal
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Chapter 5
Pump Turbine Scale Model
Stationary Numerical Simulations
The QNET-CFD network aims at providing European industries with a knowledge base
of challenging CFD applications and best practice guidelines. Study case TA6-04 is a
scale model of a pump-turbine with the characteristics given in table 5.1.
ν Speciﬁc speed 0.42
zb Number of impeller blades 5
zo Number of guide vanes 22
D1e Outer impeller diameter 403mm
D1¯e Impeller inlet diameter 378mm
αGV Guide vane opening angle 18˚
R2e −R1e Radial impeller-diﬀuser gap 30mm
(R2e −R1e)/R1e Relative impeller-diﬀuser gap 15%
Table 5.1: Parameter summary of the QNET-CFD-TA6-04 pump-turbine scale model
Experimental and tentative numerical investigations on the scale model have been
achieved in the frame of the HPNURSA (High Performance Numerical Unsteady Rotor
Stator Analysis) project, whose principal aim was to develop and improve the numerical
tools for such simulations, focussing on the development of transient rotor-stator interface
algorithms. However, this study case is well suited to stationary simulation approaches,
since the use of the circumferential mixing plane hypothesis is possible due to the large
radial gap between impeller outlet and diﬀuser inlet.
5.1 Numerical Setup
The simulation domain represented in ﬁgure 5.1 consists of one channel of each component.
The meshing approach covers an entire channel between two blades, leading to relatively
small periodic interface regions. Three sets of block structured hexahedral meshes with
properties summarized in table 5.2 are generated. The following mesh reﬁnement study
considers the global pump-turbine performances (energy-discharge characteristic) and lo-
cal velocity proﬁles on the guide vane.
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Figure 5.1: Simulation domain of the QNET-CFD-TA6-04 pump-turbine
Level Component Nodes Total y+
Coarse
Cone 30′000
245′000
100
Impeller 160′000 50-80
Guide & Stay Vane 55′000 40-60
Medium
Cone 105′000
740′000
30
Impeller 455′000 20-40
Guide & Stay Vane 180′000 8-12
Fine
Cone 300′000
9′120′000
-
Impeller 1′570′000 5
Guide & Stay Vane 7′250′000 2
Table 5.2: Main mesh dimensions, node numbers and achieved boundary layer resolution
lc
xc
b) c) d)
a)
Figure 5.2: Close-up views of the meshes around guide vane. a) Medium mesh, b) Coarse
mesh, c) Medium mesh, d) Fine mesh
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Figure 5.3: Iteration error and discretization scheme study. a) Residuals for high resolu-
tion scheme, medium mesh, b) Residuals for speciﬁed blend factor,medium mesh c) Resid-
uals for high resolution scheme, coarse mesh, d) Summary of global performance numbers:
Energy coeﬃcient and eﬃciency
5.2 Iteration and Spatial Discretization Error Study
Iteration and Discretization Error Study Based on Global Performance
The iteration error is studied by comparison of global performance numbers evaluated with
the results at diﬀerent convergence levels. The residual evolution along the iteration count
of the solver is represented in ﬁgure 5.3a to 5.3c for diﬀerent meshes and discretization
schemes. Figure 5.3d summarizes the global performance numbers of the pump turbine
with diﬀerent discretization schemes and at diﬀerent residual levels. It is conﬁrmed that
a maximum residual criterion of 10−3 is suﬃcient for global performance evaluation in
time-independent simulations, as the quantity of interest does not change signiﬁcantly
when the solution further converges to yield smaller residuals. The similarity of results
between the high resolution scheme and a speciﬁed blend factor of 0.9 is conﬁrmed.
Discretization Error Study Based on Viscous Losses
Figure 5.4 shows the decomposition of losses found at ϕ = 0.110, depending on the mesh
reﬁnement level. The prediction of transferred energy in the impeller is monotonically
increasing as the mesh is reﬁned. The losses found by integration between the passage
sections 3¯ and 5 according to equation (1.45) are diﬀerentiated according to equation (2.8)
into ψr,τ , the part found consistently by volume integration of the viscous dissipation, and
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Figure 5.4: Losses obtained with diﬀerent mesh reﬁnement levels at ϕ = 0.110.
the remainder, ψr,num,:
ψr,τ =
2
ρQU21e
∫
V
2(μ + μt)DijDijdV , ψr,num = ψr − ψr,τ (5.1)
The viscous dissipation losses ψr,τ are increasing monotonically, clearly for the impeller
domain and less clearly for the diﬀuser domain, especially from the medium to ﬁne mesh.
The evaluation of losses by passage section energy ﬂuxes gives a picture less clear: The
predicted losses increase when reﬁning the mesh from coarse to medium while they de-
crease from medium to ﬁne. Together with the increasing transferred energy from coarse
to ﬁne mesh, this results in the non-monotonic behavior of the complete simulation do-
main energy coeﬃcient ψ3¯÷5. The second order error estimators ψr,num decrease as the
mesh is reﬁned, as expected for this expression quantifying to which degree the spatial
discretization conserves kinetic energy.
Discretization Errors Study Based on Local Velocity Proﬁles
The eﬀects of mesh reﬁnement on the guide vane boundary layer are represented in ﬁgure
5.5 by velocity proﬁles along the guide vane at mid-height of the channel .
The estimated wall distance for the transition of the viscous sub-layer to the logarith-
mic proﬁle at y+ = 11, based on the ﬁnest grid simulation is represented in the proﬁles.
The coarse and the medium mesh reﬁnement levels diﬀer dramatically in the way they
predict the evolution of velocity proﬁles on the ﬁrst half chord. The prediction of the
medium mesh is very close to the ﬁne one, since both have the ﬁrst integration point
inside the viscous sub-layer. Furthermore the medium mesh has a suﬃcient number of
control volumes in the remainder of the boundary layer to reproduce the entire velocity
proﬁle similar to the ﬁne mesh. The coarse mesh results diﬀer clearly since the logarithmic
wall function, equation (1.33), is used to determine the wall shear. This error occurring
under mesh coarsening, typically classiﬁed as a discretization error, however, is rather
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Figure 5.5: Velocity proﬁles on the guide vane at mid span for diﬀerent mesh reﬁnements.
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Figure 5.6: Wall shear and pressure along the guide vane for diﬀerent mesh reﬁnements
a modeling error, since the modeling depends on the discretization. Furthermore, the
mesh discretization for the remainder of the boundary layer is so coarse that the velocity
proﬁles cannot be reproduced with satisfying precision. This is most striking close to the
leading edge, where the local increase of velocity due to the displacement of the blade
is not as pronounced as for the ﬁner meshes. The resulting wall shear predicted with
the diﬀerent mesh reﬁnement levels is in agreement with the velocity proﬁles, see ﬁgure
5.6a. A pronounced peak in wall shear at the leading edge is consistently reproduced by
the ﬁne and medium mesh, while the numerical diﬀusion and averaging over large control
volumes smears out this peak entirely for the coarse mesh. The wall shear predicted using
ﬁne and medium meshes on the ﬁrst quarter of the chord is higher than with the coarse
mesh. The resulting skin friction depends on the reﬁned resolution of the boundary layer
characterized by the opposed eﬀects of acceleration due to displacement and deceleration
due to skin friction. The pressure distribution along the chord is more inﬂuenced by the
surrounding ﬂow ﬁeld than by the boundary layer resolution. So the results of the ﬁne
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mesh are clearly diﬀerent from the medium and coarse mesh that yield similar results,
since the mesh reﬁnement of the medium versus the coarse mesh is largely concentrated
in the boundary layer region. The area-averaged pressure at section 3 is used as reference
pressure pref , so the overall diﬀerence in pressure level is consistent with the higher energy
coeﬃcient predicted using the ﬁne mesh. The slightly higher pressure recovery that can
be observed along the chord with the ﬁne mesh goes along with the lower viscous losses
prediction, ﬁgure 5.4.
5.3 Simulation Results
Energy-Discharge Characteristic
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Figure 5.7: Performance evaluated by time-independent numerical simulation for diﬀerent
mesh reﬁnement levels. a) Energy-discharge characteristic, b) Relative eﬃciency
Figure 5.7 summarizes the performance numbers obtained by time-independent nu-
merical simulation compared to the experimental characteristic curves. The convergence
under mesh reﬁnement is not monotonic towards the experimental results: While the ﬁnest
mesh is the closest to the values from experimental investigations, the use of the medium
mesh yields results that diﬀer more from experimental than the coarse one. This kind of
non-monotonic convergence behavior is unexpected and makes the use of common error
estimating techniques such as the Richardson extrapolation [120] meaningless. The saddle
type of the energy-discharge characteristic is predicted by simulations at all reﬁnement
levels with a drop of energy coeﬃcient that corresponds fairly well to the experimental
ﬁndings. The decrease of the energy coeﬃcient as ﬂow rates decrease is connected to a
loss of eﬃciency, indicating that the loss is induced by viscous losses and not by reduced
energy transfer in the impeller.
Though, the critical ﬂow rate where positive slope of the energy-discharge characteris-
tic is predicted by simulation is considerably lower than found in experiment. The present
numerical simulation method is helpful indicating some ﬂow features connected with pos-
itive slope in the characteristic, the quantitative accuracy of prediction is unsatisfactory
and the method can thus not be qualiﬁed as a reliable tool to ascertain the range of stable
operation of such pump-turbines.
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Figure 5.8: Losses in the impeller domain, ψr,3¯÷1, and in the diﬀuser domain, ψr,2÷5,
depending on ﬂow rate
The positive slope on the energy-discharge characteristic is connected to an increase
of the diﬀuser viscous loss coeﬃcient ψr,2÷5 when decreasing ﬂow rate from ϕ = 0.101 to
ϕ = 0.100, while there is no noticeable evolution of impeller losses in this range of ﬂow
rates, see ﬁgure 5.8. The drastic increase of losses in the stay and guide vane domain is
connected with a change of ﬂow topology visualized in ﬁgure 5.9 by surface streamlines
on the guide and stay vane surfaces. At ϕ = 0.101, ﬂow separation is apparent at mid-
height of the channel. The zones of stagnant ﬂow do not interfere with the through-ﬂow
intensively, and thus do not impact on the energy balances of the ﬂow. They appear at
ϕ = 0.110 and grow continuously as ﬂow rates decrease. The sudden change from this
symmetric ﬂow topology to an asymmetric, swirling ﬂow at ϕ = 0.100 is the root cause
for the increased viscous losses, since energy is drawn oﬀ the mean ﬂow and dissipated.
a) b)
Figure 5.9: Surface streamlines evidencing ﬂow patterns connected with increased losses in
the guide vane and stay vane domain. a)Sound through ﬂow, ϕ = 0.101, b) Recirculation
zone at the interior side wall ϕ = 0.100
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Chapter 6
Double Suction Pump Time
Dependent Simulations
The medium speciﬁc speed double suction pump presented in this chapter is an early de-
sign stage of an industrial pump. The geometry was provided by Sulzer Ltd., Winterthur,
Switzerland, and is interesting in that it exposed a strong saddle type characteristic which
was cured by geometrical modiﬁcations on the impeller and the diﬀuser in the ﬁnal de-
sign. The ﬂow in the conﬁguration before that modiﬁcation is simulated and analyzed to
understand the possible reasons for the instability in the characteristic.
ν Speciﬁc speed (entire pump) 0.33 1
zb Number of impeller blades 2× 7 (staggered)
zo Number of guide vanes 12
(R2e −R1e)/R1e Relative impeller-diﬀuser gap 9.5%
Table 6.1: Parameter summary of the double suction pump
6.1 Numerical Setup
Computing Domain and Space Discretization
The computing domain is discretized using block-structured hexahedral meshes containing
a few prismatic elements in so-called swept blocks to avoid low element face angles or
collapsed element edges (ﬁgure 6.1a). The moderate mesh size is chosen with respect to
the number of operating points to investigate.
1Diﬀering from equation (10), ν =
ϕ0.5n
ψ0.75n
is used in conjunction with a deﬁnition of the discharge
coeﬃcient deﬁned as the ratio of bulk (meridional, radial) velocity component Cm to circumferential
velocity U on the cylindrical section 1: ϕ =
Cm,1
U1
=
Q
2πb1R1ωR1
with b1, the channel width at section 1.
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Figure 6.1: Double suction pump computing domain. a) Mesh, b) Mid plane cross-section
Domain Per Passage Total
Inlet Casing (ic) 505′000
Impeller (a, b) 61′000 790′000
Diﬀuser (v) 79′500 824′000
Volute (sc) 417′000
Total 2’536’000
Table 6.2: Mesh sizes per computing domain for the double suction pump
Boundary Conditions
The location of boundary conditions and interfaces in the computing domain mesh are
represented in ﬁgure 6.1. The study case diﬀers from the former investigated cases by
the fact that the leakage ﬂows are represented by additional boundary conditions, the
overview of boundary conditions is given in table 6.3.
Type Location Option
Inlet ic (¯I) Constant Flow Rate Q
Outlet sc (I) Zero Average Static Pressure
Leakage Out (a, b) Flow Rate (0.8%Q per side)
Leakage In (ic) Flow Rate, Cu = 0.5U
Walls - No Slip - Log Wall Functions (y+ = 100)
Table 6.3: Double suction pump boundary condition summary
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Time Discretization, Convergence and Iteration Error Evaluation
For operating points below 90% of BEP ﬂow rate, low frequency ﬂuctuations of global
and local values are observed. Besides the energy coeﬃcient ψ the relative ﬂow rates Q∗v,k
of the diﬀuser channels v1 to v12 (Fig. 6.2) are used for a convergence and iteration error
study:
Q∗v,k =
zvQv,k
QBEP
(6.1)
At 80% ﬂow rate, results on one revolution are obtained using diﬀerent numbers of
time steps nts and diﬀerent convergence criteria leading to ncli internal coeﬃcient loop
iterations. Table 6.4 shows the obtained averaged energy coeﬃcient on the last blade pas-
sage and the cumulated RMS-Error of the Q∗v,k(t) compared to the ﬁnest one (nts = 840).
420 time steps per revolution and a convergence criterion of 1.10−4 for RMS Residuals
are chosen as a compromise of cost and accuracy.
ΣΔQ∗RMS =
1
ntszv
√√√√k=zv∑
k=1
j=nts∑
j=1
(Q∗v,k(tj)−Q∗v,k840(tj))2 (6.2)
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nts RMS Res. ncli ψ
∗ ΣΔQ∗RMS
840 5 · 10−6 7 1.095 -
420 1 · 10−5 7 1.095 0.029
420 1.10−4 5 1.094 0.030
420 5 · 10−4 4 1.091 0.038
210 1 · 10−4 5 1.085 0.103
Table 6.4: Time steps and convergence criteria
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Figure 6.3: Dimensionless double suction pump characteristic
6.2 Simulation Results
The characteristic curve obtained with decreasing ﬂow rate shows a sudden drop of energy
coeﬃcient at a ﬂow rate of 75%. The magnitude of the drop in energy coeﬃcient is about
4%. This corresponds well to the performance discontinuity measured on the preliminary
design before it was cured. When leading the time-dependent simulations towards higher
ﬂow rates again, it reaches the performance numbers obtained downwards at 85% ﬂow
rate. A similar hysteresis in numerical simulation results has formerly been described
concerning ﬂow separation in the impeller [74], though at considerably lower ﬂow rates.
In the following, the ﬂow ﬁelds obtained at 80% ﬂow rate on the downwards branch
(S) of the curve will be presented and compared to the simulation results on the upwards
branch (U). At operating point S, the diﬀuser channel ﬂow rates evaluated on 2 impeller
revolutions, see ﬁgure 6.4, show a quasi-stationary pattern of diﬀuser channels operating
close to BEP ﬂow rate alternating with channels (one of three) that are stalled at about
50% of ﬂow rate. The pattern is not perfectly regular as the alternate stall described by
Sano et al.([126], [125]). This is probably due to the presence of a spiral casing with the
tongue and additional stay vanes that create a nonuniform pressure ﬁeld at the diﬀuser
outlet. With one of two channels stalled, the upwards branch, conditions show a pattern
more regular, but not stationary. Figure 6.5 represents the diﬀuser channel ﬂow rate
ﬂuctuations, obtained at 70% BEP ﬂow rate, where a clear change in the angular position
of the stalled channels is found during the simulation interval. The ﬂow rate distribution
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Figure 6.4: Diﬀuser ﬂow rate distribution and pressure probes at 80% BEP ﬂow rate
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Figure 6.5: Diﬀuser channel ﬂow rates at 70% BEP ﬂow rate. a) Time evolution of ﬂow
rates b) 3D representation of circumferential distribution
is correlated inversely with the average pressure level at the sections. Transient pressure
measurements in the diﬀuser as presented for the pump-turbine investigated in chapter 7
would be suitable to validate this simulation result qualitatively by following the evolution
of the circumferential repartition of such rotating or alternate stall.
The time averaged velocity ﬁelds in the neighboring diﬀuser channels v5 and v6 are
represented in ﬁgure 6.6, for operating conditions U , the time average is taken over the
last simulated impeller revolution where the channel ﬂow rates are distributed similarly
to case S, see ﬁgure 6.5. Under both conditions, channel v5 shows an asymmetric ﬂow
separation on diﬀuser side wall A. The asymmetry seems more pronounced for the up-
wards branch case U , furthermore even the high ﬂow rate channel v6 shows the same
asymmetry of normal velocity, whereas the ﬂow is symmetrical here for point S. The
time-averaged radial and circumferential velocities on the rotor-stator interface surface
section represented in ﬁgure 6.7 and the averaged spanwise proﬁles, ﬁgure 6.8, conﬁrm
that the reverse ﬂow extends back to the impeller in case U only.
By consequence, for the highly asymmetric conditions, the integrated ﬂow rates over
the impeller sides are in disequilibrium, potentially leading to axial thrust that the double
suction conﬁguration is meant to avoid. Figure 6.9 shows that the disequilibrium leads
to a relative diﬀerence of about 10% in ﬂow rate between the two impeller sides. This
imbalance of impeller side ﬂow rates exhibits the same hysteresis than the energy-discharge
characteristic. The disequilibrium appears at Q∗ < 0.80 at decreasing ﬂow rates while
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Figure 6.7: Time averaged velocities on rotor-stator interface segment
the ﬂow rate has to be increased to Q∗ > 0.83 to evolve back to equal ﬂow rates of both
impeller sides.
The diﬀuser channel ﬂow resulting from the asymmetric velocity proﬁles at the diﬀuser
inlet shows a vortical structure depicted by streamlines based on time-averaged velocity
ﬁelds of one impeller revolution (Fig. 6.10).
An analysis of energy losses in the pump in two ﬂow conﬁgurations reveals that the
main diﬀerence are additional losses in the diﬀuser domain v evaluated by the energy
balance integrated over one impeller revolution. The loss coeﬃcients obtained from a
balance over the sections 2, 3 and I are summarized in table 6.5. The analysis of the
volumetric viscous loss term does not reproduce the entire losses which indicates a lack
of conservation of kinetic energy as can be expected from the study presented in chap-
ter 5. However, the diﬀerence in diﬀuser losses between both ﬂow conﬁgurations is well
represented by the diﬀerences of the evaluated volumetric loss term.
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Figure 6.10: Streamline visualization in the diﬀuser channel v7 at 80% BEP ﬂow rate -
seen from the volute. a) Downwards branch, symmetric diﬀuser throughﬂow, b) Upwards
branch, asymmetric, separated diﬀuser ﬂow with increased energy dissipation
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Value S-Symmetric U - Asymmetric Diﬀerence U-S
ψ∗ 1.094 1.037 0.056
ψt 1.260 1.267 0.007
ψ∗2 1.216 1.212 0.004
ψ∗r2÷3 0.104 0.140 0.036
ψ∗rv2÷3 0.046 0.077 0.031
ψ∗r3÷I 0.019 0.044 0.025
Table 6.5: Summary of energy losses at 80% BEP ﬂow rate
Summary of the Numerical Simulations
The time-dependent ﬂow simulations of an industrial double suction pump show two major
governing phenomena: At operating points below 90% of BEP, patterns of alternate stall
occur. Below 80% of b.e.p. ﬂow rate, a one-sided ﬂow separation in the diﬀuser occurs
that inﬂuences the impeller exit ﬂow proﬁles and leads to a strongly vortical ﬂow in
the diﬀuser channels where large amounts of energy are dissipated. Furthermore the
stall patterns drastically change distribution and are not stationary any more. These two
phenomena justify the use of a model including the entire circumference and both impeller
sides as the only feasible simulation approach. A symmetrical setup could not reproduce
the asymmetrical ﬂow separation properly. A model including only an angular segment
of a few ﬂow passages using a periodicity condition imposes an angular periodicity at the
chosen pitch which does not correspond to the solution of the model made of all ﬂow
passages of the pump, or only by lucky coincidence if it does so for certain operating
conditions.
The hypothesis of impeller side ﬂow imbalance is corroborated by ﬁeld studies on a
large number of double suction pumps experiencing vibration problems at part load by
Hodkiewicz[64]. Strong axial components of vibration were detected and shown to lead to
accelerated wear of the bearings. Axial displacements of the shaft have been measured at
part load, showing an intermittent behavior more than a repeatable oﬀset in one direction.
This corroborates the existence of asymmetries in part load ﬂow, but indicates that they
are rather alternating between both sides of the machine in the investigated pumps, than
staying well established on one side as predicted by the numerical simulation on this
particular pump.
The losses in the diﬀuser appearing with the asymmetrical ﬂow are so large that they
aﬀect the characteristic to the point of developing a positive slope. This ﬁnding is in good
agreement with the characteristic measured, though quantitatively, there is an important
disagreement in prediction of the critical ﬂow rate where the losses suddenly increase.
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Rotating Stall in a Francis
Pump-Turbine Scale Model
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Chapter 7
Experimental Investigations of
Rotating Stall
The collaborative research project ”Hydrodyna” conducted by the Laboratory for Hy-
draulic Machines at EPFL with the collaboration and support of major pump-turbine
manufacturers aims at a better understanding of the transient behavior of pump-turbines.
a)
b)
Figure 7.1: Hydrodyna pump-turbine reduced scale model. a) Mid plane cross-section,
b) EPFL experimental validation facilities
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7.1 Experimental Setup
A reduced scale model of a low speciﬁc speed Francis pump-turbine, represented in ﬁgure
7.1a, with the characteristics enumerated in table 7.1 is investigated in the EPFL experi-
mental validation facilities, ﬁgure 7.1b. Measurements collected during two measurement
campaigns are presented in this thesis, the available instrumentation and measurement
condition matrix are given in table 7.2.
ν Speciﬁc speed 0.19
zb Number of impeller blades 9
zo Number of guide vanes 20
D1e Outer impeller diameter 523.5mm
D1¯e Impeller inlet diameter 250mm
αGV Guide vane opening angle 20˚
R2e −R1e Radial impeller-diﬀuser gap 25mm
(R2e −R1e)/R1e Relative impeller-diﬀuser gap 9.5%
Table 7.1: Parameter summary of the pump-turbine scale model, pump mode
2006 Turbine LDV measurements, Discovery pump operation measurements
Pressure, stationary and rotating
ϕ = 0.020..0.028; 0.043
N = 900 rpm
8 sensors in GV channel 20, (i) and (e)
8 sensors in GV channel 1, (i) and (e)
3× 4 sensors in GV channel 3, 10, 11, (i)
10 closely spaced sensors on section 2 GV channels 10 and 11
2 sensors in the spiral casing, section I
30 sensors in the impeller
2008 Oﬀ design turbine discovery, Pump pressure and LDV measurements
Pressure, stationary LDV
ϕ = 0.015..0.036 ϕ = 0.026; ϕ = 0.031; ϕ = 0.034
N = 600 rpm, 900 rpm N = 750 rpm;N = 900 rpm;N = 900 rpm
20 sensors on section 2, (i)
4 sensors in GV channel 3, (i) 1 grids at GV throat GV 3 - GV 4
4 sensors in GV channel 4, (i) 3 grids around GV 3
5 sensors in spiral casing 1 grid at impeller outlet R = 0.277m
1 sensor in cone
Table 7.2: Overview of experimental campaigns, pump mode measurement summary
Figure 7.2 shows the numbering of GV channels and the pressure sensor locations
that will be subject to closer discussion in the following sections. The time average of the
sensor closest to section I¯ is used as reference pressure: cp = (p− p125)/(0.5ρU21e).
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Figure 7.2: Location of the pressure sensors in the pump turbine water passage in rotating
and stationary frame
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Figure 7.3: Speciﬁc energy and scaled eﬃciency versus discharge of the Hydrodyna pump-
turbine. Instrumented impeller (2006) and plain impeller (2008), N = 600 rpm and
N = 900 rpm
7.2 Global Performance and Rotating Stall Patterns
The global performances measured in 2006 with the instrumented impeller compare well to
the performances measured in 2008 with the plain impeller manufactured to avoid damage
of the onboard instrumentation in turbine mode oﬀ-design points. The energy-discharge
and eﬃciency-discharge characteristic are represented in ﬁgure 7.3.
The EPFL experimental validation facilities are designed to measure ﬂow coeﬃcient,
energy coeﬃcient and eﬃciency with an accuracy 0.2%. The performance evaluation is
based on an average of measurements acquired during 20 s. A higher variance of the
energy coeﬃcient measured is notiﬁed at ﬂow rates below ϕ = 0.029. This indicates
that the operating conditions of the facility loop are less stable than at higher ﬂow rates.
The measured energy-discharge characteristic curve shows locally horizontal or even pos-
itive slope, which conﬁrms the hypothesis that the considered pump-turbine is prone to
unstable operation when used together with a low-slope system characteristic.
Pressure Fluctuations: Phase Averages and Power Spectra
The phase averaged pressure and the corresponding Fourier series coeﬃcients for sensors
close to the rotor-stator interface are represented in ﬁgure 7.4 for high discharge and
part load operation. Both show the expected dominating blade passage frequencies, zbfn
and its harmonics in the stationary frame, zofn and its harmonics in the rotating frame.
In the rotating frame, the non-uniformity due to the rotational asymmetry of the spiral
casing is clearly recognized, more pronounced at part load than at high discharge. It
leads to the low frequency coeﬃcients in the Fourier series. In the stationary frame
measurement, the only relevant component below the ﬁrst blade passing frequency is the
impeller revolution frequency, showing similar, however low, amplitudes at high discharge
and at part load. The plausible reason of this is the eccentricity of the impeller rotation
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Figure 7.4: Pressure ﬂuctuations. Top: Phase average, Bottom: Discrete Fourier Trans-
form. a) P21, rotating frame, b) S61, stationary frame
axis in the casing due to the radial load on the rotating train. Power spectra estimates
are computed using Welchs periodogram method from the resampled pressure signals
of stationary frame sensor S61 and represented in ﬁgure 7.5 for four diﬀerent ﬂow rate
coeﬃcients from ϕ = 0.036 down to ϕ = 0.026. The strong increase of the broad-band low-
frequency ﬂuctuations as the ﬂow rate decreases from ϕ = 0.030 to ϕ = 0.028 coincides
with a discontinuity of slope on the measured energy-discharge characteristic.
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Figure 7.5: Pressure power spectra at point S61 in stationary frame, N = 900 rpm
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Figure 7.6: Pressure auto-spectral density of S61 and cross spectral power density with
other sensors at part load conditions, ϕ = 0.026. Top: N = 900 rpm a) Neighboring
channel S62, b) High pressure ﬂange S1, c) Cone S125, d) High pressure ﬂange S1 at
N = 750 rpm, e) High pressure ﬂange S1 at N = 600 rpm
Several peaks are identiﬁed in the frequency range below zbfn in ﬁgure 7.5 . Figure
7.6 compares the auto-spectral power density of pressure sensor S61 to the cross spectral
densities of S61 with other sensors for diﬀerent revolution rates of the pump-turbine. This
allows to ascertain the origins of some power density peaks in the low frequency range:
• A clear peak of increasing frequency with decreasing ﬂow rate (2.5fn at ϕ = 0.036
to 3.2fn at ϕ = 0.026). This peak is caused by the facility circulating pumps, that
are operating at negative ﬂow rates compared to their normal operation driving
a turbine mounted in the facility. The frequency of the peak corresponds to the
revolution rate of the single volute circulating pumps and their number of blades
. Equal spectral power density values are observed at all pressure sensors in the
pump-turbine.
• A peak at 2fn appears at at N = 900 rpm. It appears clearly at high ﬂow rates and
is present though nearly hidden in the broad band ﬂuctuations at lower ﬂow rates.
The cross spectral densities in ﬁgure 7.6 conﬁrm this peak to appear in a correlated
manner on all sensors. This peak is shifted to 2.4fn at N = 750 rpm and to 3fn at
N = 600 rpm. So, to the peak appears at a ﬁxed frequency of 30Hz at which the
test facility has a low damping due to its hydro-acoustic properties, according to
former studies on this pump-turbine scale model [106; 105]. A closer analysis of the
phase of this cross spectral density peak at 2fn represented in ﬁgure 7.6b conﬁrms
a phase delay of θ61,1 = 12˚ between the sensors S61 and S1. The estimate of the
velocity of pressure wave propagation obtained with the approximate path length
of l61,1 = 1.0m is consistent with the former studies:
a61,1 =
l61,1
t61,1
=
2π ∗ 2fn ∗ l61,1
θ61,1
= 942m/s (7.1)
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• A low frequency peak around 0.1fn appears in ﬁgure 7.5 for ϕ = 0.026 and ϕ = 0.028
together with corresponding sidebands on the blade passing frequencies. This is due
to rotating stall and will be subject to closer analysis.
• The remainder of pressure ﬂuctuations below zbfn are not as closely correlated
between the diﬀerent sensors, especially in the ﬂuctuations in the range above 3fn,
they are obviously local to the rotor-stator interface and to every single diﬀuser
channel.
Rotating Frame Pressure Fluctuations
The low frequency pressure ﬂuctuations observed in the stationary frame are manifest
in the rotating system by pressure ﬂuctuations identiﬁed around 4fn, as seen in ﬁgure
7.7 representing spectral power density at high discharge versus part load in the rotating
frame. While at high discharge, ϕ = 0.043, all present harmonics of BPF occur at the
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Figure 7.7: Pressure power spectra at point P21 at high discharge and part load
exact multiples of fn, at part load, ϕ = 0.026, there is a frequency shift towards lower
frequencies for the low harmonics. The highest power peak’s frequency is determined by
parabolic interpolation at 3.91fn.
The nature of these ﬂuctuations on sensor P21 shows up when considered in the time
domain over the entire acquisition interval, see ﬁgure 7.8. The blade passing frequency
zofn is recognizable but nearly hidden by a regular waveform of about 4 periods during
one impeller revolution. On the time axis, a period of t fn = 1 corresponds to an impeller
revolution, so the rotating sensor is supplying information on the entire circumference
during a revolution and passing at the same angular position every with a period of t fn.
Figure 7.8b represents the signal over the maximum acquisition time of 45 revolutions,
ﬁltered with a Butterworth ﬁlter of cutoﬀ frequency 10fn. The pressure signal of each
revolution is shown on the horizontal axis with the subsequent revolutions shifted in
depth, allowing to recognize the angular motion of the cirucumferential pressure pattern
of circumferential wave number ks = 4. It shows that the stall pattern slowly rotates in the
same sense as the impeller. This representation of time signals form the rotating system
validated the low frequency pressure ﬂuctuations to be obviously related to rotating stall.
The revolution rate ωs is estimated by the slope of a line connecting the pressure maxima,
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Figure 7.8: Low frequency pressure ﬂuctuation at part load in rotating frame - P21
a) 3.4 revolutions, b) 45 revolutions, low pass ﬁltered and represented revolution per
revolution
obtaining:
ωs ≈ 0.84 stall revolutions
39.00 impeller revolutions
ω = 0.0215ω (7.2)
This value corresponds well to the range of values in former rotating stall investigations
reported by [133; 148; 126; 125; 77; 99]. Slightly diﬀerent slopes can be obtained using
diﬀerent datasets. Longer acquisition intervals than the available 45 impeller revolutions
were used in the second measurement campaign in order to obtain an accurate measure
of the stall rotation rate by 2D DFT of pressure measurement in the stationary frame.
Stationary Frame Pressure Fluctuations
Measurements of the sensors S59 to S78 close to the rotor-stator interface are represented
in ﬁgure 7.9 over a time interval corresponding to 200 impeller revolutions for part load
operating conditions ϕ = 0.026, where the most stable circumferential mode of wave
number ks = 4 is identiﬁed. The pressure ﬂuctuations due to the passage of the stall cells
have a sawtooth-like waveform with a remarkable correlation of waveform from channel
to channel. On the other hand, their period and amplitude is not perfectly regular at all
times and locations around the circumference. Based on the longer timeseries of the 20
pressure sensor data, the rotating modes are identiﬁed by 2D DFT for a large number
of operating conditions. Figure 7.10 represents the identiﬁed rotating stall modes with
their number of cells ks and their revolution rate ωs together with the energy-discharge
characteristic curve of the pump-turbine model. The 2D DFT results with the rotating
stall modes emerging most clearly are represented in ﬁgure 7.11. For operating conditions
in between the given ﬂow rate values, an intermittent behavior is observed.
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Figure 7.9: Low pass ﬁltered pressure of 20 sensors S59 to S78 at the rotor-stator interface,
section o2, over a time interval of 200 impeller revolutions
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Figure 7.11: Identiﬁcation of rotating stall modes by 2D DFT
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7.3 Local Flow Investigation in the Diﬀuser
7.3.1 Analysis of Local Pressure Fluctuations
Considerations of the pressure ﬂuctuations of the sensore S59 to S78 on section o2 have
provided an overview on the propagation of the stall patterns. Some more sensors placed
in two neighboring diﬀuser channels conﬁrm how the stall cells propagate from one channel
to the next.
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Figure 7.12: Local pressure ﬂuctuation analysis along one diﬀuser channel. a)at full
charge, ϕ = 0.036, b)with rotating stall, ϕ = 0.026
The detailed view of arbitrary time sequence of pressure measurements along a diﬀuser
channel at full charge (ϕ = 0.036) and with rotating stall(ϕ = 0.026), ﬁgure 7.12, shows
that the pressure ﬂuctuations encountered at the rotor stator interface can be considered
as a lack of pressure recovery due to stalled ﬂow in the diﬀuser channel. Consequently,
the high pressure of the volute zone propagates towards the impeller where the stall cells
show up as high pressure. While the ﬂow in the zone between guide vanes and stay
vanes seems very regular in the full charge point, with the pressure ﬂuctuations from the
rotor-stator interaction nearly decayed, high pressure ﬂuctuations can be observed at the
pressure sensor S55 during the period of increasing pressure along the channel. During
the phase of high pressure, the pressure recovery in the stay vanes is very small, indicating
separated or stagnation ﬂow in the channel. The pressure time evolution at sensor S61,
closest to the impeller, shows more regular repetitions from stall cell to stall cell than at
sensor S55 close to the guide vane channel throat.
Figure 7.13 represents the pressure ﬂuctuations at sensor locations in two neighboring
guide vane passages. The phase of increasing pressure is ﬁrst detectable by pronounced
ﬂuctuation with extreme minima at the points S62 and S61, located on section o2, close
to the leading edge of the guide vanes. The plausible explanation is that vortices form
at the leading edge and their cores are advected by the separated ﬂow over the pressure
sensor. The pressure level in the guide vane passage increases during about 3 impeller
revolutions. At the end of this increasing phase, the pressure at section o3 in the same
channel shows strong ﬂuctuations, they have frequencies and amplitudes similar to the
one observed in section o2 at the beginning of the phase of increasing pressure. The global
level of pressure in section o3 follows the increase of pressure only to a small extent. This
lack of pressure recovery indicates that the ﬂow is not decelerated as expected. The
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Figure 7.13: Pressure evolution in guide and stay vane channel. a) Channel 4 (S61, S55,
S31), b) Channel 3 (S62, S56, S32)
pressure diﬀerence of the points in section o2 and o3 normalizes only after another few
impeller revolutions.
As soon as a certain pressure level is reached, the same sequence occurs at the neighbor-
ing channel. It takes 2 - 2.3 impeller revolutions for the perturbation pattern to complete
the passage from one diﬀuser channel to another, leading to 40-46 impeller revolutions to
complete one revolution of the stall pattern.
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Figure 7.14: Low-pass ﬁltered pressure ﬂuctuations in guide vane channel 1. a) Diﬀerence
(i)-(e) in section 3 b) Pressure coeﬃcient at section 2 and 3,(i)
Figure 7.14a shows the pressure diﬀerence between hub and shroud side, sensors S54
and S102 with rotating stall, ϕ = 0.026 in the ﬁrst guide vane channel, compared to the
overall ﬂuctuations at section 2 and 3, sensors S59 and S54, in the same channel (b). It
appears that the pressure diﬀerence between hub and shroud at section 3 is correlated
with the stall phase. The peak-to-peak amplitude of the pressure diﬀerence represents
10% of the static pressure at the impeller outlet. This indicates that the ﬂow patterns
occurring at stall are nonuniform in span-wise direction.
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7.3.2 Laser Doppler Velocity Measurements
Figure 7.15 represents the location of the LDV measurement grids and the nomenclature
of chosen example points discussed in the remainder of the section:
• A grid in the guide vane throat section A∗2: The LDV probe is oriented in a
way that the high acquisition rate (green) LDV component renders Cn the velocity
component normal to the section whereas the low data rate (blue) component cap-
tures the secondary ﬂow component Cs. The grid is generated on a slightly curved
surface to avoid reﬂection of the laser beams by the pressure sensor S55.
• A grid at 0.5mm normal distance around guide vane 4 is used to determine
the tangential velocity component along the guide vane with the green beam pair.
No second component can be measured as close to the wall, since the blue beams
intersect with the guide vane.
• Grids on a cylindrical surface close to the impeller outlet (R = 277mm) to
determine the impeller outlet proﬁles. In all investigated operating conditions, Cu is
measured using the green component and Cr using the blue component, some valida-
tion measurements with a probe orientation shifted by 90˚ have been accomplished
at part load, ϕ = 0.031.
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Figure 7.15: Location of the LDV measurement grids and sample points A, B, C, D;
orientation of velocity components. a) Guide vane throat grid, b) Grid around guide vane
4, c) Grid at impeller outlet
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Phase Averages of Single Point LDV Measurements
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Figure 7.16: Impeller revolution and blade passage phase averages of LDV measurements
in the guide vane throat section, points A and B. a) Blade passage phase average for BEP
ϕ = 0.034, b) Blade passage phase average for part load ϕ = 0.031, c) Impeller revolution
phase average for part load ϕ = 0.031
Figure 7.16 represents the phase averaged normal velocity and its standard deviations
based on blade passage and on impeller revolution for points A and B, showing that
there are only small diﬀerences detectable between the passages of the diﬀerent blades,
comparing well with the phase averaged pressure ﬂuctuations in the guide vane throat
section, ﬁgure 7.4b. This evidences that the rotor-stator interaction governed by the
blade passage is the main source of time-dependency for ﬂow rate coeﬃcients greater
than ϕ = 0.030. The deterministic ﬂuctuation amplitudes are in the order of 10% of
the mean velocity and not in phase on diﬀerent points of the guide vane throat section.
This is expected from the inﬂuence of the nonuniform velocity proﬁle from the impeller
impacting on diﬀerent points of the throat at diﬀerent times.
Figure 7.17 represents the velocity for two selected points C, close to hub (i), and D,
close to shroud (e), in operating conditions with rotating stall. The phase average with
respect to blade passage is compared to the phase average with respect to the stall phase,
identiﬁed from the pressure signal at sensor S61. Under these conditions, the inﬂuence
of the blade passage is not detectable by the phase averages as the ﬂow is governed by
the stall phenomenon. This shows in an increased standard deviation value for point C
located close to the interior diﬀuser side wall. The phase average with respect to the
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Figure 7.17: Phase averaged velocity and standard deviation at points C and D with
rotating stall at ϕ = 0.026. a) Blade passage phase average, b) Stall phase average
analytic phase of the pressure signal at sensor S61 conﬁrms that the normal velocity on
both points depends more on the pressure related to rotating stall than on the impeller
blade passage. At point C, the normal velocity stall phase average reaches negative
values, indicating zones of ﬂow separation and recirculating ﬂow. The comparison of the
single point velocity phase averages at ﬂow rates above stall inception, ﬁgure 7.16 and at
conditions showing rotating stall, ﬁgure 7.17 show clearly that the inﬂuence of the rotor
stator interaction on the guide vane throat velocity vanishes under stall conditions.
Velocity Proﬁles in the Guide Vane Throat Section
Figure 7.18a represents the time averaged normal velocity Cn on the guide vane throat
at BEP. A region of low average normal velocity is identiﬁed on the shroud side wall (e)
close to the guide vane suction side (SS). The reﬂections of the glass-water interface made
it impossible to obtain suﬃcient ﬂow observation closer to the wall, so it is not clear if
there is ﬂow recirculation due to a small separation zone at this place or not. Figure
7.18a shows the peak-to-peak amplitudes of the phase averages velocity ﬂuctuations on
the guide vane throat section. The maximum ﬂuctuation of 0.08u1e corresponds to 25%
of the average normal velocity. The phase averaged ﬂuctuations are the highest in zones
with high average normal velocity. Figure 7.16c shows exemplary time plots of the phase
averaged normal velocity at two arbitrary points A and B located in the center plane of
the diﬀuser, A being characterized by a low, B by a high ﬂuctuation level. The standard
deviation intervals are represented as dotted lines. Figures 7.18c and d represent the same
for a part-load operating point, ϕ = 0.031. The mean values do not show the pronounced
minimum at the exterior side wall but a trend to lower velocities close to the interior side.
The location and the magnitude of phase averaged ﬂuctuations is globally similar to BEP,
but the lower normal velocity close to guide vane 4 is more pronounced.
The normal velocity proﬁles obtained by phase averaging using the analytic phase
derived from the pressure at sensor S61, see chapter 4.3, are represented in ﬁgure 7.19
along the diﬀerent phase angles. A zone of negative normal velocity indicates the presence
of reversed ﬂow at the interior diﬀuser side wall. At the same time the normal velocity
in the rest of the considered section decreases too. This indicates a lower ﬂow rate
through this diﬀuser channel, casting into doubt any steady simulation approach using a
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Figure 7.18: Blade-passage-phase averaged velocity component Cn meassured by LDV in
the guide vane throat section. Top: BEP, ϕ = 0.034. a) Mean normal velocity, b) Peak-
to-peak value of phase average, Bottom: Part load ϕ = 0.031, c) Mean normal velocity,
d) Peak-to-peak value of phase average
single diﬀuser channel for such operating conditions. The ﬂow obviously deviates towards
other channels. The intense ﬂow reversal takes place between 3π/4 and 5π/4. The
circumferential wave number of the rotating stall equals ks = 4 at this operating point,
implying that one ”wave” extends over zo/ks = 5 channels. The intense reverse ﬂow
lasting for a quarter of the phase means that at any one time only one of ﬁve diﬀuser
channels shows intense reverse ﬂow.
Integration of Flow Rate at the Guide Vane Throat Area
Evidently, the velocity ﬂuctuations on diﬀerent locations of the guide vane throat area are
not in phase, see ﬁgure 7.16. A direct estimation of instantaneous ﬂow rate or ﬂuctuation
level from single measurement points as can be done for pipe ﬂows [44] is not practicable
under these conditions. A phase averaged bulk ﬂow rate obtained from the integration
of all phase averaged velocity values is represented in ﬁgure 7.20, showing an estimate for
the phase averaged ﬂow rate ﬂuctuation of about 1%, which is considerably lower than
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Figure 7.19: Stall phase averages of normal velocity in the guide vane throat section
measured by LDV at ϕ = 0.026. a-f) Velocity contour plots along diﬀerent phase angles
from 0 to 3π/2
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Figure 7.20: Integrated phase averaged channel ﬂow rate. a)ϕ = 0.034, b)ϕ = 0.031
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the local velocity ﬂuctuations. Velocity values have been extrapolated to the walls using
the nearest measurement to the wall available to compute the ﬂow rate through the entire
section.
As this procedure neglects the decreasing velocities towards the wall in the boundary
layer, one expects the integrated ﬂow-rate to over-estimate the average diﬀuser channel
ﬂow rate Qo = Q/zo. Nevertheless, the integrated values are lower than the theoretical
average ﬂow rate through each diﬀuser channel by 3% for ϕ = 0.034 whereas they are
by 1% higher for ϕ = 0.031. The obtained values are after all reasonably close to one,
which conﬁrms the quantitative error of measurements, phase averaging and integration
procedure to be within ±5%.
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Figure 7.21: Integrated phase averaged channel ﬂow rate with rotating stall ϕ = 0.026.
a)Blade passage phase average, b)Stall phase average from sensor S61
The ﬂow rate obtained from blade passage and stall phase averaged velocities for condi-
tions with rotating stall at ϕ = 0.026 is represented in ﬁgure 7.21. As for the raw velocity,
the inﬂuence of the blade passage phase becomes close to negligible in comparison with
the impact of rotating stall, with over an order of magnitude of diﬀerence between both
ﬂuctuation amplitudes. Under these conditions the blade passage phase average has to be
considered with care when compared to numerical simulations where the instantaneous
ﬂow rates are available without the doubts introduced by the reconstruction from single
point measurements. The stall phase averaged integrated ﬂow rate shows a rapid decrease
of ﬂow rate starting at π/2. Recalling the shape of the analytic phase as a function of
time, ﬁgure 4.5, and the pressure signal, 7.13, the decrease of ﬂow rate is even more abrupt
in time than the averaging over the analytic phase suggests.
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Figure 7.22: Stall phase averaged tangential velocity at 0.5mm normal distance from
guide vane 4, measured by LDV at ϕ = 0.026
According to the stall phase averaged normal velocity in the guide vane throat section,
a zone of reverse ﬂow extends on the guide vane surface during the passage of a stall cell.
A small zone of reverse ﬂow always remains attached close to the trailing edge on the
suction side. Attributable to the reversible operation of the machine, the guide vane
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edge that is trailing edge in pump mode is particularly thick when compared to typical
hydrofoil or pump diﬀuser blade trailing edges, sustaining the extended ﬂow separation
zone at trailing edge. The extent of the zone of reverse ﬂow does only cover the last
third of the chord and at a maximum the upper half of the channel. This supports the
hypothesis that the root cause of ﬂow separation is not the incidence error but rather the
excessive diﬀusion towards the throat section and further downstream. The consequence
of bad incidence would show at the leading edge of the guide vane proﬁle.
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Figure 7.23: Stall phase averaged velocity on cylindrical section at impeller outlet at
ϕ = 0.026. Top: a, b, c) Radial velocity, Bottom: d, e, f) Circumferential velocity
The velocity proﬁles at impeller outlet, represented in ﬁgure 7.23 are a key parameter
for design of centrifugal pumps and for the validation of numerical simulations. Via Euler’s
turbomachinery equation they are directly related to the amount of energy transferred
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from the impeller to the working ﬂuid. On the other hand, the velocity proﬁles upstream of
the diﬀuser have a major inﬂuence on ﬂow separation in the diﬀuser. Several experimental
studies and numerical-experimental comparisons done in the past essentially focus on this
area [53] when dealing with local ﬂow features.
The measurement grid is placed as close as possible to the impeller, but the inﬂuence
of the guide vanes through there upstream pressure potential is clearly visible. Under
conditions with rotating stall, the negative radial velocities at the internal diﬀuser side
wall extend back very close to the impeller outlet. Since we found that the presence of
stall concerns only one diﬀuser channel at a time, this can be qualiﬁed as a local ﬂow
deﬂection upstream of the separation zone in the guide vane throat. The circumferential
component decreases in that zone too but does not reverse sign as does the normal velocity
component in the guide vane throat section.
Flow Rate and Angular Momentum at Impeller Outlet
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Figure 7.24: Flow rate and angular momentum ﬂux integrated over the impeller outlet
section, ϕ = 0.026. Top: Stall phase average, a) Flow rate, b) Angular momentum ﬂux,
Bottom: Blade passage phase average, c) Flow Rate, d) Angular momentum ﬂux
The integration of ﬂow rate and phase averaged ﬂux of angular momentum through the
cylindrical section represented in ﬁgure 7.24 show that they are in phase, close to perfectly
scalable. The inﬂuence of the impeller blade passage on section ﬂow rate ﬂuctuations
is more pronounced than at the guide vane throat section, but small compared to the
ﬂuctuations induced by the rotating stall.
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7.4 Flow Pattern Summary
The thin zones of ﬂow reversal appearing and disappearing on the guide vane suction side
and on the interior diﬀuser side wall agree well with thin ﬂow reversal zones identiﬁed by
Lee and Gerontakos [83] during onset of stall on oscillating airfoil represented in ﬁgure
7.25.
Reverse Flow
Leading Edge Vortex
Separation
1) 2) 3)
Reverse Flow
Turbulent Boundary Layer Turbulent Boundary Layer
Figure 7.25: Reverse ﬂow patterns on an oscillating airfoil [83]
Their analysis based on smoke pattern visualizations and hot ﬁlm sensor arrays show
these ﬂow reversal zones expanding from the trailing edge towards the leading edge just
before complete stall characterized by separation of the leading edge vortex. In the case of
the guide vanes, the backward progression of the reverse ﬂow is not initiated by a pitching
movement, but the time-dependent pressure conditions around the guide vane are quite
similar to the pitching airfoil conditions. When the neighboring channel (between GV 3
and 4) is stalled, the pressure in that channel rises close to the level of the spiral casing,
while the ﬂow on the suction side of the guide vane is accelerated, leading to decreasing
pressure. This creates a suction eﬀect, similar to a nozzle pump, driving ﬂuid from the
pressure to the suction side of the guide vane, across the gap between guide vanes and
stay vanes. This situation is similar to the conditions when a pitching airfoil approaches
its maximum incidence angle, the pressure diﬀerence between pressure side and suction
side rises until it reaches a point where the ﬂow reverts.
In the investigation of periodic phenomena occurring with forced oscillation of air- or
hydrofoils, the reduced frequency κ is an essential nondimensional parameter expressing
the ratio of the convective timescale to the period of oscillation:
κ =
πflc
C∞
(7.3)
The sequence of ﬂow patterns of stall onset represented in Figure 7.25 were observed at
relatively low reduced frequency of κ = 0.1. The authors have evaluated the inﬂuence of
reduced frequency and concluded that the phenomenon of reverse ﬂow persists at constant
critical pitch angle for κ < 0.2. At higher reduced frequencies, the inﬂuence of inertia of
ﬂow increases: The separation of the leading edge vortex is delayed to higher pitch angles.
Evaluating the reduced frequency of a single guide vane based on the stall frequency at
ϕ = 0.026, a throat bulk velocity of 0.4u1e and a chord length of lo = 0.0955m yields
a value of κs = 0.005, 20 times lower than the airfoil experiment. So, a single air- or
hydrofoil oscillating at relatively low reduced frequencies and reaching stall periodically is
a suitable study case to assess the accuracy of numerical simulation relevant to the stall
phenomenon in turbomachines. The studies of Bourdet [18; 19] show large diﬀerences of
diﬀerent RANS-turbulence models in such study cases. Nevertheless, the progression of
a stall cell from one channel to the next, represented in ﬁgure 7.26 shows other plausible
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Figure 7.26: Schematic evolution of ﬂow patterns
mecanisms determining the time constants that determine the stall angular precession
rate. Phase (1) shows separated ﬂow in the channel between GV 3 and GV4, which induces
stagnating ﬂow in the according stay vane channels. As a consequence, the pressure in
the area between GV 3 and 4 and the corresponding stay vanes rises, phase (2) to ﬁnally
reach the spiral casing pressure. At the same time, the ﬂow from the impeller circumvents
the stalled GV channel, leading to higher ﬂow velocities, and thus lower pressure in the
neighboring GV channel. This pressure rise leads to a secondary ﬂow from this area to
the neighboring channel, showing low pressure due to the high ﬂow velocity induced by
the increased relative GV channel ﬂow rates. At phase (3) This ﬂow around the trailing
edge of the GV triggers ﬂow separation on GV 3, ﬁnalising the progression of the stall
cell to this GV channel, phase (4).
The temporal evolution of the ﬂow deceleration in the stay vane channels and the
resulting pressure rise is not only due to the dynamics of ﬂow separation as encountered
with the single stalling hydrofoil, but also inﬂuenced by inertia eﬀects, the length of the
channels being the main parameter inﬂuencing the time constants that ﬁnally determine
the rotation rate of the stall cells. Together with the smaller radial gaps in the RSI
region, this diﬀerentiates the studied pump turbine scale model from industrial centrifugal
pumps, showing smaller radial gaps and a single bladed diﬀuser component instead of the
combination of stay vanes and guide vanes.
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Visual observations together with audible noise conﬁrm the onset of cavitation vortex
cores shed periodically in the guide vane channels as depicted in ﬁgure 7.27. It appears
that the pressure in the vortex core reaches the vaporization pressure, despite the fact
that it is located at the high pressure side of the impeller. Similar cavitating vortex cores
have been reported from ﬂow visualization in industrial centrifugal pumps, where they
were observed to extent back into the impeller. This supports the hypothesis that the
ﬂow separation might have its origin in a disequibrium of the impeller ﬂow, leading to
the ﬂow separation on the impeller hub (i) with cavitating vortex cores attached to the
impeller blades.
3
2
Cavitating 
vortex core
Figure 7.27: Cavitating vortex core in the shear layer between reverse ﬂow and sound
throughﬂow
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8.1 Numerical Setup
8.1.1 Computing Domain and Space Discretization
The simulation domain for the time-dependent numerical simulations of the part-load ﬂow
of the considered pump-turbine includes the straight conical inlet section, the impeller
with its 9 blade passages, the diﬀuser made of 20 guide vane and stay vane passages
and the spiral casing. Given the rotating stall phenomenon observed experimentally,
steady approaches or the restriction of the model to an angular segment using periodicity
were not considered. The model includes the main ﬂow passages and wetted surfaces,
the labyrinths, side room and according leakage ﬂows are not taken into account. With
the conclusions drawn from the steady numerical simulations and the requirement of
simulating a large number of impeller revolutions to detect phenomena such as rotating
and alternate stall, the use of a mesh satisfying strict criteria of mesh independence of
the solution is not feasible, as a large number of operating conditions are to be evaluated
with the available computational resources. Table 8.1 summarizes the number of nodes
along the main dimensions: Interior to exterior section (i-e), blade to blade (b-b) and
streamwise along the blade (stream). The resulting mesh sizes and y+ value ranges on
the wall boundaries determined by the ﬁrst element size normal to the boundary are listed.
The element size expansion ratio that controls the growth of the node spacing from the
solid surfaces is set to 1.3. Figure 8.1 represents an overview of the mesh that is block
structured and almost hexahedral (more than 98% of the elements), making use of some
prismatic elements in so-called swept blocks, used where a more regular discretization can
be achieved using such elements.
The particular features of the time-dependent ﬂow in part load, governed by the
onset of ﬂow separation in the diﬀuser, either as a regular stationary or rotating pattern,
makes mesh convergence studies based on global performance numbers at a given ﬂow
rate condition meaningless for another ﬂow rate since the ﬂow patterns are subject to
drastic changes. From the experimental investigations, reverse ﬂow zones in the diﬀuser
are expected, leading to high velocity gradients in the center of the channels, far from the
wall boundaries. Cavitating vortex cores have been observed in the shear layer between
reverse ﬂow and sound through ﬂow, despite the generally high surrounding pressure level.
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ni−e nb−b nstream Nodes per Channel Nodes Total y+
Cone 14′000 126’000 120-180
Impeller 28 36 110 184′000 1’656’000 30-90
Guide, Stay Vane 25 35 35, 60 110′000 2’200’000 60-100
Spiral Casing − 490’000 150-200
Total − 4’472’000 -
Table 8.1: Main mesh dimensions, node numbers and achieved boundary layer resolution
A further concentration of nodes towards the blade and side wall boundaries to improve
the prediction of boundary layer ﬂow would necessarily impair the ability of the numerical
model to represent such strong gradients in the remainder of the domain.
8.1.2 Time Discretization and Convergence
Treutz has investigated the inﬂuence of the simulation time step width for time-dependent
simulation of the ﬂow in a volute pump [144] using a numerical method similar to the
one used in this study. He concludes that a time step corresponding to 120 timesteps per
revolution is suﬃcient to obtain a satisfactory prediction of ﬂuctuating global integrated
quantities. Zobeiri investigated pressure ﬂuctuations due to rotor-stator-interactions in
Francis turbines [163] using 720 time steps per impeller revolution. In more detailed
comparisons [162], the diﬀerence versus simulations using 360 time steps per revolution is
shown to be negligible. For the simulation of part-load ﬂow in pumping mode the choice
of the time step is a matter of compromise: On one hand, an accurate time discretization
is desirable, on the other hand, the time intervals that need to be simulated are of the
order of 10 impeller revolutions and more. Clark [28] has established a methodology
to qualify convergence of time-periodic simulations, separating the deterministic time
periodic components from higher frequency phenomena (vortex shedding) superposed onto
this periodic solution. He proposes to compare discrete Fourier transform components
and to evaluate cross-correlation measures of successive periods. In case of massive ﬂow
separation in diﬀuser channels, the ﬂow is heavily aﬀected by low frequency phenomena
that are not periodic with respect to the impeller revolution. Statistical analysis can
momentarily not be applied to the simulation results in this frequency range since the
available simulation time interval’s length is insuﬃcient.
For the assessment of the time step size, a numerical simulation at low ﬂow rate
(ϕ = 0.028), where massive ﬂow separation in the diﬀuser occurs, is conducted from the
same initial state (after 21 impeller revolutions) for 3 more revolutions using 360, 720 and
1440 time steps per revolution. The evolution of pressure at sensor S61 and normalized
channel ﬂow rate of guide vane channel 3 are compared in ﬁgure 8.2.
It is seen in these time domain plots that the diﬀerent simulations evolve similarly
during the ﬁrst revolution. Noticeable diﬀerences start to develop during the second
revolution. From the third revolution on, the instantaneous channel ﬂow rate distributions
obtained with diﬀerent time step sizes diﬀer clearly. Time- and space integrated error
estimators as proposed by [120] would obviously take very large values in such cases.
Comparing the evolution of quantities of interest in ﬁgure 8.2, no fundamental diﬀerence
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Figure 8.1: Meshes for the time-dependent simulations.
in the randomly varying pressure and guide vane channel ﬂow rates can be observed.
Spectral power estimates of the pressure at S61 are evaluated from the same three sim-
ulations using Welchs periodogram technique and represented in ﬁgure 8.3. Overlapping
hamming windows of a length of 1.5 impeller revolutions are applied. The inﬂuence of
spectral leakage is restricted to low frequencies by the use of the hamming windows,[58],
the energy at BPF and higher can reasonably be compared. This part of the power spectra
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Figure 8.2: Evaluation of time discretization by monitoring of quantities of interest over
3 impeller revolutions. a) Pressure coeﬃcient at sensor S61, b) Relative diﬀuser channel
ﬂow rate (diﬀuser channel 3)
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Figure 8.3: Time discretization dependency of pressure power spectra estimate. a) 360
time steps per rev., b) 720 time steps per rev., c) 1440 time steps per rev.
representing the deterministic ﬂuctuations due to blade passage compares well between
the three simulations.
The presented method is used for all investigated operating points: A time discretiza-
tion of 360 time steps per revolution is used for 20 impeller revolutions. This simulation
is continued for 3 further revolutions while a second validation simulation using half the
time step size is conducted for the same time interval to verify that there is no funda-
mental change in circumferential ﬂow rate and pressure repartition. A certain diﬀerence
in the randomly ﬂuctuating distribution is accepted.
8.2 Validation of Time Dependent Simulation Re-
sults
8.2.1 Global Performance and Rotating Stall Patterns
The time-dependent simulations predict rotating stall patterns similar to the ones that
were determined experimentally. But they are in quantitative disagreement with exper-
iments, since they are predicted for ﬂow rates that are sensibly diﬀerent from the corre-
sponding experimental conditions. Three diﬀerent global ﬂow patterns are identiﬁed in
the numerical simulation results and represented together with the energy coeﬃcient, in
ﬁgure 8.4. The energy coeﬃcient in numerical simulations is evaluated by energy balances
over the CFD domain inlet and outlet sections 3¯ and 5, that do not diﬀer signiﬁcantly
from the reference sections where pressure measurements are taken in experiments. The
ﬂow regimes identiﬁed in the numerical simulation results compare to experimental results
as follows:
• At ϕ > 0.037 and higher, the ﬂow simulation results in a uniform circumferential ﬂow
repartition that corresponds most closely to the results obtained from experiment
at ϕ > 0.030, while a numerical simulation at ϕ = 0.034 develops an irregular
circumferential nonuniformity pattern.
• At ϕ = 0.032, the ﬂow simulation results in a regular circumferential nonuniformity
showing 4 cells of higher pressure and lower diﬀuser channel ﬂow rates. The pat-
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tern rotates slowly in the same sense of rotation than the impeller. This pattern
corresponds to what was found experimentally at ϕ = 0.026.
• At ϕ = 0.028, ϕ = 0.026 and ϕ = 0.024 the simulation results show a high circum-
ferential nonuniformity that does not exhibit any regularity. Zones of low diﬀuser
channel ﬂow rate and high pressure appear and disappear at diﬀerent locations on
the circumference in a stochastic manner. This behavior has no experimental coun-
terpart and the diﬀerence in global behavior makes a detailed comparison futile.
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Figure 8.4: Comparison of experimental and numerical results, energy coeﬃcient and stall
modes
The oﬀset of ﬂow rate where onset of rotating stall is predicted by numerical simulation
is of about 20% and the underprediction of energy coeﬃcient of about 5%, nearly over
the whole characteristic curve. In the given conﬁguration, ﬁnding possible reasons for the
shift and compensating the simulated characteristic may improve the prediction of ﬂow
rate while aggravating the error in energy coeﬃcient. Thus, a correction of the unknown
leakage ﬂow rate in simulations by including additional in-and outﬂow boundaries would
lead to a higher ﬂow rate in the simulated impeller, leading to lower transferred energy. By
this eﬀect, it lowers the absolute frame ﬂow angle α2 and with it the misaligned incidence
and the necessary deceleration. So an accurate modelling of leakage ﬂow would tend to
shift the incidence of stall on the guide vanes to lower ﬂow rates. On the other hand,
the prediction of the energy coeﬃcient prediction would be impaired by this modeling
improvement. In any case, the shift of ﬂow rates by such a correction is typically about
an order of magnitude smaller than the 20% oﬀset in prediction of critical ﬂow rate.
There is nevertheless a strong interest to analyze to what extent the ﬂow ﬁelds ob-
tained by simulation at diﬀerent ﬂow rates show time-dependent features corresponding
to the experimental results. Similarity of global ﬂow patterns shows that time-dependent
numerical simulation can reproduce phenomena such as rotating stall and that the results
of these simulation can help to validate the mechanism of propagation and to understand
what parameters can inﬂuence the onset, intensity and revolution rate of the rotating
stall.
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8.2.2 Comparison of Results with similar Stall Patterns
Simulations show a regular rotating stall pattern at ϕ = 0.032. The propagation of
zones of high and low pressure at the rotor-stator face and their impact on the pressure
distribution on the impeller blades near trailing edge is shown in ﬁgure 8.5.
a)t = 0 b)t = 3/fn c)t = 6/fn d)t = 9/fn
Figure 8.5: Circumferential pressure distribution from simulation at ϕ = 0.032
The ﬁlled contours represent a relatively small band of pressure values that visualizes
the circumferential extension of the zone of high pressure that corresponds to low diﬀuser
channel ﬂow rates. As can be seen especially in 8.5d the progression of the high pressure
zone in numerical simulation is not always regular. The distinct high pressure zones
present around GV 20 and 15 at t = 3/fn (b) come closer to each other at t = 6/fn
(c). Both ﬁnally merge into one large high pressure zone at t = 9/fn (d). A tendency
to deviations from the regular rotating wave pattern in the ﬁrst quarter of the volute,
around guide vane channels 17− 18 was also observed in the experimental investigations,
see ﬁgures 7.8 and 7.9. The high pressure zone found at GV 12 at t = 0 propagates
regularly and is found at GV 8 after 9 impeller revolutions.
Pressure Fluctuation at the Rotor-Stator Interface
The pressure ﬂuctuations close to the rotor-stator interface are the most obvious indica-
tors of rotating stall. Their waveform and amplitude govern the mechanical stresses the
impeller blades and shrouds are exposed to as well as the time-dependent torque exerced
from the ﬂuid on the guide vanes. A comparison of a time interval of 10 revolutions of the
pressure signals identifying rotating stall experimentally in the stationary system (recall
ﬁgure 7.9) represented in ﬁgure 8.6 shows a good agreement of the amplitude, local repar-
tition and progression of the high and low pressure zones, as far as this can be judged
from such a short period available from numerical simulation.
In more detail, the raw pressure ﬂuctuations under rotating stall conditions from
time dependent numerical simulation (ϕ = 0.032) and from experiment (ϕ = 0.026) are
compared in ﬁgure 8.7.
The basic low frequency pattern connected to rotating stall is in satisfactory agree-
ment.
The blade passing inﬂuence is clearly visible in the time plots. The energy at frequen-
cies above the BPF is determined using Welchs spectral power estimate method [151]
using a (Hamming) window width of 3 impeller revolutions to yield frequency estimate
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Figure 8.6: Comparison of circumferential stall progression based on low pass ﬁltered
pressure ﬂuctuations at 20 sensors S59-S78. a)Experimental at ϕ = 0.026, b)Simulation
at ϕ = 0.032
bins that are commensurable with the impeller rotation rate multiples. The values of the
blade passing frequency 9fn and its ﬁrst two harmonics agree well between simulation and
experimental investigation. The experimental pressure data exhibit broad band pressure
ﬂuctuations containing about 10 times the power found at the same frequencies in the
simulations, especially in the band between the blade passing frequency and its second
harmonic 27fn.
As for the processing of the LDV data under rotating stall conditions, the stall phase
is derived from the analytic phase of the pressure signal at the sensor closest to the rotor
stator interface and located in the investigated guide vane passage, following equations
(4.25) to (4.26). Figure 8.8 shows the evolution of the analytic phase over time for
experimental and simulation results. In agreement with the time plot, ﬁgure 8.7 the phase
from experimental results shows a steeper slope corresponding to the shorter increasing
period of the saw-tooth like pattern while the phase derived from the simulation results
leads to a nearly constant slope. The diﬀerence in period determining the revolution rate
of the stall pattern is obvious in this example.
Pressure Fluctuations along a Guide Vane Channel
The pressure evolution along the neighboring guide vane channels 3 and 4 corresponds
well to the experimental data represented in ﬁgure 8.9 in two main aspects.
• The phase of increasing pressure at sensors S61 and S62 is accompanied by large
ﬂuctuations of the pressure at the guide vane throat section, S55 and S56, that can
at times reach the pressure level of the spiral casing.
• In the development of the typical sawtooth shape, the neighboring channels show an
inversely synchronized behavior. When the pressure in channel 4 increases quickly,
indicating its stall, channel 3 is fed with additional ﬂow, momentarily leading to a
higher pressure recovery: The pressure at S61 decreases. When the pressure increase
in channel 3 reaches its maximum level, channel 4 begins to stall.
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Figure 8.7: Comparison of pressure ﬂuctuations at reference sensor S61 for GV-channel
4, Top: Experimental, ϕ = 0.026, Bottom: Simulation,ϕ = 0.032. a) Evolution over 15
impeller revolutions b) Power spectra
One main diﬀerence between the experimental and the numerical results is in almost
constant pressure at section v4 at the stay vane inlet shown in the numerical results, while
the measurements clearly show ﬂuctuations that are synchronous with those measured
closer to the rotor-sator interface.
Diﬀuser Channel Flow Rate Fluctuation and Repartition
The non-uniform circumferential pressure ﬁeld is related to a non-uniform repartition of
the total volume ﬂow rate Q into diﬀuser channel ﬂow rates Qo,k for k = 1 to zo. The
dimensionless relative ﬂow rate coeﬃcient is deﬁned as the ratio of instantaneous channel
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Figure 8.8: Comparison of stall phase: Experimental vs. CFD.
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Figure 8.9: Pressure evolution in guide and stay vane channels from numerical simulation.
a) Channel 4 (S61, S55, S31), b) Channel 3 (S62, S56, S32); (compare to ﬁgure 7.13)
ﬂow rate over mean channel ﬂow rate: Q′o,k = zoQo,k/Q. Figure 8.10 represents the
evolution of ﬂow rate repartition of all 20 diﬀuser channels over 10 impeller revolutions .
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Figure 8.10: Diﬀuser channel ﬂow rates. a) All channels over time, b) 3D-representation
visualizing circumferential progression of stall cells
The integrating character of channel ﬂow rates when compared to pressure leads to
time evolutions that are less disturbed by peaks of blade passages or local events such
as passage of vortex cores over a given location. Furthermore, the ﬂuctuation range
of instantaneous channel ﬂow rates gives a clear indication of the importance of the
circumferential imbalance, when faced to ﬂuctuation ranges as observed here, there is
obviously some important ﬂow nonumiformity involved. This makes the diﬀuser channel
ﬂow rates a suitable indicator for stall monitoring in simulation. The plot lines represent
unﬁltered values from numerical simulation time steps. For the short available time
interval, 2D DFT is not suitable to determine the rotation rate of the stall cells, since it
suﬀers from spectral leakage. An estimate of the unnormalized autocovariance function
is computed for each of the ﬂow rate time series containing N samples:
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〈RQ′,o,kk[m]〉 =
N−m−1∑
n=0
(
Q′o,k[n + m]−Q′o,k
) (
Q′o,k[n]−Q′o,k
)
(8.1)
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Figure 8.11: Identiﬁcation of stall rotation rate by autocovariance function
The signal period is identiﬁed by the function’s ﬁrst maximum reasonably far from
origin. These maximum correlation time lag values are located between 7.8/fn and 9.2/fn,
see ﬁgure 8.11, leading to a revolution rate of 0.027ω to 0.032ω, which is noticeably higher
than the value of 0.021ω found experimentally for the 4 cell stall mode at ϕ = 0.026 and
all other stall mode propagation velocities.
The high frequency ﬂuctuations due to blade passage are clearly visible, but small
compared to the ﬂuctuations due to the rotating stall phenomenon. The simulated ﬂow
rates range from 0.4 and 1.6 times the mean channel ﬂow rate. This is the order of
magnitude found for ﬂow rate ﬂuctuation determined from the integration of the stall
phase averaged LDV measurements, ranging from 0.4 to 1.4, see ﬁgure 7.21.
The stall phase averaging processing used for the experimental LDV point data is
applied to the instantaneous ﬂow rates integrated from the simulation ﬂuxes at every
timestep, using the data from diﬀuser channels 3 to 12 to get a statistically relevant
number of samples for every phase. The result is represented in ﬁgure 8.12a.
As a result of the averaging, the peak-to-peak amplitude of phase averaged ﬂuctuations
is smaller than the range of peak values of the individual channel’s ﬂow rates. The
qualitative shape of the ﬂow rate and maximum channel ﬂow rate coeﬃcient of 1.40
corresponds well to the experimental ﬁndings, while the minimum peak value is higher
than the one determined experimentally, but in the right order of magnitude (0.55 from
CFD versus 0.4 from LDV measurements).
Figure 8.12b shows the diﬀuser channel ﬂow rate phase average with respect to the
impeller blade passing, it agrees well with the experimental ﬁnding that in the case of stall,
the deterministic velocity and ﬂow rate ﬂuctuations are an order of magnitude smaller
than the ﬂuctuations due to the stall.
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Figure 8.12: Diﬀuser channel ﬂow rates from simulation. a) Stall phase average, b) Blade
passage phase average;(compare to ﬁgure 7.21)
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Figure 8.13: Example velocity stall phase averages. a) Phase average and standard de-
viation, point C and D (points deﬁned on ﬁgure 7.15, compare to ﬁgure 7.17b), b) Bin
count histogram, point C
Guide Vane Throat Velocity Field
The velocity ﬁelds in the guide vane throat are extracted from a set of 180 stored timesteps
over 10 impeller revolutions and the same stall phase averaging processing as for the LDV
values is performed. In order to get a statistically relevant number of samples for each stall
phase bin, proﬁles from guide vane channel 3 to 12 are used since they are considered
having a suﬃciently similar behavior. The channels in the narrow part of the spiral
casing and the two nearest channels to the spiral casing tongue are discarded, since the
pressure and ﬂow rate evolution in the time plots ﬁgure 8.6 and 8.10 indicate a diﬀerence
in behavior due to the presence of the tongue of the spiral casing.
The individual velocity values in points C and D and their standard deviations are
represented in ﬁgure 8.13a. Figure 8.13b depicts as height of the columns the number
of velocity samples acquired falling into the represented intervals of phase and velocity
(so called bin counts). The standard deviation is high and it appears that the normal
velocity at point C does not undergo the same passage close to zero or negative at each
of the stall passages.
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a) ϕs = 0 b) ϕs = π/2 c) ϕs = 3π/4
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Figure 8.14: Normal velocity in the guide vane throat section from numerical simulation,
stall phase averaged at ϕ = 0.032. a-f) Phase angles from 0 to 3π/2; (compare to ﬁgure
7.19)
The onset of reverse ﬂow predicted by numerical simulation in the throat section is
less abrupt than found in experiment. This shows in a slower increase of pressure and
decrease of ﬂow rates and velocities. The averaged ﬂow ﬁeld exhibits only a small zone
of reverse ﬂow which extends more along the guide vane compared to experiment, where
the reverse ﬂow is more intense and extends along the diﬀuser side wall. This assumption
of a lower intensity of the reverse ﬂow zone can be discussed in two aspects:
• The averaging includes periods where stall was found to be less intense than in oth-
ers, as seen in the histogram plots of ﬂow rate or local velocity. Instantaneous plots
with largest recirculation zones are identiﬁed by searching for minimal instantaneous
ﬂow rates amongst all timestep data and represented in ﬁgure 8.15.
• The simulation results considered have been obtained at a higher ﬂow rate than the
experimental ones. The fact that the propagation of stall zones compares well does
not imply that the local ﬂow patterns are similar in all aspects.
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Figure 8.15: Instantaneous normal velocity in the guide vane throat section from numerical
simulation, arbitrary instants with low channel ﬂow rate; (compare to stall phase averaged
experimental results in ﬁgure 7.19)
It can be concluded that the modelling approach and the numerical method do not totally
inhibit the appearance of reverse ﬂow zones as extended as found from experiment. The
conditions necessary for this are not met in most of the channels, while the extreme
values can reach states of high reverse ﬂow with diﬀerent local velocity distributions.
The low pressure conditions susceptible to lead to the cavitating vortex cores observed in
the experimental investigations, see ﬁgure 7.27 have by far not been reproduced by the
numerical simulations, even not at the moments of most intense reverse ﬂow.
Guide Vane Tangential Velocity
As represented in ﬁgure 8.16 in comparison to ﬁgure 7.22, the extension of the reverse
ﬂow zone through the stall phase, delimited by the line of zero tangential velocity, is in
good agreement with the experimental results.
Impeller Outlet Velocity
The stall phase averaged ﬂow ﬁelds at the impeller outlet sections represented in ﬁgure
8.17 show a qualitative disagreement when compared to the experimental ﬁgure 7.23.
The reverse radial ﬂow component close to the interior diﬀuser side wall does not show
up. Radial and circumferential velocity however are higher than average in zones close to
both side walls. None of the 1640 instantaneous ﬂow ﬁeld samples show a negative radial
velocity zone as found in the experimental investigations. This leads to the conclusion that
the diﬀerence in ﬂow rate conditions, the physical modeling and the numerical method do
not represent the backward propagation of the reverse ﬂow jet present at the guide vane
throat up to the considered cylindrical section.
Figure 8.18 shows the stall phase averaged ﬂow rate through the cylinder sections
corresponding to the LDV measurement section. As the normal velocity proﬁles suggest,
the ﬂuctuation of ﬂow rate is less pronounced than in experiment.
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Figure 8.16: Stall phase averaged tangential velocity close to guide vane 4 from simulation,
ϕ = 0.032; (compare to ﬁgure 7.22)
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Figure 8.17: Stall phase averaged velocity at cylindrical section at impeller outlet from
numerical simulation at ϕ = 0.032. Top: a,b,c) Radial velocity, Bottom: d,e,f) Circum-
ferential velocity; (compare to ﬁgure 7.23)
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Figure 8.18: Stall phase averaged local ﬂow rate at the impeller outlet section from
numerical simulation at ϕ = 0.032. a) Phase average with standard deviation (compare
to ﬁgure 7.24a), b) Bin count histogram
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Multi-Scale Numerical Modelling
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Chapter 9
Mass Flow Weighted Periodic Inlet
Condition
Despite the ongoing performance increase of computers and more eﬃcient implementa-
tions of parallel computing algorithms, simulations of entire turbomachines using the
transient-rotor-stator approach remains a challenging and time-costly operation. Such
simulations using meshes satisfying strict criteria of mesh independence as established by
[79] can practically not be achieved. The results obtained with the study cases of chapters
8 and 6 show important quantitative disagreement when compared to experimental inves-
tigation results. Even though the stationary approach numerical simulations in chapter
5 have not shown a strong sensibility of the predicted energy-discharge characteristic on
the mesh reﬁnement, the accuracy of time-dependent numerical simulations is expected
to beneﬁt from mesh reﬁnement, enabling the use of advanced turbulence modelling ap-
proaches such as Large Eddy Simulation (LES) and hybrid RANS-LES approaches such
as Detached Eddy Simulation.
In the context of LES and DNS simulations, a common technique to specify inlet
boundary conditions is to use proﬁles that are extracted from the same ﬂow simulation
further downstream in the domain [118]. As this procedure termed ”streamwise periodic
boundary condition” converges, the inlet boundary conditions provide a good represen-
tation of fully developed turbulent ﬂow conditions (e.g. in a channel), without further
modeling assumptions needed to artiﬁcially generate the resolved turbulent structures, as
presented by [88]. A similar technique consists in running a second simulation containing
the upstream domain concurrently or beforehand and to use time-dependent proﬁles from
such a simulation as inlet boundary conditions [87; 31].
The work of O’Kubo et al. [109] has established one-dimensional laws for the instan-
taneous ﬂow rate of an impeller channel, based on its inertial length, showing that this
essential parameter of an impeller channel’s time-dependent behavior is independent of
ﬂow rate. Sano et al. [126; 125] have shown that features of rotating stall in a vaned dif-
fuser can be reproduced to some extent using an actuator disk model for the impeller. In
simulations of hydro-acoustic phenomena in Francis turbines, one-dimensional modeling
of diﬀuser channels and discretization of spiral casings by pipe segments have proven to
reproduce the acoustic phenomena in the spiral casing that are excited by rotor-stator
interaction [106; 121].
While some cases of ﬂow instabilities in centrifugal pump impellers were reported
[47; 115; 114], the case studies investigated in this work, dealing with negative slope of
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the characteristic close to BEP, conﬁrm the hypothesis of sound impeller through ﬂow
as long as the impeller ﬂow is guided by the impeller blades. The complex rotor-stator
interaction takes place in the triangular zone that is open towards the rotor-interface while
the inﬂuence back into the impeller channel is conﬁned to a one-dimensional pressure-
potential inﬂuence that determines the instantaneous operating point of the impeller
channel.
The mass ﬂow weighted periodic inﬂow boundary condition approach consists in dis-
cretizing only one reference impeller channel with a three-dimensional mesh resolving the
Navier-Stokes equation. The time-dependent ﬂow rate repartition among the impeller
channels is determined by a 1-dimensional approach based on linearized partial diﬀeren-
tial equations based on the speciﬁc relative energy level at section 1∗. The velocity proﬁle
extracted from the fully resolved channel is used as a shape function for the velocity
components applied on the remaining channel inﬂow boundary conditions implemented
at section 1∗.
9.1 1D-Impeller Channel Model
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Figure 9.1: One-dimensional impeller channel model. a)Flow modelling diagram,
b)Equivalent electrical scheme
The time-dependent behavior of any one of the impeller channels (index k = 1 → zb)
of a centrifugal pump, see ﬁg. 9.1, is governed by the speciﬁc relative hydraulic energy
balance on a streamline from section 2¯ to 1∗, k in the rotating impeller inertial frame,
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assuming no hydro-acoustic eﬀects.∫ 1∗,k
2¯
∂W
∂t
ds + gHrel1∗,k − gHrel2¯ + gHr2¯÷1∗,k = 0 (9.1)
The viscous losses are modeled to be a quadratic function of the ﬂow rate with a positive
impeller channel ﬂow rate:
gHr2¯÷1∗,k = RbQb|Qb| = RbQ2b,k (9.2)
Assuming at all times, W (s) = Qb/A(s) and deﬁning the impeller channel hydraulic
impedance Lb:
Lb =
∫ 1∗
2¯
1
A(s)
ds (9.3)
Equation (9.1) writes
Lb
dQb,k
dt
+ gHrel1∗,k − gHrel2¯ + RbQb,k2 = 0 (9.4)
The loss term can be further linearized considering only small ﬂuctuations of impeller
channel ﬂow rates around their time average value given by the total pump ﬂow rate
Q/zb, the latter expression being at the same time the arithmetic, spatial, average of the
channel ﬂow rates Qb,k:
gHr2¯÷1∗,k = Rb
(
Q
zb
)2
+ 2Rb
Q
zb
(
Qb,k − Q
zb
)
= 2Rb
Q
zb
Qb,k −Rb
(
Q
zb
)2
(9.5)
Equation (9.4) is of the same type than those governing voltage and current in an
electrical scheme made of an inductance and a variable resistance depending linearly on
the current. The impeller is represented by the equivalent electrical diagram represented
in ﬁgure 9.1b. A comprehensive presentation of the use of such analogy for modelling
of hydroelectric systems is given by [105]. Speciﬁc relative hydraulic energy gHrel1∗,k is
equivalent to voltage uk, ﬂow rate Qb,k is equivalent to current ik:
L
dik
dt
+ uk − u2¯ + Rkik = 0 with Rk = kRik (9.6)
It is assumed that the relative speciﬁc energy gHrel2¯ upstream of the impeller is identical
for all channels, which is justiﬁed by the conﬁguration of an inlet eye common to all
impeller channels of the centrifugal pump. This translates into the common voltage level
u2¯ in the equivalent electrical diagram. According to equation (9.5), small ﬂuctuations of
branch current ik around I/zb are considered and the dependency of the resistance on the
current is resolved by linearization:
L
dik
dt
+ uk − u2¯ + kR
(
I
zb
)2
+ 2kR
I
zb
(
ik − I
zb
)
= 0 (9.7)
Summing up all equations for j  [1 zb] yields:
L
zb∑
j=1
dij
dt︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
+
zb∑
j=1
uj − zbu2¯ + zbkR
(
I
zb
)2
+ 2kR
I
zb
zb∑
j=1
(
ij − I
zb
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
= 0 (9.8)
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Inserting the resulting relation
1
zb
zb∑
j=1
uj = u2¯ − kR
(
I
zb
)2
(9.9)
into equation (9.7) allows to eliminate the unknown voltage u2¯:
L
dik
dt
+ uk − 1
zb
zb∑
j=1
uj + 2kR
I
zb
ik − 2kR
(
I
zb
)2
= 0 (9.10)
Passing back to the hydraulic variables describing the impeller channel behavior yields:
dQb,k
dt
=
1
Lb
(
gHrel1∗,k −
1
zb
zb∑
j=1
gHrel1∗,j
)
+
2RbQ
zbLb
(
Qb,k − Q
zb
)
(9.11)
Declaring the notation Qb and gH
rel
1∗ for the zb-component vectors of channel ﬂow rates
and relative speciﬁc hydraulic energy the equations governing the evolution of impeller
ﬂow are expressed in matrix notation:
d
dt
Qb = βLKgH
rel
1∗ + βrKQb (9.12)
With the parameters
βL =
1
Lb
and βr =
2RbQ
Lbzb
(9.13)
K = I − 1
zb
J, given the identity matrix I, Iij = δij, and the unit matrix J, Jij = 1.
Multiplication with K can be interpreted as an operator centering the zb component’s
values of a vector around their arithmetic average.
Implementation based on pressure and relative ﬂow rate
The ﬁrst implementation of the model and the corresponding parameter identiﬁcation
based on the study case of part III is based on numerical simulation pressure values
p∗1∗,k and relative channel ﬂow rate Q
′
b,k = Qb,k/(Q/zb). Expanding the speciﬁc relative
hydraulic energy gHrel1∗ in equation (9.4) yields
Lb
dQb
dt
+
(
W 2 − U2
2
+
p
ρ
+ gz
)
1∗
− gHrel2¯ + KbQ2b = 0 (9.14)
Assuming that relative velocity scales with ﬂow rate at section 1∗, W1∗ = Qb/A1∗ :
Lb
dQb
dt
+
(−U2
2
+
p
ρ
+ gz
)
1∗
− gHrel2¯ +
(
Kb +
1
2A21∗
)
Q2b = 0 (9.15)
Following the formalism of equations (9.4) to (9.11) with uk =
(
−U2
2
+ p
ρ
+ gz
)
1∗,k
, the
resolution of the equivalent electrical scheme yields:
dQb,k
dt
=
1
Lb
((−U2
2
+
p
ρ
+ gz
)
1∗,k
− 1
zb
zb∑
j=1
(−U2
2
+
p
ρ
+ gz
)
1∗,j
)
+
Q
zbLb
(
2Kb +
1
A21∗
)(
Qb,k − Q
zb
)
(9.16)
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U depends only on geometry, U21∗,k = 1/zb
∑zb
j=1 U
2
1∗,j for any channel k. With the deﬁni-
tion of the numerical simulation pressure coeﬃcient c∗p = (p + ρgz − pref )/(0.5ρU21e) and
the dimensionless relative ﬂow rate Q′b,k, we obtain for every channel:
dQ′b,k
dt
=
zbU
2
1e
2QLb
(
c∗p1∗,k −
1
zb
zb∑
j=1
c∗p1∗,j
)
+
Q
zbLb
(
2Kb +
1
A21∗
)(
Q′b,k − 1
)
(9.17)
and the corresponding matrix form:
d
dt
Q′b = β
∗
p K c
∗
p1∗ + β
∗
q KQ
′
b (9.18)
With the parameters
β∗p =
zbU
2
1e
2QLb
and β∗q =
Q
zbLb
(
2Rb +
1
A21∗
)
(9.19)
9.2 Numerical Implementation
The prototype implementation of the periodic inlet condition into the CFX-5 Solver is
realized by solving equations (9.12) and (9.18) explicitly at the beginning of every time
step using the current values of the last time step for the equation right side terms. Tech-
nically, it is implemented by combining available export functionality and User-Fortran
subroutines to specify the boundary condition proﬁles. Deﬁning the guided part of the
reference impeller channel upstream of 1∗ and the part for the rotor-stator interface region
as separate mesh regions, the ﬂow solution on the interface between the meshes is stored
in cgns-format [2] at the end of every time step. The parallel computing environment
of the CFX-5 solver is based on the master-slave concept with the master node solely
dedicated to do ﬁle I-O operations while the compute nodes receive all information via
interprocess communication (MPI or PVM). This results in the following implementation
steps for the custom boundary condition:
• At the beginning of the run: Read the cgns mesh ﬁle on the master node and
distributing it to all compute nodes
• At each start of time step: Read the variables from the last stored cgns variable
data ﬁle on the master node and distribute it to all compute nodes
• First time boundary data are needed on a certain location for equation assembly:
Compute a local index and coeﬃcient map using a proﬁle preserving interpolation
technique - keep these local maps in memory for a given boundary patch, they are
reused through the entire simulation
• At start of time step: Determine the ﬂow rate repartition for the coming integration
time step by an explicit Euler method, distribute the ﬂow rate repartition to all
compute nodes
• Every time boundary data are needed for equation assembly: Compute proﬁle data
by multiplying the data from the cgns ﬁles at indices indicated in the index map,
multiplying by coeﬃcients from the coeﬃcient map. Each boundary integration
point is obtained by linear combination of up to 4 stored values.
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Time Integration
The terms on the right hand side of equation (9.12) or (9.18) are evaluated at the start
of each time step integration. As a pressure value in the ﬁrst implementation, a single
pressure probe point at one location at the center of section 1∗ is used; the mass ﬂow
weighted average of speciﬁc hydraulic energy is used for the improved implementation of
the double suction pump study case. The values of the channel ﬂow rates for the actual
time step are determined explicitly by a ﬁrst order Euler time integration. To avoid
oscillations of ﬂow rate and pressure values, occurring especially at the beginning of a
simulation with unphysical initial values, the pressure value is staggered by half a time
step, using the average of the last two time step levels 0 and 00. This adds a delay of
Δt/2 to the behavior of the channel ﬂow rate, which is acceptable for the small time steps
required for a suﬃcient rotor stator interface time discretization. Together with a limiter
on the actual ﬂow rate variation per time step, active only on the ﬁrst few time steps of
a simulation, this allowed to stabilize the numerical procedure:
Q′ = Q′0 + Δt
(
1
2
β∗pK
(
c0p + c
00
p
)
+ β∗qKQ
′0
)
(9.20)
To account for accumulated velocity ﬁeld interpolation errors that prove reproducible
from time step to time step, the actual ﬂow rate error is computed at the end of each
time step to determine a common correction factor to all channel ﬂow rates. This could
easily be avoided with access to the boundary condition assemble, but is viable for the
prototype implementation. The procedure converges to correction factors close to one
and proves to keep the sum of relative ﬂow rates stable within∣∣∣∣∣
zb∑
k=1
Q′n+1k − zb
∣∣∣∣∣ < 2.10−4 (9.21)
2D-Interpolation of the Boundary Values
For the interpolation of the boundary values, the procedure presented by Zhao [161] is
adapted from two-dimensional planar grids to two-dimensional grids arbitrarily positioned
in space. The solution of exact polynomial equations which is straightforward for planar
elements is replaced by an iterative point projection on surface elements.
The algorithm treats the mesh nodes Pt of the target mesh sequentially as shown in
ﬁgure 9.2. For each point Pt the elements of the source mesh that Pt can potentially be
projected on are identiﬁed by a simple distance check. With an additional tolerance R
to allow extrapolation at the outer limits of the surface element patch the condition for
eliminating elements is:
|Xc −Xt|2 > ((1 + R)Re)2 , Re = max
{|XC −Xi| ∣∣ i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}} (9.22)
For the identiﬁed elements that are close to the point Pt it is then checked if:
((Xj −Xi)× (Xt −Xi)) · n > 0 (9.23)
for i = [1, 2, 3, 4] and j = [2, 3, 4, 1], until a corresponding element is found. When no
such element is found, extrapolation is required since the target node is slightly outside
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Figure 9.2: 2D-interpolation scheme. a) Fast element rejection criterium, b) Surface
element parametrization
the source surface elements. The elements with the lowest ratio (|PtPi|+ |PtPj|)/(|PiPj|)
is used to extrapolate. Once the element is chosen, dimensionless local coordinates ηt and
ζz are computed by solving the following equation system:
ηttη + ζttζ + ξtn = Xt −XC (9.24)
The procedure is iteratively repeated with new basis vectors computed from iso-parameter
lines inside the element, until a convergence criterium of 10−3 variation of ηt and ζt is met,
which is after 2-4 iteration cycles depending on the orthogonality of the element. The
interpolation rule for any scalar value φ from the 4 nodal values of the source element is:
φt =
4∑
i=1
σiφi
σ1 = 0.25(1− ζ)(1− η)
σ2 = 0.25(1 + ζ)(1− η)
σ3 = 0.25(1 + ζ)(1 + η)
σ4 = 0.25(1− ζ)(1 + η)
(9.25)
Faster schemes for nearest neighbor search (e.g. octree algorithms) and interpolation
are known, but the computational cost of the current implementation has proved to be
negligible compared to the resolution of the Navier-Stokes equations.
9.3 Validation: Rotating Stall in a Pump-Turbine
The mass ﬂow weighted periodic inlet condition approach based on local pressure values
at section 1∗ is validated on the case study of a Francis pump-turbine scale model showing
rotating stall in the numerical simulation including all impeller channels at ϕ = 0.032,
see chapter 8
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9.3.1 Parameter Identiﬁcation
From the simulation including all impeller channels conducted beforehand, all the terms
of equation (9.18) containing the impeller channel parameters β∗p and β
∗
q are available for
a relevant number of simulation time steps. Actually the implementation of the mass ﬂow
weighted periodic inlet condition was undertaken after validation of its applicability by
the following parameter identiﬁcation.
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Figure 9.3: Correlation of pressure at impeller outlet and channel ﬂow rate. a) Pressure
and ﬂow rate ﬂuctuations for two consecutive impeller channels, b) Pressure ﬂuctuation
and channel ﬂow rate variation per time step for impeller channel 1.
Time plots of pressure ﬂuctuation and instantaneous impeller channel ﬂow rate ﬂuc-
tuations, ﬁgure 9.3a, show that pressure and ﬂow rate evolve in the same way for two
consecutive impeller channels. The impeller channel ﬂow rate is delayed in phase by π/2
with respect to the pressure. Tracing the relative impeller channel ﬂow rate time deriva-
tive ΔQ′b,1/Δt versus the pressure ﬂuctuation values c˜p,1∗1 (at pressure sensor P25) reveals
that the full domain simulation corresponds well to the monodimensional impeller model
expressed in equation (9.4), with the pressure term being obviously the dominating over
the resistance term.
A standard linear regression ﬁt method on time domain data is chosen to identify
numerical values of parameters for impeller channel modelling β∗p and β
∗
q of equation (9.18)
from the full domain simulations. The method consists in a least-squares minimization of
the vector  in:
Y = Xβ +  (9.26)
The vector of zb · nts observations or response variable Y, the matrix X of (zb · nts) × 2
regressors and the parameter vector β are deﬁned as follows with i ∈ {1, ..., nts}, k ∈
{1, ..., zb} and l = (k − 1) ∗ nts + i:
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Yl =
ΔQ′ib,k
Δt
=
Q′ib,k −Q′i−1b,k
Δt
(9.27)
Xl,1 = c
i
p,1∗k −
1
zb
zb∑
j=1
cip,1∗j Xl,2 = (Q
′i
b,k − 1)
β =
(
β∗p
β∗q
)
The following values are obtained for the parameters:
β∗p = −167.5s−1 β∗q = −29.30s−1
A rough approximation to the equations (9.19) obtained with an approximate hy-
draulic inductance Lb = leq/Aeq with the following length and cross section and neglecting
the resistance yields:
Aeq = A1∗ = 0.036m× 0.060m leq = 0.300m
β∗p = −151.7s−1 β∗q = −30.86s−1
This conﬁrms a satisfactory agreement of the parameters identiﬁed from a 3-dimensional
simulation with the simpliﬁed underlying assumptions on the ﬂow in the impeller channels.
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Figure 9.4: Identiﬁcation of parameters for monodimensional impeller model a) Correla-
tion of pressure at impeller channel outlet and ﬂow rate variation per time step, b) Flow
rate variation per time step obtained from identiﬁed parameters vs. full domain simulation
ﬂow rate variation, 95% conﬁdence interval as dotted line
Figure 9.4a represents the correlation between the pressure values cip,1∗k and the relative
channel ﬂow rate derivatives ΔQ′ib,k/Δt, conﬁrming that the pressure diﬀerence is the
dominant inﬂuence governing the impeller channel ﬂow rate evolution. Nevertheless,
ﬁgure 9.4b, representing the ﬂow rate derivative obtained by the two-regressor model
with its ﬁtted parameters β∗p and β
∗
q versus the original observations retrieved from the
simulation shows that including the ﬂow rate as a parameter improves the correlation.
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Figure 9.5: Pressure on sensors S59 to S78 at section o2; mass ﬂow weighted periodic
inlet conditions; (compare to ﬁgure 8.6)
9.3.2 Comparison to Full Domain Simulation
The simulation is performed at the same constant global ﬂow rate and using the same
mesh and numerical settings as the full domain simulation. As an initial solution, the
variable ﬁelds from the full domain simulation are interpolated on the reduced domain
grid.
Validation of Flow Distribution in the Diﬀusor
Due to the decreased problem size and possibly to a more regular repartition of the
rotor-stator interface amongst the partitions, the numerical simulations using the periodic
inlet boundary condition are computationally more eﬃcient. A simulation of 40 impeller
revolutions was conducted in 30 days using 8 processor cores divided over 2 compute
nodes equipped with 6GB of memory each.
The global ﬂow distribution and the pressure ﬂuctuation level at the sensors close to
the rotor-stator interface is well reproduced when compared to the full domain simulation,
ﬁgures 8.6 and 8.10a. Figure 9.5 shows the pressure ﬂuctuations on sensor locations S59
to S78. The rotating stall mode with ks = 4 shows up in a more repeatable manner
than in the shorter duration full simulation. Figure 9.6 represents the evolution of the
diﬀuser channel ﬂow rates over 30 revolutions. The ﬂow rates of groups of 4 channels,
located at 90˚ from each other, are nearly in phase. The range of diﬀuser channel ﬂow
rate ﬂuctuations agrees reasonably with the one observed in the full domain simulations.
Together with the increased regularity, the peak-to-peak range of those ﬂuctuations is
about 10% higher than in the full simulation.
The autocovariance functions of all pressure sensor signals is nearly identical, indicat-
ing a time lag of 8.6 to 8.8 impeller revolutions corresponding to 1/4 revolution of the
stall wave, leading to a revolution rate of ωS = 0.028ω. The pressure evolution along a
diﬀuser channel and the pressure power spectra are given in ﬁgure 9.7 and compare well
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Figure 9.6: Diﬀuser channel ﬂow rate distribution, mass ﬂow weighted periodic inlet
conditions. a) Diﬀuser channel ﬂow rates, b) Autocovariance for rotation rate estimation
(compare with ﬁgures 8.10 and 8.11)
with the results of the full simulation.
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Figure 9.7: Pressure evolution in diﬀuser channel 3 and power spectra estimate at sensor
S61, (compare with ﬁgures 7.13 and 8.7).
Impeller Flow Rate Fluctuations
The impeller channel parameters have been identiﬁed in order to best match the ﬂuctu-
ations of impeller channel ﬂow rate. This is veriﬁed by the comparison of evolution of
the impeller channel ﬂow rate represented in ﬁgure 9.8. The peak-to-peak range of the
ﬂuctuations compares well. The fact that the established stall pattern is more regular
and that the pressure ﬂuctuation range is slightly higher is consistent with the slightly
higher peak-to-peak amplitudes of the impeller channel ﬂow rate ﬂuctuations obtained
when using the periodic inlet boundary conditions.
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Figure 9.8: Impeller ﬂow rate evolution over 10 impeller revolutions. a) Complete CFD
simulations, b) CFD simulation using mass ﬂow weighted periodic inlet conditions.
9.3.3 Validation of the Velocity Proﬁle Scaling Procedure
A second important validation step is to justify the choice of scaling the velocity proﬁles
linearly from the proﬁle presently obtained from the reference channel. To this eﬀect,
velocity proﬁles at section 1∗ are extracted from the full domain simulation at stall con-
ditions, where channel ﬂow rate ﬂuctuations are the highest. The impeller channel ﬂow
rates are ﬂuctuating between 94% and 104% of its mean values. The same approach as
the one used by the periodic inlet boundary condition is applied at every simulation time
step with the results of the full simulation. Velocity proﬁles for channels k = 2..zb are
interpolated from the reference channel k = 1 by scaling with the ﬂow rate ratio Qb,k/Qb,1.
Figure 9.9 compares the proﬁles of normal velocity on section 1∗ obtained from full domain
simulations at the maximum value of channel ﬂow rate and the corresponding minimum.
In this worst case situation for the linear scaling approach, minimum channel ﬂow rate
being considered as the reference, the ﬁgure shows that the overall velocity distributions
correspond well. A closer analysis of the local scaling factor Wn,k/Wn,1, 9.9c shows that
the velocity proﬁles do in fact not scale linearly with the instantaneous ﬂow rate. The
error between the proﬁles extracted at high ﬂow rate from the full domain simulation and
the one scaled from a minimum ﬂow rate proﬁle is of the order of the ﬂow rate diﬀerence
itself. Compared to the peak normal velocity in the section, the velocity error in the proﬁle
is up to 4%, but in zones of low normal velocity, the local relative error is higher. The
reason for the relatively large diﬀerence of the ﬂuctuations predicted by linear scaling and
the one extracted from the full domain simulation lies in the highly nonuniform velocity
ﬁeld at section 1∗. Possible improvements of the determination of the velocity proﬁles
applied to the inlet conditions are discussed in chapter 9.5.
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Figure 9.9: Validation of normal velocity scaling procedure: Example of direct scaling.
a) Normal relative velocity at reference section 1∗, 1, b) Normal relative velocity at section
1∗, 3, c) Local velocity ratio, d) Error with ﬂow rate ratio scaling.
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9.4 Validation: Flow Rate Imbalance in a Double
Suction Pump
In a double suction pump, the use of the mass ﬂow weighted periodic inlet condition seems
particularly beneﬁcial as the number of impeller channels is twice as high than in a normal
pump with the same hydraulic impeller design. Furthermore, the ﬂow patterns obtained
in part load for the full simulation revealed to be a particularly challenging study case for
this approach.
Validation of Velocity Proﬁles at Section 1∗ from Full Simulation
The asymmetrical velocity proﬁles at the rotor-stator interface suggest that the full simu-
lation results must be evaluated to determine the degree to which this asymmetry aﬀects
the velocity proﬁle at the section 1∗.
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Figure 9.10: Asymmetrical ﬂow conﬁgurations characterized by equal relative impeller
side ﬂow rates
Time-averaged proﬁles on the reference plane section 1∗ and four further downstream
are extracted from two diﬀerent simulations showing asymmetrical ﬂow, characterized by
the same time averaged impeller side ﬂow rate, as shown in ﬁgure 9.10. As qualitatively
shown in the radial velocity proﬁle graph on ﬁgure 9.11 and discussed for the conditions
U and S, the averaged proﬁles on the rotor stator interface are far from being symmetric
under these conditions. The evolution of the radial velocity component along the ﬁve
planes shows that the diﬀerence can mainly be attributed to the ﬂow on the last two
planes while the ﬂow on the ﬁrst plane, corresponding to section 1∗ is suﬃciently close
to symmetrical. The formation of the secondary ﬂow vortices sketched in ﬁgure 9.11 is
coherent with the asymmetric pressure ﬁeld in the diﬀuser that comes along with the
ﬂow separation. The fact that the diﬀerences in the radial component in section 1∗ are
negligible compared to the changes that the ﬂow undergoes in the triangular zone after
the trailing edge supports the use of the periodic inlet conditions even for this case of
highly asymmetrical ﬂow in the rotor-stator interface region.
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Figure 9.11: Radial velocity contours along 5 planes in proximity of the rotor-stator
interface
Model Implementation and Parameter Identiﬁcation
The periodic inlet conditions are applied using the same meshes that were used for the
entire simulation. The size of the meshes in the rotating domain is reduced from 790′000
nodes to 308′000 nodes. The direct scaling of velocity proﬁle from the reference channel
by ﬂow rate ratio is implemented. This is particularly critical since the time-average of the
proﬁles on both impeller sides is expected to be diﬀerent when the ﬂow rate disequilibrium
is established.
Numerical stability of the explicit scheme used to determine the ﬂow rate repartition
at the beginning of every time step is more diﬃcult to obtain than in the pump-turbine
study case, due to the smaller radial gap in the rotor-stator interface region. This con-
strains the simulation time steps to small values for the ﬁrst blade passage simulated
after interpolation of initial values, it is divided by 8 compared to the full simulation. For
the remainder of the simulation a time step corresponding to 1/840 impeller revolution is
used, which is half as large as the one used in the full model simulation. This time step
limitation can certainly be overcome by an improved implementation using an implicit
coupling or correction of the energy-ﬂow rate relation along the internal coeﬃcient loops
within a time step.
For the identiﬁcation of the parameter values, it is shown with this validation that no
simulation of the full domain is necessary beforehand to identify the parameter values.
Approximative values for the one-dimensional model’s parameters are determined using
geometrical properties of an average streamline according to equations (9.13): The ap-
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Figure 9.12: Parameter identiﬁcation from preliminary simulation using estimated param-
eter values. a) Flow rate variation per time unit: 1D-model vs. CFD Simulation of refer-
ence channel, b)Fluctuations of relative hydraulic energy at 2¯ with estimated (tfn < 1.0)
and identiﬁed parameters (tfn > 1.0) compared to full simulation.
proximative values are used to start the simulations with. Data on the sections of the
reference channel k = 1 and the reference channel upstream energy gHrel2¯ are retrieved
and used to determine more accurate parameter values from this simulation with equation
(9.4) reformulated to contain βL and βr.
dQb,k
dt
= βL
(
gHrel2¯ − gHrel1∗,k
)
+ βr
(
zb
2Q
Qb,k
2
)
(9.28)
The parameter identiﬁcation procedure by linear regression ﬁt is left aside the solver
according to the current practice of executing time-dependent turbomachinery simulations
by time intervals of limited length, typically one impeller revolution per run.
The result of the linear regression procedure is assessed by comparing the ﬂow rate
variation per time unit predicted by the model versus the one used in the CFD simulation
with the preliminary parameters, see ﬁgure 9.12a. This comparison, as well as equation
(9.28) involves the values of section 2¯. When using the model, equation (9.11) is used,
that relies exclusively on values from the sections 1∗k. Though the estimated parameters
are considered insuﬃciently precise to serve for the deﬁnitive simulation setup, they lead
to ﬂow rate ﬂuctuations of the reference channel that are suﬃciently representative of
the behavior in the ﬁnal simulation and since that are a relevant basis for the improved
parameter identiﬁcation. The increased accuracy of representation achieved with the
identiﬁed parameters is conﬁrmed by a comparison of the ﬂuctuation of relative speciﬁc
hydraulic energy at 2¯. The ﬂuctuation amplitude predicted with the identiﬁed parameters
is in reasonable agreement with the full model when using the identiﬁed parameters while
too high ﬂuctuation amplitude were predicted using the estimated parameters.
Comparison to Full Simulation Results
Figure 9.13 shows the evolution of ﬂow rate repartition between the impeller sides for
simulations using the mass ﬂow weighted periodic inlet conditions. The bifurcation to the
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Figure 9.13: Evolution of the ﬂow rates of both impeller sides: Comparison of periodic
scaled inlet conditions vs. full simulation domain.
asymmetrical state occurs at lower ﬂow rates and the hysteresis is less pronounced. At
80% BEP ﬂow rate the full domain simulation exhibits two diﬀerent, stable ﬂow patterns
depending on increase versus of ﬂow rate. In contrast, the simulation using the scaled
inlet conditions predicts a symmetric repartition of ﬂow rates in any case. It is interesting
to note that the reference channel chosen is located on impeller side B. By the scaling
procedure based on the instantaneous reference channel proﬁle a substantial error is made
as the overall range of instantaneous channel ﬂow rate diﬀerences sum up to 20% of the
average ﬂow rate, 10% due to the time-averaged diﬀerence of both impeller sides and ±5%
of time-dependent ﬂuctuations due to the variable energy level caused by alternate stall.
Though the approach can reproduce the bifurcation to uneven ﬂow rate repartition, there
are serious quantitative errors caused by the velocity scaling procedure.
As for the full model, a stationary alternate pattern of stalled and unstalled diﬀuser
channel is predicted from simulation at ﬂow rates higher than 80% BEP, as represented
in ﬁgure 9.4 as compared to ﬁgure 6.4. As for the pump-turbine study case presented in
chapter 8, the circumferential distribution of diﬀuser channel ﬂow rates pattern tends to
be more pronounced and regular for the mass ﬂow weighted periodic inlet conditions than
with the full simulation domain.
The pressure ﬂuctuations at the probe location on section 2, see ﬁgure 6.2, obtained
using the mass ﬂow weighted periodic inlet conditions are compared to those predicted
by the full simulation in ﬁgure 9.15. As can be expected due to the more pronounced
alternate stall of diﬀuser channels the dotted plot lines of the individual diﬀuser channels
show a clearer distinction in groups of high and low diﬀuser channel ﬂow rate with the
mass ﬂow weighted periodic inlet conditions than with the full simulation domain.
The overall pressure ﬂuctuation range and waveform that reﬂects the staggered ar-
rangement of the impeller blades are well reproduced, making the scaled inlet periodic
condition approach a suitable tool to estimate pressure ﬂuctuations in the complex situa-
tion of a double sided staggered impeller with staggered blades with a reduced computa-
tional eﬀort. When using the approach of separate simulations for the reference impeller
channel and the rotor-stator interface and diﬀuser domain (see chapter 9.5), modiﬁca-
tions on the diﬀuser could be evaluated at lower cost based on the same impeller channel
outﬂow characteristics.
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Figure 9.14: Circumferential distribution of diﬀuser channel ﬂow rates at 80% BEP ﬂow
rate. a) Instantaneous circumferential distribution, b) Time evolution of all channels;
(compare to ﬁgure 6.4)
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Figure 9.15: Blade-passage phase averaged pressure coeﬃcient at points p2 v,k, Q
∗ = 0.80,
symmetrical ﬂow; individual values for each diﬀuser channel (dotted) and average of all
channels (solid). a) Full CFD simulation, side A, b) Mass ﬂow weighted periodic inlet
conditions, side A, c) Full CFD simulation, side B, d) Mass ﬂow weighted periodic inlet
conditions, side A
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9.5 Further Developments of the Periodic Inlet Con-
dition Approach
9.5.1 Alternative Velocity Proﬁle Scaling Procedures
Though the model implementation using the instantaneous proﬁle from the reference
section yields satisfactory results, several alternative procedures are brieﬂy presented here,
since for the case of the pump turbine with rotating stall the comparison of velocity proﬁles
from the full simulation versus the ones obtained by simple scaling revealed signiﬁcant
diﬀerences.
The normal velocity component Wn as the one carrying the mass ﬂow and most of
the momentum through the section is considered. As an integral error indicator, the area
weighted L2-norm of the normal velocity diﬀerences between the model and the full CFD
solution is used, based on a proposal of Roache [120] for solution diﬀerences over diﬀerent
control volume discretizations. With the control surface areas a1∗,i of the section 1∗:
‖ΔWn‖A1∗,Model =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
∑
i
a1∗,i(Wn,Model −Wn,CFD)2i
U21e
∑
i
a1∗,i
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠
1/2
(9.29)
A simple alternative to the scaling from the instantaneous proﬁle of the reference
channel is to use a time-average proﬁle Wn,b,1(x, y, z) obtained by averaging nts time steps
of a given time period as a base proﬁle for scaling.
Wn,b,1(x, y, z) =
1
nts
nts∑
j=1
(Wn,CFD,b,1(x, y, z))j (9.30)
Wn,ScaleMean,b,k(x, y, z, t) =
Qb,k(t)
Q/zb
Wn,b,1(x, y, z) (9.31)
The relative errors are reduced in amplitude by a factor 0.5, while the qualitative
repartition of errors remains the same as for the instantaneous approach. Both versions
of velocity scaling, from instantaneous or from time average values, result in velocity
ﬂuctuations that are opposite to a simple consideration based on the time-dependent
Bernoulli equation applied to diﬀerent streamlines. A better though still simple approach
is to add a constant normal velocity all over the surface in order to obtain the desired
instantaneous ﬂow rate:
Wn,AddConst,b,k(x, y, z, t) = Wn,b,0(x, y, z) +
Qb,k(t)−Q/zb
A1∗
(9.32)
This procedure decreases the error to about 30% of the original instantaneous scaling,
which is an improvement, though not convincing.
The next step in complexity is to assume a locally variable ﬂow rate scaling factor that
is multiplied by the global ﬂow rate ratio. This is equivalent to having a diﬀerent local
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Figure 9.16: Normal velocity proﬁle linear regression ﬁt: Model versus data from complete
simulation at selected points. a) Point E, b) Point F
impedance factor for every boundary control surface element. The normal velocity proﬁles
at section 1∗ of all impeller channels of the entire machine simulation are considered. For
every nodal value on the surface, a local velocity scaling factor is determined using a linear
regression ﬁt for the normal velocity with the instantaneous channel ﬂow rate ﬂuctuation
and its derivative as independent variables:
Wn,RLin,b,k(x, y, z, t) = Wn,b,0(x, y, z)+γQ(x, y, z)
Qb,k −Q/zb
A1∗
+γdQ(x, y, z)
dQb,k
dt
(9.33)
Examples of the best and worst local regression ﬁts of the normal velocity modeled,
Wn,RLin with reference to the velocity extracted from the full domain simulation Wn,CFD
is shown in ﬁgure 9.16 for the Points E and F, which present the highest resp. lowest
standard deviation of the modeled versus full simulation values.
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Figure 9.17: Local parameters for normal velocity proﬁle model obtained by linear regres-
sion ﬁt
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The local model parameters γQ and γdQ are depicted in ﬁgure 9.17. The dominating
independent variable is the channel ﬂow rate, while the correction added by the derivative
improves the prediction to a minor degree. The proﬁle of the ﬂow rate parameter γQ
can be qualiﬁed as being inversely proportional to the mean velocity distribution, which
corroborates the point that the straightforward choice of scaling velocity proﬁles is not
the best.
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Figure 9.18: Local repartition of normal velocity diﬀerences. a) Maximum L2-Norm,
b) Improved L2-Norm
The application of this local model thus reduces the error on large parts of the surface
when compared with the simpler approaches. Figure 9.18 shows the error repartition for
the time step and passage where the highest and lowest standard deviation of normal
velocity values are assessed. In the case with the highest deviation, the model behaves
only slightly better than the simpler approaches. But for the majority of time steps and
passages, the qualitative behavior is like the one depicted in ﬁgure 9.18 b, with a small
region of higher deviation in the high normal velocity ”jet” zone close to the blade suction
side. The transition from the two high velocity spots near hub and shroud to the low
velocity central channel part does not correspond well to the model assumptions. For the
rest of the section surface, the use of this model reduces the error substantially.
Figure 9.19 shows histograms of the area weighted standard deviation for normal ve-
locity values (corresponding to the L2-norm of the volume ﬂux for this particular variable)
evaluated for all channels and every 10th of 360 time steps of a revolution. The statistical
distribution of this error is compared for the simple scaling model, 9.19a, the addition
of a constant normal velocity to the mean value, 9.19b, and for the linear regression ﬁt
approach, 9.19c. The proposed procedure introducing two additional, locally variable pa-
rameters can signiﬁcantly improve the modelling of the upstream channels. It can simply
be built on top of the original modelling of the channel by a streamline equation. More
sophisticated models, using more elaborate parameter identiﬁcation techniques can be
considered to improve the procedure. They can principally act and be based on integral
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Figure 9.19: Histograms of L2-norm error estimator of diﬀerent modeling approaches for
normal velocity. a) Scaling from instantaneous proﬁle b) Adding a constant value from
mean proﬁle c) Model with locally variable coeﬃcients ﬁtted to full simulation data
and local values. Besides instantaneous values they could take into account time history
or derived quantities such as an analytic phase.
9.5.2 Assessment of a Simpliﬁed Model
In cases such as the pump-turbine presented in chapter 7 with a large radial gap between
impeller blade trailing edges and diﬀuser blade leading edges, one may ask if the ﬂuctua-
tion of impeller channel ﬂow rates of about ±4% has a relevant inﬂuence on the presence
and the circumferential propagation mechanism of the stall cells and on the pressure ﬂuc-
tuation amplitudes in the rotor-stator interaction zone. The large radial gap region allows
a mixing of the ﬂow exiting the diﬀerent impeller channels before entering into the guide
vanes. The ability of the implemented model to let the impeller channel ﬂow rates evolve
as a function of the upstream pressure level is suppressed by multiplying the channel
parameters β∗p by 10
−2 and β∗q by 10
2 for a short transition phase. Finally the relative
channel ﬂow rates are ﬁxed to 1. Finally, in the simpliﬁed model the ﬂow proﬁle from the
reference channel is simply copied to the remaining 8 inlet locations.
This ﬁxed relative ﬂow rate simulation on 6 revolutions is compared to the ongoing
simulation using the variable ﬂow rate model. The pressure evolution along one channel,
see ﬁgure 9.20 remains similar, though not identical. The peak-to-peak amplitude at
blade passing frequency on pressure sensor location S61 becomes slightly higher in the
decreasing pressure phase. The ﬂuctuations in the guide vane throat, sensor S55, around
the pressure minimum are less pronounced with the simpliﬁed ﬁxed ﬂow rate model. The
overall progression of the stall pattern persists, as seen in the continuous diﬀuser channel
ﬂow rate evolution represented in ﬁgure 9.21.
Given the considerable overall quantitative disagreement of the numerical model with
the experiment, the inﬂuence of the variable ﬂow rate in the impeller channels is of
secondary importance for this study case.
A comparison of pressure at section 2¯ obtained for the double suction pump study
case, compare ﬁgure 9.15, using the variable ﬂow rate model versus ﬁxed ﬂow rates is
represented in ﬁgure 9.22. Even in this case of small radial gap between the impeller
channels and the diﬀuser blade leading edge the variable ﬂow impeller channel ﬂow rates
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Figure 9.20: Pressure evolution. a) Mass ﬂow weighted periodic inlet condition using
variable ﬂow rates, b) Periodic inlet condition switching to ﬁxed ﬂow rates
have only a slight inﬂuence. The impeller channel ﬂow rate ﬂuctuation of the order of
magnitude of ±4% does not impact much on the pressure evolution at the diﬀuser channel
inlet. Recalling the electrical analogy presented in ﬁgure 9.1 one can conclude that the
impeller channels are characterized by a high impedance compared to the behavior of
the alternate stall cells governing the upstream pressure level. In the local frame, the
attenuation of pressure ﬂuctuations due to the ﬁnite impedance of the impeller channel
ﬂow is barely detectable on the average of all pressure probes. From the phase average of
individual probes it can be seen that the maxima caused by the individual blade passages
are more pronounced for the simulation using the ﬁxed ﬂow rates. Still, it is conﬁrmed that
the simpliﬁed approach using ﬁxed ﬂow rates yields valuable results for the blade passage
phase averaged pressure ﬂuctuations. But the simpliﬁed approach cannot reproduce the
uneven repartition of ﬂow rate between impeller sides.
9.5.3 External Implementation of Impeller Channel Modelling
Satisfying results are obtained using the mass ﬂow weighted periodic inlet conditions
implemented in the ﬂow solver, regrouping the reference impeller channel resolved by
the Navier-Stokes equation in the same simulation than rotor-stator interface region and
diﬀuser domain. An approach separating the determination of the impeller channel exit
proﬁles is appealing due to the following advantages:
• Further size reduction of the main simulation (rotor-stator interface and diﬀuser)
domain and possible improvements of parallel scalability. Partitioning approaches
driven by an equilibrated repartition of the rotor-stator-interface control volumes
are easier to handle without the reference impeller channel.
• Fully deterministic rules for the impeller channel behavior seem to converge faster
towards pronounced patterns of alternate and rotating stall. This is a limitation
of the model in one sense, but is also a way to focus the analysis on the inﬂuence
of diﬀuser design suppressing some of the additional degrees of freedom introduced
by the full impeller model. Modiﬁcations of impeller side stagger or even on design
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Figure 9.21: Evolution of the ﬂow distribution in the diﬀuser when switching from variable
to ﬁxed impeller channel ﬂow rates
details at the impeller outlet can be covered by this approach if the section 1∗ is
chosen at a reasonable distance upstream of the impeller blade trailing edge.
• When relevant diﬀerences in instantaneous impeller channel ﬂow rate occur, the
instantaneous reference impeller channel ﬂow rate is not of much value to determine
the ﬂow proﬁles for the remaining inlet conditions, as seen in the double suction
pump case study. An improved procedure to generate proﬁles to determine the
inlet condition proﬁles as proposed in 9.5.1 is easier to implement separately from
the core CFD solver as the parameter identiﬁcation can take advantage of large
databases acquired from several independent simulations.
Figure 9.23b schematically represents such an approach compared to the implemented
prototype 9.23a. A main issue emerges from the formulation of a suitable, numerically
stable outlet condition that would ideally not require an expensive rotor-stator interface
technique while providing a suﬃciently accurate model to generate the pressure potential
inﬂuence acting upstream of the diﬀuser blades.
A second question arises from the inlet ﬂow rate boundary which must be imposed
to allow identiﬁcation of the relevant parameters determining the velocity proﬁles at
1∗. An approach using the combined simulation domain to provide the external proﬁle
database and parameter identiﬁcation tool with ”learning” datasets seems an appropriate
solution to these problems. The procedure applied during this ”learning” phase of the
modeling tool is represented in ﬁgure 9.23c. Compared to the implemented procedure,
ﬁgure 9.23a, this could beneﬁt from a highly reﬁned mesh in the impeller channel and the
relevant downstream rotating domain part together with a coarser mesh in the diﬀuser.
Once the model for the velocity proﬁles is built, the reduced domain of ﬁgure 9.23b with
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Figure 9.22: Blade-passage phase averaged pressure coeﬃcient at points p2 vi, Q
∗ = 0.80,
symmetrical ﬂow; individual values for each diﬀuser channel (dotted) and average of all
channels (solid). a) Model with ﬁxed channel ﬂow rates, side A, b) Model with variable
ﬂow rate, side A, c) Model with ﬁxed ﬂow rates, side B, d) Model with variable ﬂow rate,
side B
a ﬁne mesh can be used. The external tool providing boundary conditions could be
coupled to the CFD solver by interprocess communication via TCP-IP as is successfully
done for monodimensional simulation tools providing boundary conditions for 3D-CFD
simulations. This method can be compared to the current practice to split simulation
domains and transfer velocity proﬁles used in steady simulation approaches, transferring
however a more sophisticated parametric model instead of a simple proﬁle.
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Figure 9.23: Diﬀerent approaches and software architectures for impeller channel mod-
elling. a) Custom boundary condition in CFD solver as implemented, b) External proﬁle
database and modelling tool, c) Learning phase with complete diﬀuser domain coarsely
meshed
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Conclusions
The present work is a contribution to the physical analysis and numerical simulation
methodology of part load ﬂow in radial centrifugal pumps. Three diﬀerent case studies
are analyzed and show diﬀerent ﬂow phenomena occurring in radial centrifugal pumps
and pump-turbines with positive slope on the energy-discharge characteristic.
Steady state simulations assuming periodicity of the diﬀerent blade channels show how a
sudden change of ﬂow topology in the diﬀuser at decreasing ﬂow rates induces increased
viscous losses, impinging severely on the energy coeﬃcient of the pump-turbine.
A numerical study on a double suction pump shows ﬂow separation in separate diﬀuser
channels in form of stationary or rotating stall. Furthermore, an imbalance of ﬂow rates
between both impeller sides is found for discharge conditions below 80% of BEP ﬂow rate.
This is caused by a symmetry-breaking ﬂow separation on one of the diﬀuser side walls
that is manifest through an asymmetric pressure distribution leading to diﬀerent pressure
levels upstream of both impeller sides. A hysteresis between the onset of the imbalance
at decreasing ﬂow rates and the return to balanced ﬂow rates at increasing ﬂow rates is
found. The sparse available experimental data do not allow to conﬁrm this interesting
hypothesis found from the numerical simulation, but the decrease of the energy coeﬃcient
related to the occurrence of the ﬂow imbalance corresponds well to a segment of positive
slope in the measured energy-discharge characteristic. As for the pump-turbine study
case, the critical ﬂow rate where the positive slope in the characteristic curve is predicted
does not correspond well to the one found by measurement.
Since no suﬃciently detailed experimental ﬂow surveys are available to validate the com-
plex three-dimensional ﬂow found with the two ﬁrst study case numerical simulations,
complementary numerical and experimental investigations on the part-load ﬂow in a Fran-
cis pump-turbine scale model are carried out. Experimental ﬂow surveys obtained from
simultaneous transient pressure measurements with non-intrusive optical velocity mea-
surements (laser-Doppler-velocimetry, LDV) are compared to the results obtained from
time-dependent numerical simulation based on unsteady RANS turbulence modelling.
The experimental study shows the occurrence of rotating stall over a large range of part
load operating conditions from 40% to 85% of BEP ﬂow rate. The dependency of the
number of stall cells and of its rotation velocity of the ﬂow rate is evidenced by 2D
DFT analysis of transient pressure measurements. The simultaneous LDV and transient
pressure measurements are implemented for operating conditions where rotating stall with
4 stall cells rotating at 0.021ω occurs. A stall phase based on pressure measurements is
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deﬁned and velocity ﬁelds on two-dimensional sections of interest are reconstructed from
the point-wise LDV measurements by phase averaging with respect to this stall phase.
The results of this analysis show the evolution of ﬂow separation in a diﬀuser channel
along the passage of the stall cell. It was found that the ﬂow separation zone originating
from the guide vane trailing edge grows until reverse ﬂow extends over the upper third of
the guide vane throat section. By integration of the normal velocity ﬁeld over the guide
vane throat the instantaneous diﬀuser channel ﬂow rate is found to ﬂuctuate in a range
from 40% to 140% of the average channel ﬂow rate Q/zv.
Qualitatively similar ﬂow with an occurrence of stall with 4 stall cells, including the
evolution of ﬂow separation during a stall cell passage, is found with time-dependent
numerical simulation using RANS turbulence modelling, but at a sensibly higher ﬂow
rate than in experiment. The computational cost of the time-dependent simulation is
considerable due to the sizes of the simulation meshes (4.5 · 106 nodes) and to the long
simulation times needed to capture low frequency phenomena such as rotating stall: More
than 20 impeller revolutions were simulated for each considered operating point.
In consideration of this fact, comprehensive studies on the inﬂuence of additional param-
eters, such as a comparison of diﬀerent varieties of RANS turbulence models, turn out
to be impractical with the current simulation approaches. The relevant reﬁnement of
the simulation meshes that is necessary to take advantage of advanced numerical mod-
elling such as LES or DES remains a major challenge to the implementation of eﬃcient
numerical tools.
The lack of quantitative accuracy of such time dependent simulations can be attributed to
the high numerical diﬀusion, as evidenced by the preliminary numerical case studies, and
to the inability of common RANS turbulence models to predict the time-evolution of ﬂow
separation correctly. Given the complex interaction of the occurrence of ﬂow separation
with the time constants impressed by the inertia of the ﬂow in the diﬀuser channels, the
accurate prediction of the time-dependent separated ﬂow in such a diﬀuser remains a
major challenge for numerical simulation methods.
In consideration of the encouraging qualitative results of the numerical simulation together
with the quantitative discrepancies, a novel modelling approach is developed. It is based
on the assumption of sound ﬂow in the impeller channels, replacing the major part of the
impeller channel computing domain by a one-dimensional modelling approach. So, the
computational cost for a given simulation can be signiﬁcantly reduced, or a better spatial
resolution of the relevant rotor-stator interface and diﬀuser regions can be achieved under
given computational cost constraints.
The prototype implementation of the approach into a commercial ﬁnite volume solver
consists in a custom inlet boundary condition, best described as a mass ﬂow weighted
periodic inlet condition. It is validated for the challenging cases of a pump turbine with
rotating stall and a double suction pump with an imbalance of impeller side ﬂow rates.
For the rotating stall case, an excellent agreement with the results of the full simulation is
found. For the double suction pump case, the hysteresis of ﬂow rate imbalance can not be
exactly reproduced, but possible improvements of the models are proposed to better take
into account the diﬀerence of average impeller channel ﬂow rates between one impeller
side and the other.
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Perspectives
The time-dependent numerical simulation method based on a ﬁnite-volume discretization
of the RANS-equations has proven its ability to predict complex ﬂow phenomena in cen-
trifugal pumps and pump-turbines. Diﬀuser ﬂow separation, the resulting rotating stall
and a plausible impeller side ﬂow rate imbalance in a double suction conﬁguration are pre-
dicted qualitatively. In consideration of the quantitative disagreement with experiments,
improvements in accuracy of the numerical methods are required to qualify numerical
simulation as a reliable tool to predict part-load behavior of centrifugal pumps for design
purposes:
Enhanced Turbulence Modelling: The Reynolds-averaged approach determining the
Reynolds stresses with a two-equation turbulence model is the best feasible simu-
lation approach within the limit of today’s computational resources. With further
advances in high performance computing together with algorithmic improvements
leveraging the potential of massively parallel computing environments, advanced nu-
merical methods requiring higher spatial and temporal resolution will come within
reach in the next decade. Large Eddy Simulation (LES) and hybrid approaches such
as Detached Eddy Simulation (DES) are likely to enhance the accuracy of numeri-
cal simulation for turbomachinery applications when compared to time-dependent
RANS approaches. However, a thorough validation of such models on simpler, but
relevant study cases is mandatory before application to entire turbomachine conﬁg-
urations. Relevant study cases are oscillating hydrofoils or branched diﬀusers, where
time dependent inlet conditions or time-varying geometry triggers ﬂow separation.
Study cases where ﬂow separation triggered by a simple blade-wake interaction come
even closer to the real ﬂow situation in turbomachines. The capability of accurate
prediction of the onset of ﬂow separation and of the subsequent evolution of the
ﬂow ﬁeld in such study cases qualiﬁes a modelling approach for the prediction of
part-load ﬂow in centrifugal pumps.
Numerical Procedure: Numerical simulation with the usual upwind-based discretiza-
tion schemes for ﬁnite volumes in complex geometry suﬀers from numerical diﬀusion,
manifest in an imbalance of the modeled viscous dissipation versus energy ﬂuxes
through the control volume boundaries. While in steady state or time-dependent
RANS-based computations, these errors tend to cancel out with the diﬀusion in-
troduced by the turbulence model, the conservation of kinetic energy is essential in
methods resolving the large turbulent scales. Alternative numerical methods and
discretization schemes conserving kinetic energy better, such as centered schemes
in ﬁnite volume methods, are more demanding in terms of the quality of the vol-
ume mesh and limit the time discretization step size due to their reduced numerical
stability. These additional constraints constitute a challenge for the application of
advanced numerical methods with high Reynolds number ﬂows in complex geome-
tries such as turbomachines. Improvements in numerical methods alleviating some
of the constraints are highly desirable.
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Toward Multi-Scale Modelling
The mass ﬂow weighted periodic inlet condition developed and validated in this work
allows discarding a relevant part of the 3-dimensional simulation domain of the impeller.
This considerable economy of computing resources permits the use of relevantly reﬁned
meshes. Especially, the increase in computational cost when reﬁning the reference impeller
channel mesh is not multiplied by the number of impeller channels. This brings the use of
turbulence models resolving the large turbulent scales in time-dependent simulation into
reach. However, some improvements and extensions to the current implementation are
desirable to further increase its beneﬁts.
An implementation of the boundary condition as an external tool with a well deﬁned
interface makes it possible: (i) to use this tool with diﬀerent ﬂow solvers, (ii) to build a
complex tool keeping track of ﬂow proﬁles obtained from the ensemble of realized numer-
ical simulations and use this as a basis for an improved modelling, (iii) to include other
existing tools implementing additional physical modelling such as variable rotational ve-
locity and ﬂuctuating net mass ﬂow due to hydro-acoustic eﬀects. A successful coupling
implementation of a commercial ﬂow solver with a 1-dimensional hydro-acoustic simula-
tion software by interprocess communication as well as the approaches currently used for
ﬂuid-structure-interaction can serve as an implementation model for a tool that generates
space- and time-dependent boundary conditions.
The use of this approach with methods resolving the large turbulent scales adds a level
of complexity to the generation of inlet boundary conditions depending on space and
time, since the relevant turbulent structures have to be imposed in a physically coherent
manner by the inlet boundary condition. The most appealing implementation is a tool
regrouping the functionality of post-processing and analysis of former simulations with
the capability to generate physically realistic inlet conditions as a function of quantities
extracted from the concurrent numerical simulation.
The principle of the implemented boundary condition can directly be applied to the
related approach of decomposition of the simulation domains of complex application in
two totally separate ﬂow simulations. The formulation of a surrogate model for the time-
dependent inlet condition of the second domain leverages a procedure commonly used
in simulation of stationary ﬂows to its application with time-dependent ﬂow problems.
Instead of transferring a static velocity proﬁle from the upstream to the downstream
domain ﬂow simulation, a model is formulated and its parameters are identiﬁed from the
upstream domain simulation and serve to generate boundary condition values depending
on time and downstream ﬂow variables.
The same principle as shown in this work for the identiﬁcation of the parameters governing
the impeller channel ﬂow rates can readily be applied when 3-dimensional numerical ﬂow
simulations are consulted to identify parameters such as hydraulic inductance (inertial
length), hydraulic resistance of isolated components of complex systems. 3-dimensional
simulations including the eﬀects of ﬂuid compressibility, phase changes and ﬂuid-structure
interaction can provide the hydraulic capacitance values, essential to the modelling of
hydro-acoustic phenomena. By this way, 3-dimensional numerical ﬂow simulation can
contribute to the successful 1-dimensional modelling of systems that are too complex to
be treated by a 3-dimensional approach. It is an attractive alternative where analytical
or experimental methods are not practical.
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